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Secondary employment for San Franciscopolice of- 	 prior legislative acts and judicial rulings, that the
ficers is in serious jeopardy should the Police Commis- 	 department may impose reasonable rules and restric-
sion adopt Chief Murphy's proposed revision of the 	 tions relating to outside employment, it is the POA's
secondary employment rules now pending before the 	 contention that not only is this proposal an
Police Commission. 	 unreasonable restriction, it adoption by the Police

Scheduled for its April 28th, 5:00 p.m. hearing, the	 Commission will effectively prohibit secondary employ-
Police Commission will take testimony on whether or ment.
not the department should require off-duty officers and 	 In 1971 , the California legislature addressed the
their secondary employers to enter into a "hold 	 secondary employment area and clarified it by statute
harmless" agreement (contract) which would "itidem- 	 in Government Code Section 1 125 et seq. Section 1126
nily and hold harmless the City and County of San 	 specifically creates restrictions and guidelines for such
Francisco from any and all claims, demands, suits or secondary employment activity, and Section 1127 sets
other actions arising from acts done during or arising 	 forth the underlying policy that police officers should
from the course and scope of employment by the off- be allowed to work in related fields of endeavor, such as
duty officer and employer."	 security guard employment.

In essence, the department is asking secondary
employers to sign a blank check to protect the City from 	 Section 1127 reads: "It is not the intent of this article
any claim, suit or award that comes about because of 	 to prevent the employment by private business of a
some act that an off-duty officer committed while 	 public employee, such as a peace officer, fireman,
employed in a "private citizen" security type capacity. 	 forestry service employee, among other public
There are approximately four hundred police officers 	 employees, who is off-duty to do work related to and
working in this capacity. 	 compatible with his regular employment, or past

All secondary employers that I have consulted with employment, provided the person or persons to be
thus far have stated that the City's proposal is	 employed have the approval of their agency supervisor
outrageous, beyond their capabilities and would cause 	 and are certified as qualified by the appropriate agen-
the employers to terminate all off-duty San Francisco 	 cy".
officers under their employ should the Commission 	 The City may impose restrictions, but these limita-
adopt this overly restrictive agreement.	 tions must adhere to the state statutory scheme or be in

Although we concur with the department, based on violation of the supremacy clause of the Constitution

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE
by Gerry Schmidt

which states that statewide legislation preempts conflic-
ting local regulations.

Again, should this "hold harmless" contract be
adopted and employers reject this condition of employ-
ment, then the department will have effectively violated
Section 1127, as employment in related fields of
endeavor, such as security employment will be pro-
hibited.	 Continued on Back Page

The San Francisco Police Officers' Association held a
press conference on the mayor's proposed handgun ban
on Wednesday, March 24. 1982 at City Hall.

-

Center is Spokesman Pete I ney; backed by President Bob
Barry, left and Woody Tennant, right. Not shown, but pre-
sent too, was Inspector Tom Dickson.

The newly appointed Legislative Committee had its
first meeting on April 1, 1982 beginning at 11:00 a.m.

The focus of attention centered on the Noveniber
1982 citywide ballot and possible POA sponsored
charter amendments. Other things such as timetables,
use of attorneys currently on retainer, secretarial ser-
vices as well as a questionnaire to be sent to the
membership for the purpose of prioritizing key issues,
were also discussed.

Committee chairman Rapagnani indicated his belief
that the POA rely upon the Board of Supervisors to
sponsor the less controversial measures that the POA
wishes to pursue and that the initiative petition route
would be necessary for the more difficult measures.
This was agreed upon by all members of the Commit-
tee. It was also agreed upon that education of the
membership had been sorely lacking in the past few
years.

Seven tentative issues had been identified for the
November ballot:

1. Collective Bargaining
2. Tier II Benefits
3. Education Incentive
4. Night Differential Pay
5. Military Buy-out

6. Time and a half for Overtime
7. Medical and/or Dental Program.

A discussion then took place with regard to collective
bargaining as to whether or not Tier II benefits were an
included issue. A possible solution was finally arrived at
in hopes that the questionnaire would resolve whether
or not the membership wanted to pursue collective
bargaining. If the questionnaire reflected that the
membership still wanted to pursue collective bargain-
ing, the question would have to be dealt with in a more
specific fashion.

Given the amount of work that remains to be done
and the time in which to do it, it was suggested that we
contact immediately the Political Science Department
of all the various schools in the Bay Area, soliciting
students to work as signature gatherers during the peti-
tion drive. It was also decided that a letter should be
sent to our attorneys requesting brief descriptions in
legal terminology of the seven possible issues that we
had identified. Included in the letter would be a request
that we receive the information prior to the next Board
meeting.

The meeting was then adjourned on a positive note
with at least the feeling that we had identified the enor-
mous, if not very difficult, tasks that lie ahead.

The San Francisco Police Officers' Association has
adopted a series of recommendations as an alternative
to the handgun ban proposed by Mayor Feinstein. Off.
Pete Maloney, Chairman of the special committee
formed to study the proposed ban said, "We thank the
mayor for joining us in our concern about handgun
misuse. The intent of her proposal is well received, but
we cannot support it. We believe the ban would be inef-
fective, impractical, and unenforceable." The SFPOA
Board of Directors adopted the following measures as
practical and enforceable steps to limit the illegal ac-
cessabiity and use of handguns.

S Enhancement to felony status of local and state
laws prohibit carrying a handgun concealed on a person
or in a vehicle.

. Enhancement to felony status of state law which
prohibits carrying or using a weapon in a rude and
threatening manner.

• Strict supervision by the police department of
employees and companies which are allowed to use
weapons in their work.

• Formalization of a strong policy, if not mandatory
language in the law, to deny the return of handguns
seized by the police from those who have used them in a

Continued Back Page
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WIDOWS.
&

ORPHANS
The March meeting was called to order by President

Bernard Becker at 2:08 p.m., Wednesday,.March 24,
1982, in the Traffic Bureau Assembly Room, Hall of
Justice. All officers and trustees present, including J.P.
Pres. J. Sturken and P. Pres. G. Jeffery.

The Secretary reported the following donations: Mr.
& Mrs. Matteoni In memory. of retired Sgt. William
McCarthy; Mr. & Mrs. Kreiss - In memory of retired
Sgt. William McCarthy; Mission Station -- In memory
of Arthur Richter, Jr., father of Linda Flanders;
Maland-lig Charitable Trust - In respect for police of-
ficers; Harrison Martin - For help from members of
Co. D; Florence Kaen - For safe return of her
wallet.

Treasurer Parenti reported the following deaths:
GEORGE BIDELMAN - Born in San Francisco in
1904, George entered the Department in 1933 at age
29. Assigned to Headquarters, he worked the radio cars
(at that time they worked out of the Chief's Office, be-
ing rotated to district stations) for 5 years. Assigned to
Co. D, he was detailed to Treasure Island for the
World's Fair. After close of the fair, George worked at
various district stations until assigned to the Richmond
where he worked until his retirement on service in 1959
at age 65. George was 77 when he passed away.

WILLIAM T. CREEDON - Known as #1 because of
àther Creedons in the department, he became a
policeman in 1947 at age 34 after serving as a motor-
man with the Muni. After the Academy, Bill was
assigned to Richmond Station on mounted patrol.
After four years on the horses, patrolling Golden Gate
Park, Bill was transferred to the #5 car in Rithmond in
which he performed the numerous duties assigned to
him until his retirement for service in 1968 at age 56.
He was awarded tWo Captain Commendations, one in
1962 for the arrest of a suspect who had committed a
burgarly and one in 1968 for the assistance in the ap-
prehension of four armed robbery suspects. Bill was 69
years old at the time of his death.

WILLIAM MC CARTHY -. Another San Franciscan
born in 1916, he was 26 when he became a member of
the Department in 1942. He worked at the Richmond
Station for 6 years, and was then transferred to the
Chief's Office where he served for 18 years. Bill was
theji given the position of Secretary to the Police Com-
mission serving there for two years before he returned
to the Chief's Office. He retired for service in 1974 at
age 59. During his stay in the Chief's Office, Bill always
had a helping hand for any citizen or policeman who
needed it. He was a young 65 when he passed away.

The following were accepted as members of the
Association after approval of the membership: James
A. Adams, Dennis P. Alford, Chester H. Banks, Daniel
Baker, James G. Bosch, Kevin Cashman, Mario J.
Delgadilo, Anthony C. DiStefano, David Faingold,
Pedro Fernandez, John Geraty, Craig Kuwabara, Ken-
wade Lee, Dan Maginniss, John Moran, Karen
Nassberg, Daniel Z. Oquendo, Robert Porter, Joseph J.
Robles, Donnye D. Ross, Paul E. Scott, Gregory Suhr,
Carl S. Tennenbaum, Alfred D. Trigueiro, Barry I.
Wolf.

Report of Trustees: Recommendation of Hibernia
Bank to purchase 150,000 in U.S. treasurer notes was
approved by the Trustees.

Good of the Association: Members are advised that
the next meeting will be Wednesday April 21, 1982 at
2:00 p.m. in the Traffic Bureau Assemby Room, Hall,
of Justiced. All members are invited to attend.

There being no further business to come before the
membership, the meeting was adjourned at 2:50 p.m.
in memory of the above departed Brothers.

Fraternally,
Bob McKee, Secretary

All retired members are advised that if you have not
yet paid your 1982 dues, do so now by mailing $36.00 to
Hibernia Bank Trust Department, P.O. Box 3808, Rin-
con Annex, S.F. 94119. Any questions, call Bill Paren-
ti, 681-6133 or Bob McKee, 587-4570.

GRANDMA'S SALOON
1232 Noriega St., San Francisco CA 94122

Phone (415) 665-7892

As is the custom, S.F. Police Post 456 will be sending
two boys to Boys State this year. We usually send three
boys, under the joint sponsorship of the S.F. Foot-
printers, but we are also experiencing the economic
crunch. Our peerless Boys State Chairman, Stan
Scheld, is beating the brush around our high schools
looking for candidates, and by April 1st the names will
have been submitted. We would like to get the son of a
member of S.F. Police Post 456 when possible, but any
eligible candidates is welcomed.

It is a great source of pride, not only to the parents,
but to S.F. Police Post 456 as well. The experience
derived will give the candidate great satisfaction in the
knowledge that he has done a fine job. As the man says,
"Experience is not what happens to you. It's what you
do with what happens to you."

This is another example 'of your dues in action. If you
have not paid your dues as yet, please get them in right
away.

This would have been in the last issue but Stan did
not receive the particulars until after the March issue
went to press.

Till next issue, may God hold you in the palm of his
hand. Keep smiling -

Your Scribe,
John A. Russell

MARINE CORPS LEAGUE
ATTENTION FORMER MARINES:

All former Marines are invited to attend a meeting of the
Marine Corps League. It Is an organization dedicated to former
Marines to perpetuate the esprit dcorps of the UnitedStates
Marine Corps.

Meetings are held the third Monday of each month usually at
the Marines Memorial Club, Sutter and Mason Streets, 10th
Floor, Regimental Room, 7:15 p.m.

Come early to the Skyroom for a brief social time.

BUY TWICE THE TOOLS
AT HALF THE PRICE
BUY SECONDHAND!
WE'VE G.OT THE LARGEST
SELECTION IN THE BAY AREA!

* * *
Need a large tool for a
one-timejob?
Rentit—we'vegotahuge	 (... -
rental department	 i ji.

4352 Mission Street 	 .. .• 
S

1½ blocks south of Silver 	 .•-	 -
J '\	 S.F. 469-0333	 .41i	 LS' 1-	 ________ Lnn

11I1L

Rentals	
Open: 

SecondhandMon-Sat, 8-5

Automatic Home Laundry Service
Sales & Services

Maytag. . Whirlpool . . General Electric
Kitchen Aid Dishwashers

ALL APPLIANCES AT A DISCOUNT!

45 Dore Street	 982-0634
San Francisco	 864-7333

AMERICAN LEGION VALOR AWARD
DINNER

SEVENTH DISTRICT - EIGHTH DISTRICT
SAN FRANCISCO COUNTY COUNCIL

LT. EDWARD L. EPTING (RET.)
SGT. RONALD HANSEN

S.F. Police Dept.

LT. DONALD A. CARLSON (EngIne 10)
FIREMAN HENRY H. JEBE (Rescue 1)
TIME,	 S.F. FireDept.	 PLACE,

THURSDAY, MAY 20. 5982	 PRESIDIO OFFICERS CLUB
A - 8,00 P.M.	 NO HOST COCKTAILS	 PRESIDIO OF SAN FRAN'CISCO
8,00 P.M.	 PR IME BIOS OF BEEF AU .IUS 	 SAN FRANCISCO. CALl FORNIA

DINNER
PEER PARKING	 FREE PARKING

$15.00 PER PERSON
-	 '	 GET YOUR TICKETS NOW

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR DISTRICTS AND POSTS OFFICERS

CONTACT: SGT. W. WATSON, 553-1377

POLICE AND
FIREMENS'
INSURANCE

ASSOCIATION
To all members of Police & Firemen's Ins. Assn.:

As of March 1, 1982, your new agent will be James
D. Neubert, 1801 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, CA,
441-3400. Any questions or claims please call Mr.
Neubert.

Fraternally yours,
David B. Mayer

Burg. Det., S.F.P.D.

the San Francisco
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ted if necessary
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NEWS

I would like to thank all the P & F members for their'
help and cooperation for these many years. 	 .	 I



IS CHANGE THE ANSWER?
The subject of possibly putting this newspaper in the I have never asked anyone to write a critical article.

hands of a third party did not come up at the Board Those' type of articles surface because the members are
meeting of March 16, 1982. President Bob Barry was beginning to realize what the dues are and how little
off sick, and Mr Snead from Chicago was not present they are getting for their money
It will be presented on May 4, 1982 at the 'Board	 Another area of dissatisfaction is the political con-

meeting.	 '	 tributions subject. There hasn't been any political con-
Since the President's returti to the office, he has been tribution eduction effort in many a year. If a Board

out to the stations and other units telling the members member doesn't believe in that process or in particular,
what a great idea it is for the newspaper to be done by a a certain recipient, he would be a hypocrite to try to
third party, plus the POA can make $15,000 or more a convince his station or other unit members that the pro-

year from the advertising profits. 	 cess is a good one.
As I have said many times before, it is my opinion As awareness increases, the only place the members

that the profit motive is WITHOUT MERIT. We have can express themselves is in THE POLICEMAN. If
more money in the POA Treasury than we have ever such an article is submitted, I believe it should be
had in my twenty-two years experience as an active printed. Of late, a few members have told me that they
POA member, including fourteen years on the Board of don't care to have our dirty laundry aired in public. On

Directors.	 the one hand I agree, but on the other, where else can

. . S S S S • • • • • S S •S S • S S	 . ' . . ' .
....S..S........S4Thinking about picnics? Shop at: ••••••••••••.•...•••,S.•5l.555*1'S.S.'LUCCA DELICATESSEN ..'

5''. .S.'
S.'Imported Groceries and Delicacies 'S..5',,"The Tastiest Little Deli In The World •54'5.

Policeman's Lunch
Discount u'ith 1.1).

2120 Chestnut St. 	 Marina District
San Francisco 94123
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PRESIDENT'S

DISCRIMINATION
WILL NOT BE CONDONED

Dear Chief Murphy:

At the regularly scheduled Auditor-Monitor's
meeting of January 26, 1982, Mr. Ray Wong, Consent
Decree coordinator, submitted a nine page document,
to the parties entitled "Action Plan Pursuant to the
December 30, 1981 Court Order".

On Page 6, Section III, under the heading Promo-
tional Examination and Training, Mr. Wong has in-
dicated that the department is proposing a two-tier
training program for the forthcoming lieutenants' ex-
amination. The first tier, consisting of orientation to
the format of the examination and the management
and content-specific training. Mr. Wong goes on to
state that this first tier of training will be offered in a
manner which will accomodate all work shifts and will
be open to all eligible applicants.

The second tier of training vill consist of tutorial ser-
vice on' the subject areas covered in the first tier of
training, in depth specific content training, and train-
ing on general test taking strategies. However, Mr.
Wong states that "In cothpliance with Section IX, 11(a)
of the Consent Decree, this training (second tier) will be
limited to protected class members.

As party to the Consent Decree and the employee
organization representing 95 percent of all sworn police
officer, which encompasses the majority of all classes in
the San Francisco Police Department, the San Fran-
cisco Police Officers' Association finds that this second
tier training proposal repugnant in that the exc lusion

BERONIO
LUMBER CO
2525 MARIN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94124
824-4300

of non-protected class members is an outright
discriminatory practice that the Consent Decree was
specifically formulated to prevent.

Further, it is the contention of the POA and our legal
counsel that Mr. Wong's proposal is totally inconsistent
with Judge Peckham's order of December 30, 1981.

On Page 3, Subsection III of the Court Order, the
judge took the following action to rectify purported
non-compliance with Section 10(c), the temporary pro-
motions of Q-60 lieutenants:

1. Make no further appointments to the temporary
lieutenant's position without discussion among the par-
ties and the Auditor-Monitor.

2. Establish an in-service training program for per-
Sons eligible for temporary appointment to Q-60
(Lieutenant) with special emphasis on "giving leader-
ship experience to minorities and women" (Footnote 4)
to enhance their opportunities to succeed in the promo-
tional process. Footnote 4 in the order refers to
paragraph lO(c ) of the Consent Decree which relates to
the criteria that will be followed when making non-
permanent appointments.

3. Establish a middle management training cur-
riculum geared towards preparing protected class
members and others for the next Q-60 Lieutenants'
examination. The Consent Decree Division shall pro-
vide curriculum, which shall be similar in nature to that
provided in the POST-certified Management Training
Curriculum (Footnote 5).

4. Administer a Q-60 Lieutenants' examination
on/or before August 1, 1982. The order then goes on to
address the future examinations for sergeant and assis-
tant inspectors.

Although the Police Officers' Association disagrees
with various portions of the Court Order and has ap-
pealed the order to the Ninth Curcuit Court of Appeal,
we believe very strongly that the judge went to great
lengths in protecting all candidates that will participate
in the next lieutenants' examination by including the
term "and others" in Subsection III above and that it is
not the judge's intent to exclude non-protected class
members from any training curriculum.

To further emphasized our position that the term
"and others" means non-protected class members shall
not be excluded from any training curriculum, I refer
you to the Auditor-Monitor's minutes of February 23,
1982.

Brake - Electronic Tune-up - Wheel Alignment

Sotomayor's Chevron Service

19th Ave. & Noriega St.	 Chivran

San Francisco, CA 94122
Telephone 753-9583

Sal Sotomayor, Owner

On Page 9, Paragraph 6, the parties began discuss
ing the peer counseling report prepared by Sergeant Al
Benner. During the course of that discussion, Sergeant
Benner stressed his concern that the peer counseling for
recruits should be "neutral" to the exclusion of none.
The POA concurs with Sergeant Benner's approach to
this portion of the order - again stressing the fact that
all recruits should be provided with the opportunity of
participating in this program. Should non-protected
class 'members experience some problems during the
training period, why should such members not be
allowed to avail themselves of this necessary peer
counseling outlet?

On Page 11, Paragraph 4 of the minutes, I specifical-
ly asked the Auditor-Monitor what the term "and
others" meant in the judge's order as it relates to the
peer counseling program and he replied, "...anyone
else who does not fall under that category" (meaning
non-proected class members). Again, Judge Peckham,
on Page 3, Subsection II of this order stated, "The Con-
sent Decree Division shall be responsible for coor-
dinating these programs which are designed to improve
the likelihood of success for protected class members
and others who apply and become police recruits for the
San Francisco Police Department."

In summary, it is quite clear, contrary to the
Auditor-Monitor's position, Mr. Wong's position and
Deputy Chief Shannon's position that Judge Peckham
did not direct nor was it his intent to disallow non-
protected class members the opportunity of par-
ticipating in any training curriculum or peer counseling
program for police recruits, and should the San Fran-
cisco Police Department adopt the premise of
discriminating against non-protected class members of
the San Francisco Police Department, by denying train-
ing and peer counseling when the judge's order does not
direct such action, I feel that, a tremendous disservice
will have been perpetrated against a. vast number of
dedicated police officers and that additional court ac-
tion is a virtual certainty should you approve of this
discriminatory training.

Although we have discussed our concerns with you
and Chief Shannon on various occasions, we have not
been advised as to your decision in this matter.

I urgently await your response as to whether or not
you intend to proceed as Mr. Wong has suggested.

Sincerely,
Robert F. Barry, President

one have his thoughts printed which can reach the
whole department? If someone has a different point of
view, should't he or she be able to use the same
newspaper as the original article was printed in? Is
Freedom of the Press only for some people?

On the money side, The POLICEMAN has paid its
own expenses since August 1974, which was six months
after I became Editor. The salaries for the Editor and
the part-time secretary have been paid for by the POA
on a budgeted basis as the Publications Committee is a
bonafied committee of the POA and has been for about
twenty years. However, 1982 is a different time and at
today's margin of profit, I believe the total profit from
the present advertising can pay both the expenses and
the respective salaries for the newspaper.

Bob Barry and I have met briefly regarding our dif-
ferenes about the future of the POLICEMAN.
Hopefully we can resolve the problem soon and, get on
with other business.

Gale W. Wright, Editor

l5)2s21411 /_J\9 2631 24th. Slreet - S.F., Cal. 94110
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GLEN PARK - 2-story, full
6 with studio in-law. Price
reduced to $175,000, 15%
down. OWC at 12% for 5
years.

MIRALOMA PARK -
Panoramic view. 3
bedroom, 2 full baths in
quiet neighborhood. OWC
at 12% for 5 years. Reduced
to $144,950.

CONDOMINIUMS - 3
bedroom, 2 full baths. 1500
sq. feet. Builder wants out
- he said "price to sell', so
we've priced them at
$92,500.

INCOME - 6 units near
Market and Mint Hill.
Owners anxious. Price
reduced to $234,950.

San Francisco - Mission Terrace. Large-full 5. "Q'e designer kitchen & bath, professionally remodeled. Full
basement, in-law potential. Huge 25' x 134' lo 9umab l e financing atll¼%. OWC. $137,500.

San Francisco - Mission Terrace near Balboa s w 9\ing pool. Price reduced to $122,500. Full 5 upstairs, 4 room
in-law down which rents for $375. mo. AssumaSQiiiancing. Owner anxious-will carry 2nd or 3rd loan. -

WINE COUNTRY - Secluded 3 bedroom, 2 bath, country home, close to Sonoma & Boyes Springs. Huge knotty
pine living room with custom Franklin fireplace. 50 x 140 lot. $55,000 assumable loan, owner will carry a 2nd. Pric-
ed at only $89,950. 	 -

Syndications, partnerships and loans available. Call for details.

647-6886
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AROUND THE
DEPARTMENT

SHALL I STUDY
FOR PROMOTIONALS?

Questions Patrol Officers May Need to Ask Themselves
• . • Jim Dudley of Northern Station recently picked

up -a gentleman who was wanted in Odessa, Texas
(where?) for violation of petty theft probation, felony.
Surprisingly, Jim received a subpoena to this fellow's
trial in Odessa. When Jim arrived at the Odessa court
house, he was ushered to the front row to await the
commencement of the trial. But as always, last minute
pre-trial plea bargaining took place and a bargain was
reached. Now please sit down, because Jim reports that
the gentleman accepted 6 , years in state. prison and
agreed to drop his civil suit against the deputies who
had originally knocked his front teeth out while ar-
resting him, in exchange for not having to stand trial
for violation of petty theft probation with a prior.
Whew...

MBO: Stands for Management by Objective.
Civil Service personnel tell you that the entire city runs
on this sytem, including the police department. Well,
quite a few sergeants panicked a few weeks ago when a
front page article in the Examiner detailed objectives of
their units which they never knew existed. Why the
panic? Well, with a lieutenants' test alleged to be a few
months away, sergeants will panic about anything that
they believe will, might or could be, maybe, on the ex-
am...

• . While Kirk Brookbush of Co. A parachuted into
Kezar Stadium to deliver the Centurions' game ball,
wife Suzy and newborn Andrew Mac, 7 lbs. 6 óz., were
cheering him on from home. Meanwhile, Tim and Sue
Cordes of Co. B, celebrated the birth of Garrett
Thomas, 7 lbs. 6 oze. while the Southern Station 4-12
watch gave Tom a roaring goodbye party to say they'll
miss him when he joins the fire department this month.
Congrats to all and good luck to Kirl in his sport and
Tom in the new job...

• . Grandparent Department: Lil' Garrett Cordes
mentioned above, is the latest addition to the growing
clan of Deputy Chief Stan Cordes. But not to be out-
done, Francis Fahey, Co. A, became a great grand-
father for the second time this past month when lii' Lisa
Marie Porter made her debut at U .C. Hospital...'

On April 23rd and 24th, a unique symposium
will be held at the Hyatt Regency. The symposium,
"Psycholotherapy and Law Enforcement: Issues and
Techniques" is aimed at giving mental health profes-
sionals a better understanding of the unique culture in -
whih police officers operate and of the specific techni-
ques that work best in helping them. This first of a kind
symposium is co-sponsored by the University of Califor-
nia and the San Francisco Police Department.

- . What to be in a mQvie? Well on April 23rd and
24th, a Texas-style barbeque will be filmed at the Cow
Palace for the movie "The Right Stuff' which is about
the original Mercury 7 astronauts. The scene at the
Cow Palace will require hundreds of extras, male and
female, who can dress up as wealthy Texans circa 1962.
For more details call Lynn Sanchez at Chartoff-
Winkler Productions, 861-0803...

One officer was recently describing the diversity
of the department to a citizen who inquired about
racism on the force, by stating: "Walking into the
district stations today is like walking into the bar in
Star Wars"

During the month of March many officrs, both
gay and straight, received an unsigned letter urging
them to join an organization of gay peace officers.
Richmond Station Representative W. A. Tennant look-
ed\ into the matter in response to complaints and
tracked down the source of the unsigned letters to a
deputy in the sheriffs' department (John Abney) and
discovered that Supervisor Richard Hongisto was•
behind the move...

On April 28th at 5 p.m., the Police Commission
will hold a hearing on whether to include a hold
harmless agreement in the new secondary employment
order. Legal experts state that such an agreement will
have a drastic affect on the hiring of off-duty officers.
for security work- and might even affect the status of
retired officers working security. Many employers and
officers are organizing to fight the hold harmless agree-
ment. For more information, contact the security office
at Pier 39...

Very shortly Sgt. Mike Hebel will add the title of
Art Critic to his already long list of credentials. Mike
has been attending exhibition after exhibition with ar- -
tist wife Joan Brown, the latest being an opening of
Joan's work in New York-on April 3rd...

1. I want to be a career patrol officer.
Why? Why not?

2. I-want to be a sergeant.
Why? Why not?

3. I want to be an inspector.
Why? Why not?

4. I can figure out solutions to police problems.
5. I have tactical leadership skills.
6. I have good investigatory skills
7. I have the capacity to plan for police events.
8. I have the appropriate level of writing skills.
9. I have a working knowledge of the law.

10.I have the ability to train, supervise and evaluate.
11.I know how to study. -
12. I know where to get the things I need to learn

to prepare myself for the promotional exam(s).
13. I believe I can learn the skills appropriate to all

the above questions.

IN MY OPINIO.N
by Ed Collins, Police Academy

Marshall Morgan
beware! This ace young
satirist of the San Fran-
cisco POLICEMAN is
about to move into .your
place as one of the City's
better commentators. I of-
fer -the following, com-
pletely random opinions as
my proof.

THE MAYOR
I'd like to thank the

Mayor for publicly
sterotyping me as
"Macho." That's nice and.
I think she is too.

EGGS
All eggs should be

square. Their current
shape allows them to roll

Ikit;

NOE VALLEY- - Newly
renovated with new elec-
trical, plumbing & founda-
tion. Victorian with potential
in-law down. Asking
$155,000.

685 LAKEVIEW - Try $5,000
down or lease option. Cozy
cottage priced to sell at
$79,950.

A group of people are thinking of getting together to
discuss these issues. The intent is to identify the needs
of patrol officers considering taking promotional ex-
ams. What resources are necessary for that decision?
What resources are necessary to prepare for the exams?

The above questions are simply a means to start you
thinking about this and to identify the areas in which
"you" need to concentrate. The exam may not be until-
1983 but the time to start thinking about it is today.

Anyone interested in joining a group whose purpose
is to provide resources to all police officers considering
taking promotional exams, send a note by April 27,
1982 to:

PROMOTIONAL INFORMATION GROUP (PIG)
do POLICE ACADEMY

LA CASA CJNCQ
MEXICAN RESTAURANT

3606 SAN BRUNO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94134
DELICIOUS FOOD TO GO

PETE & GLORIA PRADO	 TELEPHONE
Droprielors	 467 -651 1

C ABc TOWING
TO	 COMPLETE ROADSIDE SEA VICE

STORAGE	 -
CO.\	 -

- Autos and Heavy Equipment -
RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS -24 HOURS

724 BRANNAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94:103	 863-2

!1nA

off table tops and makes
them difficult to stack.

- GUN CONTROL
Without our arms we

haven't a leg to stand on.

BERRIES

Raspberries - Aptly
named, they make my
mouth pucker and maybe
flatulent.	 -

Strawberries - Not apt-
ly named, they don't taste
like straw in the least.

- Favorite Berry - All in
all, I guess my favorite
berry is still the potato.
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TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT

OFFICER OF THE MONTH
	 ACTIONS OF STATE LEGISLATURE

FEBRUARY 1982 	 AFFECT OUR LIVES

DAVID GIN

Officer David Gin isa native of San Francisco who,
after graduating from Galileo High School, served
honorably with the United States Air Force in Vietnam
and still remains active with the Air Force Reserve.

Officer Gin joined the San Francisco Police Depart-
ment in 1980 and has worked at the Mission and
Southern Police Stations where his professional attitude
and reputation for diligence has earned him the respect
of his fellow officers.

Officer Gin was chosen as Traffic Enforcement Of-
ficer of the Month for February 1982 for his outstan-
ding work record and attention to duty. At a Police
Commission meeting on March 31 1982 Officer Gin
was rewarded for his efforts with a weekend trip to Lake
Tahoe, compliments of the San Francisco Chamber of

73 14th St	 San Francisco Ca 941031

- ELECTRIC --
Motor Service

Brian Rutley	 415/883-3414

MI CASA RESTAURANT

3066 - 24TH ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
TEL. (415) 285-8878

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FRI. & SAT. TILL 2A.M.

by Paul Chignell, Vice President

There is no legislative body that affects the working
conditions of San Francisco police officers more than
the California legislature.

Every week another large number of bills that affect
us are either introduced-, killed, passed or amended in
the California State Senate and California State
Assembly.

Being increasingly active in supporting and opposing
legislative candidates is vital to protecting the interests
of San Francisco police officers.

This month I am spotlighting one of the bills that was
recently introduced by Senator Alan Robbins (D) Los
Angeles that if passed would help police officers who
are sued for false arrest or excessive use of force. I'm
sure you know of a few officers who fall into that
category.

Senator Robbins' bill would limit the amount of com-
pensatory and punitive damages that a peace officer
would have to face if he lost such a civil suit.

Below is a summary of the Robbins bill. I urge all
members towrite to Senator Robbins thanking him for
authoring such a bill and urging your Senators and
Assembly members to vote YES on this bill.

We will be watching this legislation for any amend-
ments that would affect the provisions of this bill.

The CHIEF OF POLICE: Leaps over building in a
single bound, is more powerful than a locomotive, is
faster than a speeding bullet, walks on water and con-
verses with God.

The CAPTAIN: Leaps mediumsize buildings with a
single bound, is more powerful than a locomotive, is
just as fast as a speeding bullet, walks on water if it is
calm and talks to God on a formal basis.

The LIEUTENANT: Leaps short buildings with a
running start, is almost as powerful as a locomotive, is
slightly slower than a speeding bullet, walks on the
water of an indoor pool and talks with God on special
request.

The INSPECTOR: Barely clears a quonset hut, loses
in a tug-of-war with a locomotive, can fire a speeding

2417 Mission Street
- SanFrancisco94ll0

-- (415) 282-6086

=..	 -
4114

Special Soups and the Food of Nicaragua
Fine handmade crafts from Latin America

"La Qua isa winning addition
to the Mission scene"... R. B. Read, SF Examiner

TAYLOR WOODROW
OF CALIFORNIA INC

680 BEACH STREET, SUITE 371
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

673-7690

SENATE BILL 1384
Introduced by Senator Robbins

January 25, 1982

An act to add Section 820.5 to the Government Code,
relating to damages.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSL'S DIGEST
SB 1384, as introduced, Robbins. Peace officer:

punitive damages.

Under existing law, in a civil action for the breach of
a- noncontractual obligation, the plaintiff may recover
exemplary and punitive damages if the defendant has
been guilty of oppression, fraud, or malice. Statutory
law does-not limit the amount of punitive damages.

This bill would limit the amount of exemplary and
punitive damages, in any action against a peace officer
for damages for excessive use of force or false arrest or
imprisonment, and in any action by a peace officer
against another person for damages arising out of the
performance of an official duty by the peace officer, to
3 times the amount of compensatory damages awarded
or $5,000, whichever is greater.

Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal commit-
tee: yes. State-mandated local program: no.

bullet, swims well and talks to animals.
The DETECTIVE: Makes high marks on the outer

walls of buildings in an attempt to leap them, is run
over by locomotives, sometimes handles a gun without
inflicting self-injury, swims dog paddle and talks to
plants.

The PATROLMAN: Runs into building, recognizes
locomotives two out of three times, is issued ammuni-
tion,can stay afloat -if properly instructed and is often
addressed by God.

The SERGEANT Lifts buildings and walks under
them, kicks locomotives off their tracks, catches
speeding bullets in his teeth, chews them up and spits
out buckshot, freezes water with a single glance, and -
THE SERGEANT IS GOD!

ARTHUR J. BALIANTZ

3at
AT JACkSON SQUARE

310 PACIFICA VENUE

-	 982-5059

L2	 Ia fllicliLrraniLe

2210 FILLMORE ST. 	 288 NOE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO	 SAN FRANCISCO

- CA94115	 CA94114
(415)921-1956	 (415)731-7210

Cafe - Restaurant - Catering

WHO SAID THAT.

INDIA HOUSE	 Westlake Liquors
	 Port' O'CaII Liquors -

RESTA URANT
EXOTIC ATMOSPHERE

LUNCH • DINNER • COCKTAILS

350 JACKSON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94111

392-0744

309 So. Mayfair Ave.	 1288 East Hilisdale Blvd.
Daly City 94015	 Foster City 94040
755-8900	 TH E	 349-2504

-	 JUG
-	 SHOP

1567 Pacific Ave. - San Francisco 94109
885-2922
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POLICE REPORTING OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
WHAT THE PROSECUTOR NEEDS TO KNOW

This month I asked Sue Saperstein of the Child Sex-
ual Trauma Advisory Committee to submit an article
on child abuse. I hope to have her submit additional ar-
ticles on child molestation and incest.

As an Assistant District Attorney who has successful-
ly prosecuted offenses from driving while under the in-
fluence to capital offenses, I know that child molesta-
tion cases are among the most difficult, cases to suc-
cessfully prosecute.

The article first appred in The Law Enforcement
Quarterly.

Is! William L. Fazio

When a patrol officer, is assigned to take a report in a
child abuse situation, the decisions the officer makes
and the information collected may save the life of the -
child.

The danger facing minor victims of abuse ' cannotbe
over-emphasized. One expert has stated that in 25 per-
cent of the cases where a previously battered child is
returned to its parents that child will later be per-
manently disabled or killed by those parents. That is
why police officers and prosecutors cannot tolerate a
case which is lost due to improper reporting, lack of ap-
propriate police action or bad prosecution.

There are, in general, four kinds of abuse: physical,
sexual, emotional and neglect. The goal of the repor-
ting officer, and the basic approach would be the same
in this type of case as in any other - to inform those
reading the police reports of the factswhich have been
uncovered.	 -

Abuse investigations can lead to two types of court
action. First, a dependency petition may be filed in
Juvenile Court to remove the minor from the custody of
the parents or other caretakers; second, a criminal
complaint may be filed against the responsible parties.
In any given case, either or both of these actions may
occur. It is important for the patrol officer to recognize
this, because the rules of evidence and the burdens of
proof differ in each proseding, and evidence which is
not admissible in a criminal trial may well be admissi-
ble in the Juvenile Court case.

This distinction results from the intent of the juvenile
proceedings, 'which protect the minor. Courts have held
that illegally obtained evidence can therefore be used
for this prupose, since it is more important to protect a
child than to deter, alleged unlawful police conduct.
However, this same evidence cannot be used in the
criminal trial of the responsible adult. 	 -

The difference in burden of proof refers to the fact
that the criminal case must, of course, be proven
beyond a reasonable doubt, while the dependency peti-
tion in Juvenile Court needs only be proven by a
preponderance of the evidence, a burden which is
decidedly easier for the prosecutor to meet.

What- steps, then, should a reporting officer take
when investigating an abuse case? As in any police in-
vestigation, statements of the suspects are very impór-
tant. If the suspect admits causing the injury, but
claims it was an accident, the officer should get as
many facts as possible. concerning the time, place and
conditions of that accident. If there is a denial of
knowledge as to the cause of the injury, the officer must
question the suspect as to who has had access to, or
custody' of the victim. 	 -

If there are obvious signs of physical abuse, such as
bruises, welts, cuts- of abrasions, color photographs
should be taken.as soon as possible. A careful descrip-
tion of the shape, size, color and location of the bruises
or injury is extremely important in virtually all con-
tested cases. Some of the expert child abuse doctors
who work in this area can often - based on this in-
formation - positively refute the story told of the
suspect.	 -

In addition, certain unique information which may
be obtained from parents who are suspect may be
useful in later proceedings. For instance, the officer
should ascertain the general feeling the parent has
toward the victim. Many battering parents will admit
they don't like, or feel close to their child. It is also
helpful to determine whether the parent was subjected
to physical abuse in his or her youth, since many batter-
ing parents were themselves abused as children. Also,
some record of prior serious injuries or accidents which
may have involved the victim should be obtained. The
doctors or hospitals involved in these earlier incidents
should be identified. Often, a pattern will emerge
which will enable an expert pediatrician or psychiatrist
to give an opinion as to the probable cause of injury or
potei-jtial risk to the victim.

Cases of sexual abuse or molestation require special
treatment, and special consideration by the reporting
officer. Many experts feel this is one of the most under
reported crimes in our society. In many cases, a teenage
girl who has been subjected to several years of continu-
ing sexual abuse will start to "act out" or rebel in the
home. This 'rebellion is often due to the strict dating
rules which the father may be imposing in an effort to
prevent his daughter from becoming emotionally (or
sexually) involved with boys her own age. Thus, when
the report is received, the father states that the
daughter is an incorrigible, and is making the report
due to her anger at him for refusing to allow her to at-
tend a dance, or some social function.

The alert officer must realize that the rebellion of the
daughter, and the strictness of the father, may well be a
symptom of-the molest which is occurring in the family.
The daughter should not be blamed for running, but,
rather it should be recognized that this may be her only'
way of attempting to get out of a bad situation. The fact
that the victim may have been a habitual runaway, a

delinquent or promiscuous, does not excuse the
behavior of the father. That girl is still entitled to the
protection of the law, and her father, in most cases, is
still entitled to the attention of law enforcement.

The officer in a molest case must, again, take careful
and accurate statements from all parties. The officer
must treat the victim as a victim. While many of these
youth girls can put on a "hard" front, and discuss their
molest situation as though it does not bother them,
psychiatrists will testify that molest results almost in-
variably in serious and deep seated psychiatric
disorders, many of which might not become apparent
for many years.

Finally, every officer should be aware of the fact that
he or she will often find abuse in situations where it
might not have been expected. When taking a burglary
report, stopping a car, or arresting a shoplifter, facts
may exist which indicate child abuse or neglect. The of-
ficer might be interviewing a witness who mentions her
baby. Further questioning may disclose that the mother
wants to get home to her baby, because the child has
been alone for over four hours, and the child is three
months old. Or a child in the back seat of a car which
has been stopped might be observed to have heavy
bruises on his leg. An officer should attempt to find out
what happened; It could be very important to the child.

Basically, all the police officer has to do in these
cases in use common sense and remember some of the
special questions and techniques. If the prosecutor gets
the appropriate information in a timely manner, the
proper decision can be made to insure the protection
of the abused and neglected children. In many cases,
one chance to be seen and saved may be the only chance
a child may have.

PAINE

WEBBER

Bank of America Center

555 California
San Francisco

983-6700

SCOTTY YOUNG RETIRES

by Dan Linehan, Director
Southern Station.

The Southern turns out to honor Scotty on his last day in uniform. Left to Right,
front row: Ed Costanzi, Scotty Young, Capt. Robert Forni, Lt. Al Larkin, Jim
Strange. Second Row: Ed Casazza (retired), Don O'Connor, Joe Hession,
I 'erry Esget. Last Row: Tom Mandelke, Jim Shevel and (blocked),
Larry O'Riely, Jerry Nybert, Ray Kilroy (blocked), Lt. Lionel Hess (sport coat),
Sgt. Frank Ryan, Capt. Lloyd Crosbie.

This past March, Southern Station suffered another loss with the early retirement
of Officer Horace "Scotty" Young. Over twenty-five years ago, Scotty entered the
police department with many men who now hold high positions within our current ad-
ministration. But for Scotty, he opted to remain a patrol officer. By his decision, to
remain at patrol level, the department lost a rare individual. Here is a man who had
the ability to render correct decisions on the spot, but more important he had the in-
testinal fortitude to back that decision, even if it wasn't popular at the time. However,
because he decided to remain on the front lines, Scotty was able to share his vast
knowledge and to showcase his total dedication to duty. These qualities filtered down
to those who worked with and for him. A leader of the truest form.

Yes, he was from the "old school", having been cut by the same mold as others who
preceeded him into retirement. A list which includes such notables as Ed Cazazza,
Nick Marota, Art Adaps and Preston Nolan. The list is endless.

It is because of their efforts the San Francisco Police Department still stands tall
against those who would destroy it. It is incumbent upon those of us who stay to learn
from men such as these, while they are within our ranks. They are few and far bet-
ween. We must be ready to carry on in the finest' traditions that they have set. I con-
sider myself lucky to have watched Scotty in action. He was one hell of a cop.

Southern Station will continue to exist but somehow it just won't be the same. He's
the only person who could wear white socks,in uniform, and get away with it.From all
of us at the Southern, we wish you and your family a long, happy and healthy retire-
ment.	 - '	 -	 -



IRON WOOD
CAFE

901 COLE
STREET

SAN
FRANCISCO

SYuFY ENTER!RISES
150 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO 94102
441-3900

981

Cafe
Jacqueline

Souffles our specialty

1454 Grant Avenue
San Francisco

SUPER SHELL
377 6TH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94103
989-3465
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HOW THE POA ADMINISTRATION

LOST SERGEANTS JOBS
by William Kidd

I have more than once accused the current POA ad-
ministration of gross mishandling of Federal Litigation
and promotional matters, and of periodic acts which I
have contended were not in the - best interests of the
memberhsip. I frankly don't know how many members
really understand what goes on over at the offices of the
Association, or care, for that matter. It is apparent that
very few seem to get too terribly upset, other than the
few members of the Board of Directors who are cir-
cumspect enough to see that' goes on and who have been
fighting the uphill battle to protect the interests of the
rank and file members of the Association.

I find this quite interesting, because it is fascinating
how unconcerned many members can be at the time
these actions occur, when the implications for the
future seem rather apparent. Then, it gets even more
interesting on down the road when those implications
begin to get crystal clear; all of a sudden, members
tart getting highly upset, yelling and hollering and

screaming a lot of "how come this" and "how come
that" and "why did the 'Association' do this, that or the
other". What too few members realize is that THEY
ARE the Association; the 'Association" - that is the
decision-makers and leaders of the Association - do
what the members allow them to do. And mismanage-
ment and ineptitude today often comes home to roost
tomorrow.

Tier II Example

Example: In January, 1981, Jack Ballentine, Al
CasciatO, Gerry Schmidt and I tried in vain to point out
the inequities of the Tier II retirement system and lack
of efforts being made to address them. Almost one year
later, when the issue of including retirement in a collec-
tive bargaiiing ballot measure came up, a handful of
Tier II officers started popping up to complain that the
"Association", they had suddenly discovered, had been
neglecting them and their retirement benefits. One
fourth-year officer angrily demanded to know why the
'Association' was not getting its act together to deal
with the Tier I-Tier II inequities. I still can't figure out
why, what upset him in December of 1981, apparently
didn't upset him the January before. As I said earlier,
getting YOUR ATTENTION is oftentimes quite dif-
ficult, and once you are paying attention - it may be
too late.

Now, unless you're a Q-2, or are interested in future
promotional opportunities in the SFPD, you probably
won't be interested in reading further.

Lost Sgts. Jobs

However, it has recently come to light that the POA
leadership had the opportunity not only to preserve
those 65 sergeants jobs which were lopped out of the
budget last summer, but were informed well in advance
that these jobs were likely to be removed, thereby
limiting significantly the promotional opportunities
that would be available to those of you Q-2's or Q-35's
who would like to become sergeants. This again was a
case where the word broke to the rank and file that
these sergeants positions were to be deleted from the
budget around June or July of last year. The reaction
was a profound "ho-hum". Not a single officer below
the rank of sergeant could be heard complaining
beyond the walls of the assembly room, aside from a
few station representatives.

Again, I and others have been trying to point out the
very, very drastic consequences which can result from
the loss of those jobs. A few of you ' are beginning to see
the picture, but again, it's too late. Just as the Associa-
tion leaders were willing to naively deal away sick leave
benefits in exchange for last year's cost-of-living adjust-
ment (raise), they did in fact take no action to stop the
loss of these sergeant's jobs, and now those jobs are
G.O.A.

Early Advice

But this was not a case, as some throught, where the
Association leaders were simply caught off guard; this
was not a case where the Association just did not have
the time or manpower to muster against the budget
deletions. In fact, the POA president was advised as
early as JANUARY of last year that thçse positions
were marked for removal from the budget, by Sgt.
Harlan Wilson of Planning and Research. In vain, Sgt.
Wilson tried to plead that the Association should make
some effort to retain some of those jobs. Furthermore,
Wilson suggested that the planned deletion of these
jobs should be conveyed to the membership, so that
they could make a better-informed decision about the
measure they were about to vote upon in the January,

1981 POA election. That policy statement, you might
recall, advocated the earLiest possible scheduling of pro-
motional exams for Lieutenant, Sergeant and Assistant
Inspector. Brothers Schlink and Rapagnani were en-
thusiastically, and Brothers Barry and Chignell were
quietly, opposing passage of this measure, because',
they said the greatest priority was for Q-50 and Q-35
exams. If word was to get out about the pending loss of
sergeants jobs from the budget, that measure just
might have passed. Word was not allowed to get out
and the measure failed. .. . failed by 34 votes.

Examination

In the short run, the need for Q-35 and Q-50 exams
first made a lot of sense. In view of the pending loss of
sergeants positions, however, in the long run, the
greatest benefit would have come from preserving as
many of those jobs as possible. The conduct of an early
lieutenant's exam would have resulted in many vacan-
cies at the rank of sergeant and greater justification to
keep those sergeant's jobs in the budget. Doesn't it
seem more desirable to take a promotional exam for
many positions later, than to take a promotional for
just a few positions, but sooner?

CARL'S BAYSHORE SHELL

319 BAYSHORE BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO 94124

826-4879

These occurrences can mean one of two things.
Either your Association leaders did not have the
foresight or ability to understand- the implications of
fighting for these jobs; or, they knew the implications,
but chose not to fight for them, or to advocate the early
promotional exam policy as written, because in the
short run, they were afraid it would cost them votes.
(January '81 was also the occasion of the election of
POA executive offices). We advocated the long-Tange
benefits, because we believed they would benefit the
membership more in the long run, regardlessof the
votes it might cost us, and we lost. You were only told
about the short range benefits. Your Association com-
mitted the ultimate blunder that an employee organiza- 	 ----------
lion can commit - it made no effort to preserve jobs
and promotional opportunities for its members - and
you got shafted.

WATERLOO
LOUNGE

6221 - 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94124
468-4262

THE PROPHET
BAR

BROAD SELECTION
LUNCHEON 11-2	 BRANDIES, SCOTCH & RUM

3358 ARMY STREET
BETWEEN SO. VAN NESS

& MISSION
285-4588

Lubey
Construction Company

James M Lubey
General Contractor
license no. 402791

Remodeling and Room Additions

CROSS ROADS INN

1484 MARKET
SAN FRANCISCO	 621-0540

468-1845
	

461-7689

.24HOURSERVICE
'TOWING
• MECHANIC ON DUTY
'TIRES AND BAUERIES

664-0224

LAZAR'S



The complainers should watch Mike Hebel in action
counseling an injured officer, watch President Barry
defending an officer at a Skelly hearing and picking
apart the department's case, watch Dan Linehan or
Gerry Schmidt going over a case with an officer prior to
an Internal Affairs interview.

The keys to a powerful organization are hard-
working Board members handling the day to day pro-
blems, not the whiners and complainers. Let's hope
that the workers continue to get the job done because
we have so few working to solve the problems.

VIGIL 'S CLUB

2730 - 21st Street

San Francisco 94110

282-9926

SAIAfCSCO PEWg 0ili8

Your POA in Action

GRIEVANCE
VICTORIES
ABOUND

THE ULTIMATE INSULT
by Dave Herman, Company C

On January 28, 1982 several San Francisco police of- This suit as addressed is one of the most outrageous
ficers responded to a shootmg at Number One Market pieces of documentation ever presented as a direct
Plaza What these officers were to encounter was a cause for damages
crazed gunman, armed with a 12-gauge shotgun, pro- In case Mrs. Contawè was unaware what those of-
ceeding on an unchecked rampage; the suspect having ficers did for her was save her, obviously at this time,
already shot and killed or wounded numerous office very unappreciative life. Likewise, the expert care she
employees on the 18th floor in that facility,	 received at S.F. General Hospital probably made it

possible for her to be here this day.

by Paul Chignell, Vice President

The worth of an employee organization can be
measured by the day to day efforts of its leadership in
solving the problems and complaints of the members.

It's easy to sit on the sidelines and pot shot about how
it should be, or what it would be like if a dream came
true, or how someone is not working hard enough.
And, it seems so often , that the complainers aren't do-
ing any work except constantly complaining.

I'd like to see the complainers represent a police of-
ficer who is obviously wrong with no defense. I'd like to
see thecomplainers handle a grievance that can't be
justified on the facts, but is morally correct. What hap-
pens when the complainers have to use some sophistica-
tion or moxie in representing a police officer in trouble?
It would be fascinating to watch!	 -

Well, enough of complaining about the complainers.
This Association has been immensely successful in

the past few months in winning grievances for the
membership. Since January 1, 1982, seven Internal Af-
fairs investigations have been reversed from sustained
to unfounded, not sustained or correction action. Five
more are pending with a good chance of success. These
are in addition to other lAB reversals that were won in
the latter part of 1981.

Three officers with severe transfer problems took the
administration on and won their grievances.

The Association has been quite successful in limiting
major suspensions at Skelly hearings and obtaining
written reprimands - for officers who have erred when
their superiors recommended suspensions.

We aren't going to win every grievance or disciplinary
defense. For example, new Director Rick Bruce from
the Park Station made an excellent, articulate argu-
ment the other morning with the Chief on an overtime
grievance. The Chief made the wrong decision in deny-
ing the grievance, but another tack will be taken to
secure the goal of the grievance.

Hundreds of police officers have been represented at
Internal Affairs in the past several months by members
of the Board and our President Bob Barry. Bob's tough
attitude in representing police officers has kept many
cops out of trouble. Bob's leadership in putting Inter-
nal Affairs on notice that our representatives will be
most vociferous in guarding the rights of our members
is a good policy It's no coincidence that when a
representative has a chance to talk to an Officer about a
pending complaint and then accompanies the officer to
lAB, the odds of a suspension, charges or even sustain-
ed complaint are diminished. Some citizens would be
aghast at such a statement, but the facts are that many
complaints are sustained for very minor infractions and
that a well prepared officer can articulate his actions
far better than an unprepared one. We are not talking
about bending the truth, but rather presenting the facts
as they occurred in an articulate fashion.

With all the courage and bravery of a truly heroic
act, these officers directly confronted this maniac to
save the lives of numerous wounded and potentially ter-
rified victims. Making the ultimate decision, these of-
ficers were forced to kill the gunman before he could
take any moró innocent lives. These officers unselfish
dedication to their profession, the City and its People,
is a true testimony to the real stature of these men, and
their resolve.

Now this ultimate act of heroism is being degraded,
and minimized by an outrageous lawsuit filed by At-
torney Jack Burnam on behalf of the gunman's widow,
Erlinda Contawe, herself a victim of the shooting ram-
page.

In the suit Mrs. Contawe claims the police wrongfully
killed' her husband and failed to protect her personally
and she is' demanding one million dollars in damages.
Mrs. Contawe also claims the Trauma Team at S.F.
General also failed to treat her properly for the injuries
sustained at the hands of her husband.

(415) 265-4797
TELEPHONES (415) 285-4562

FREE ESTIMATES

1mprinl uth 1thitin
'PALACE OF INFRA-RED BAKED ENAMEL

EXPERT BODY AND FENDER REPAIRS

3135 - 24TH STREET
BET. SO. VAN NESS & FOLSOM	 NICK PORSUNIKOFF
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 94110	 OWNER

COME & SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL DINING ROOM

-Little Joe's
Pizza Restaurant..

WIDE SELECTION OF ITALIAN DINNERS

5006 MISSION ST.
CITY WIDE DELIVERY	 AT ITALY
-333-3684	 SAN FRANCISCO

Joe's #2
5999 Mission, Daly City

-	 __-
- TMOpjj5JN 'S LIQUORS

DELICATESSEN -.
-	 Liquor * Beer * Wine

f Phone:346-3226	 1 758fihlrnorest,

Your headquarters for all your liquor needs. Quality liquors I'
'

at discount prices. When you deal with Mondaines you prove for
yourself that their reputation for fairness and honesty is well
deserved.	 I-'	 So visit all the good friends at Mondaine's Liquors.

-	 -

As to Attorney Burnam, everybody involved with the
legal profession and the courts, knows exactly what Mr.
Burnam is and further discussion of him would only
tend to nauseate the situation. However, Mr. Burnam's
comments that, "THE POLICE WERE A LITTLE
TRIGGER HAPPY", should be mentioned in itself, for
this kind of mindless and irresponsible commentary
should not be tolerated and should be addressed in suit
itself, on behalf of these officers, who should not be
subjected to such outrageous slander.'

This entire incident was a tragic encounter for all par-
ties involved, but these officers should not allow this
bogus attempt at guilt discredit their true heroics.

All police officers, and heartful people know what
one goes through each time a police officer is placed in
that split second decision making process, and on occa-
sion that life and death choice, and we applaud the
bravery and conviction all of you displayed in the dif-
ficult task handed you that January day. I guess that's
what makes you a breed apart; and above the Jack Bur-
nams of the world.

Heung Yuen Restaurant
648-2666

3279 - 22 f C) 3 IR

IL\NJ FIGcD

941 1 0

LEE'S StJPER SHELL
TIRES - BATTERIES
TUNE UP - BRAKES

4298 MISSION ST. (MISSION & SILVER)
SAN FRANCISCO 94112

334-8183

SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS

TACY'S SOUL FOOD.
COCKTAILS

OPEN DAILY
	

8AM-2AM

Open 6 a.m. 7 days

2024 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110
	

861-9639

Cajun - Creole Cooking By Ray -
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Depend on Us
for a helping hand

•	 forall your
banking needs.

S::-\ \;- -___:7z:_--	 \ \ I "
k'i- - -< - -.

./,
U

More Californians do.
You can depend on Bank of America for friendly and expert
help for just about any banking service you could ever need.

Checking, savings, home lQans, business financing or whatever.
And there's probably a Bank of America branch convenient

to where you work. That's why more Californians depend
on us than on any other bank.

BANKOFAMERICA

EQUM. HOUSING

LENDER
BANK OF AMERiCA NT&SA • MEMBER Fob



1st Jerry Lewis Telethon: Elmer Cuadro, Bob Hope, Dick castro.
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YOUR POLICE OFFICER DEDUCTIONS by Mike Hebel

The Internal Revenue Code provides that all income
must be reported to the Internal Revenue Service. It
does not compel or command taxpayers to report all•
their deductions in ascertaining the tax that is due to
the United States Government. Police officers, due to
the nature of their work, are entitled to particular
deductions which are incurred necessarily in the course
of'their employment. Additionally, police officers who
are members of this Association are entitled to other
deductions which they should not overlook.

Union Dues

Section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code provides
that an employees may deduct from adjusted gross in-
come when determining taxable income, labor union
dues and initiation fee and out-of-work benefit
assessments. Labor union assessments for sickness, ac-
cident and death benefits are not deductible as business
expenses. Last year (1981) all members of this Associa-
tion paid $246.94 in union dues. These ae properly
deductible on Scheduled A under Miscellaneous
Deductions.

Charitable Contributions

Section 170 (C) of the Internal Revenue Code pro-
vides that contributions made to a foundation, fund,
committee, trust or corporation which is organized and
operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific,

500 KIRKHAM STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

731-0982

literary or educational purposes are properly deductible
from gross income. In 1981 members of the Association
who contributed to the Community Services Committee
of the Association paid an annual fee of $12.00. This is
properly deductible since that committee is organized
and operated exclusively for charitable purposes.

Miscellaneous Deductions

Section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code and regula-
tions 1.162-1 provides that an employee, in this case a
police officer, may deduct certain expenditures if they
are ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred
during the taxable year in carrying on a trade of
business, or profession. To be deductible, the police of-
ficer's expenses must be ordinary and necessary in car-
rying on his employment in law enforcement. The
determination of what is ordinary and what is necessary
is based on a factual examination of the particular ex-
pense. Expenses ordinary if it can be expected to arise
with some degree of constancy in the particular business
or profession; an expenditure is necessary if it is ap-
propriate and helpful to the development or conduct of
the trade, business or profession. 	 -

Certain expenditures by police officers would qualify
for this deduction in that: 1. they're incurred in the law
enforcement profession of the officer; 2. the expen-
diture is not for long-term items; and 3. the expense is
ordinary and necessary to the law enforcement
business.

JERRY CRESTA	 - 4820 THIRD STREETBOB GIANNINI 	
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124

647-4000

The following types of expenditures would be con-
sidered and necessarylor the law enforcement profes-
sion. If they were made by a police officer in 1981, they
are lawfully deductible as a miscellaneous deduction on
Schedule A. The sample expenditures would include:
baton, briefcase, bullet proof vests, clip board,
flashlights and batteries; •gloves, gun reloaders, am-
munitions, handcuffs, helmet, holsters, handcuff case,
baton ring, ammo pouch, ear protectors, maps, ties,
notebooks, penal codes, police codes, pencils, pens,
safety glasses, tape recorders, uniforms, thermal
underwear, laundering fees, whistles, and any
necessary repairs or alterations to the above mentioned
items.

If you've made such an expenditure in 1981 you
should properly deduct it since it is lawful. If you failed
to make such deductions and the expenditure is more
than minimal, you should consider filing an amended
form 1040X in order to properly include this in your
1981 return.

If you had not thought about these deductible items,
perhaps you should save this article and make notations
during the year of any ordinary necessary law enforce-
ment expenditures that you make in order that you may

• deduct them when filling out your 1982 tax forms.
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ALTERATION
	 DRAPERIES

OPEN MON-SAT. 8.630

MIRACLE CLEANERS
1708 OCEAN AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94112

585.1133

Grapka

iebcinese Zuisine

ocldails • Ie11 Dancing

aIering

668-ll&
4OI 1salboa
San Francisco, G	 Gabriel )idjael

CARTOON'S
RESTAU RANT

- 1979 UNION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94123

931-1421



Chignell believes Filante is vulnerable

INTHE
FINANCIAL DISTRICT

• 
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C hignell hopes strategy Santa Rosa Press Democrat

will gain Assembly seat
By PAULINGALLS

For o1iticos in the Redwood Empire's two
noithern-most Assembly races, trying to plan for
the June rimary has been like trying to predict
what Bette Midler will say next.

• But while many activists have been caught
this year in the conft*sion over one assembly-
man's inddsion and another's political strength,
a 33-year-old police officer from San Anselmo has
been quietly piecing together the campaign he
hopes willend the four-year political career of
a third.

PauF'Ohignell, like Mann County Democrats
In the past, believes Republican Assemblyman
William Filante of Greenbrae is vulnerable to a
hard-working moderate with a well-financed
campaigii Not coincidentally, that's precisely
how Chigfiell describes himself.

For the last nine months Chignell has been.
activelylining up support and soliciting contribu-
tions, calling on contacts he developed in at least
six legislative campaigns and five years as a
police union lobbyist.

Chignell, . whose campaign background in-
cludes wotk for notables from Barry Keene to
Dianne Finstein, expects his opponent once.
again wfll reap huge campaign contributions
from a medical establishment anxious to contrib-
ute to th&nly medical doctor in the Legislature.
As a results Chignell figures he needs $200,000 to
win.

"Thas a figure that's within our grasp," he
said with-uiet confidence.

AIthh .the San Francisco Police Officers
Association vice president says he has spent most
of his time since last summer raising money, he
also haben busy thinning out the Democratic
competition. Among his early priorities were dis-
cussións with other potential candidates, such as
fotmer Assemblyman Michael Wornum and 1980
Democratic nominee Anne Charles.

• Later, when 1972 Democratic nominee Harry
Moore toQk out papers for this year's race, Chig-
nell set up a breakfast meeting with the Novato
school administrator and converted him to a
supporter..

"Myleeling was to keep everybody out of the
primary so I could work toward the. general elec-
tion" said. Chignell The strategy worked"

Although vigorous primary campaigns can
be polltiay advantageous because of the visibil-
ity theytate, it would be a mixed blessing for a
Democa1n the Ninth Assembly District. The
district which includes Mann and southern Son-
oma counties, is only 48 percent Democratic and
Democratic candidates must get crossover votes
inórder to win.

Anunopposed primary frees a Democrat
from theecessity of concentrating on voters of
his own pty during the primary and allows him
to make arly overtures to the GOP voters who
will beruciai in November.

But there's another ndvantage to an unop-
posed primary, says Chignell.

"You Ion't have to spend so much money.

That's the main advantage."
Although money seems to be less a problem

for Chignell than for other Assembly candidates
this year, the Democrat will not be able to rely on
the unique political climate that fueled Assembly
races in 1980. That year, assemblymen Leo Mc-
Carthy and Howard Berman funneled millions of
dollars into other Assembly races, hoping to elect
candidates who later would back them in the
bitter fight for the Assembly speakership.

This year no such battle exists.
"But we have a speaker who has a lot of

money and I'll be pounding at the door asking
Willie (Brown) for help," said Chignell.

The 13-year veteran of the San Francisco
Police Department said he expects to get support
for his bid from a variety of assemblymen with
whom he has worked in the past. Among them
are Art Agnos of San Francisco, Richard Ala-
torre and Richard Floyd of Los Angeles and Pat
Johnston of Stockton.

With the money apparently secure, Chignell
can turn to what he sees as basic issues - hous-
ing, transportation and school financing. Each is
linked, however, to another issue that may be-
come the overriding theme of his campaign.

"I think the most important issue in my race
is going to be the incumbent's lack of effective-
ness," he said.

Chignell says Filante Often proposes legisla-
tion but seldom is able to get it approved. The
result, he says, is that local and regional prob-
lems go unsolved.

"The 101 corridor commute traffic - we need
to solve that and what has he done?" Chignell
asked.

The Democrat. supports the concept of an
elected Golden Gate Bridge District board but is
especially critical of Filante for his support of a
bill that would do exactly that.

"I don't think the incumbent should have
jumped on that until he got some concessions,"
said Chignell, "I would oppose that bill until
Mann and Sonoma counties' representation was
increased."

Chignéll is equally critical of Filante on the
issue of school financing.

"His reaction to problems school boards and
teachers have in getting agreements is to dis-
mantle the collective bargaining process," he
said.

Chignell said he is looking at the possibility of
finding more money for schools through separate
tax rolls for businesses and individuals. He has
yet to take a firm position on the issue, however.

• Similarly, he has not decided whether to en-
dorse a Democratic plan to stimulate the housing
industry through loans from state employees'
pension money. It is a delicate issue for the
12-year police union activist.

"I have some misgivings about using pension
funds," he said. "But I think we have to face the
realities of housing problems."

Chignell expects his union involvement to
become at least a minor issue in the campaign.
but he doesn't think it will be damaging.

"We don't have any major problems with
public employees in this district," he said.

And the police veteran is confident of his
strength on the law and order issue, which has
stung Filante's opponents in the past.

"I can't be attacked on those issues," he said.
"If anyone is a law and Order candidate it's me."

At the same time, Chignell characterizes
himself as a "progressive" on other issues and
lists memberships in such groups as the Sierra
Club and Women's Way.

But it is the issue of Filante's alleged inabili-,
ty to deal with district problems that Chignell
hopes to make the centerpiece of his campaign.

"From a strictly partisan point of view, I
think a Democratic legislator working with a
Democratic administration and a Democratic
legislature can resolve some of these things," he
said.

1307 9th Avenue
San Francisco, CA

94122
(415) 665-5311

The l:inest in Drq Cleaning

SRIK QUALITY CLEANING
FORMERLY EXCLUSIVE CLEANERS

2429 CALIFORNIA STREET
NEXT TO Q.F.I.

PHONES
346-0626

HOUSTON WONG	 346-0324

P& F Custom
Limousine

Prompt - Efficient - Courteous - 24 Hr. Service
Airport - Charter - Tours - Major Credit Cards

607 FLORIDA
SAN FRANCISCO 94110 	 824-6767

JONES TOWING
SERVICE

EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE

RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC REPAIRS
554 COMMERCIAL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94111	 (415) 421-8143469 EDDY

SAN FRANCISCO 94109
	 775-9272



We're in 'Ie 'Home
	 !

Your Limited Edition History/Yearbook

is going to PRESS!
Have you reserved your copy?	 Did you order a copy for your children, parents,

-	 or other relatives?

This book is about you, your department and your career. If you want a book, NOW is the time to order!

LAST CHANCE to order your personal copy of the San Francisco Police History/Vearbookl
Yes, please reserve	 copies of my Limited Edition History/Yearbook and mail to this address:

Nanre:

Cry	 Sl,,lo	 Zip	 Mcmvii of Payirrerri
Clock	 Mauerearri	 Via	 Ann: ,n E xn

Brick Price	 @ $30.00 $	 3000	 Cnn'Ar Coil No
•	 re-------------I	 -rr''rr----- -

Ponraye & Handirot	 $_flC	 L.L	 .1 - L .i________
Ic California, 6% sales tax $	 Inc.	

Expire,:	 -_________	 ororheok No LiI1_Lji
MoorS	 Yr.	 lMasrr,ea,,r mid

TOTAL ENCLOSED	 S	 -	 Aarhomrred Srjrrarnnre

LAST CHANCE to order - your Limited Edition History/Yearbook is going to press!

A. L. L.emos Company

375 FREMONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105

PHONE (415) 421-3198
Over 40 Years Experience
in Quality Bindery Service

to the Printing Industry
Also Specializing in

• PROGRAMMED CUTTING • SCORING
AUTOMATIC FOLDING	 • PERFORATING

• COLLATING	 • SIDE STITCHING
• AUTOMATIC INSERTING! . ROUND CORNERING

STITCHING/TRIMMING • HAND INSERTING

SIL VER
CLOUD

1994 LOMBARD, SAN FRANCISCO 94123

922-1977	 Bar& Restaurant

Cocktails
Seafood
and
Continental
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POLICE YEARBOOK
By now, everyone who wants to buy a Police Yearbook, should have

ordered it but alas, we know many members probably have not ordered
the Yearbook.

Take advantage of the offers below and send your check for either
the Yearbook and/or the portrait package to:

THE IMAGE WORKS
2625 Broadway

RedwoodCity, CA 94O
Gerald Schmidt, Ext. 1021
Gale Wright, Ext. 1641

5PECIA L 'FILE GLEANOUT
GLOSEOUT SALE

Your History /Yearbook is going to Press!
This offer will NEVER . be repeated. Your negatives will be

sold for scrap after April 30, 1982.

FREE NEGATIVES	 GOLOR PORTRAITS
From your Department's History/YearbookWhen you order Today!

	

SPECIAL NO. 1	 I	 SPECIAL NO. 2
SAVE	 One - 8 x 10 color portrait 	 One - 8x 10 color portrait

MONEY!	 ________ Two - 5 s 7 color portraits	 Two - 5 x 7 color portraits
Nine - W,P't tUe color portraits

I PORTRAITS, plus FREE Negatives! For a total of T)NELVE FULL COLORSAVE	 I For a tot& of THREE FULL COLOi

MEMORIES!	 I	 PORTRAITS, plus FREE Negatives'

SAVE YOUR	 i $29	 $39NEGATIVES!
(Plus S3.00 postage & handling)	 (Plus $3.00 postage & handling)

No oi'der wil,l be accepted after April 30, 1982.
Portraits will be shipped within eight weeks from receipt of order.

HOW WE CAN AFFORD TO MAKE SUCH
A FANTASTIC OFFER:

1. We have to clean out our files any-
way.

2. By offering this special price along
with FREE negatives, we will have large
volume so we can cut costs consider-
ably.

3. Processing costs are less with no var,-
able orders. There are no substitutions.
One order per customer. No excep-
tions. This cuts our costs dramatically.

4. One pose only. No mixed pose orders
saves money.

5. Check, money order or charge cards
only. No partial payments. No COD's.
These add to our costs.

6 No orders accepted after April 30, 1982.
Photo processing will be handled all
at one time after cutoff. This saves
money.

7. This is an unprecedented offer. Photo-
graphy studios never release their nega-
tives. We've cut our profits so get you
to order today' Then you'll have the
negatives to keep for a lifetime of
color portraits!

City	 State	 Zip
Remember: Lttclose proof selected for color portraits.

OKL)1( FUKM
I wish to purchase: E Special No. 1 - $2995

E Special No. 2 - $39.95
Please add $3. 00 to package price to cover postage & handling.

Pose Selection (Enclose the proof you selected
for your order, It will be returned with your co/ol portraits)

Name

Company Name
Payment Method	 CREDIT CARD NUMBER

Check	 IllIllIllil	 I
Money order	 EuP,parror.

J Mastercard CREDIT CARD-
Visa	 HOLDER'S	

-x

American NAME _______________________________
Express	 (Please Prrrti

Authorited signature:

Send my finished portraits and file negatives to:

Name

Address

OYD YEARGAIN,

Retired SFPD -

Real Estate No. 1, Inc.

1379 LINDA MAR SHOPPING CENTER, PACIFICA, 94044
OFFICE (415) 359-6111	 -- RES. (415) 355-9620

CR0 WLEY . -

MOVING & STORAGE.
Lic. & Ins

CLOSET OR FULL' HOUSE

Offices & Stores
_24 Hrs. Service — Free Est.

p22-4596, if no-answer 922- 24-
Same Rate Anytime

FRANKLIN'S

CHINESE & AMERICAN FOOD

LUNCH - COCKTAILS

2368 — 3RD STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107 -
AT 5-2175

KAZAKOFFS

PAINTING

CON TRACTOR

2966- - 24TH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94110

282-3654

FINANCIAL COUNSELORS

OF AMERICA

250 COLUMBUS, NO. 204 -

SAN FRANCISCO 94133

982-5182

BRAZIL HOTEL

875 POST STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

775-1864

MUST BE PRESENTED WITH INCOMING ORDER

• $3 FREE

DRY CLEANING

BY SIMPLY PRESENTING THIS CERTIFICATE WITH INCOMING
ORDER

MOORE'S CLEANERS

LAU N DRY Fast Service

640 BRYANT ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 495-0405

SHIBATA' S

ORIENTAL ART STORE

Chinese and Japanese Arts

3028 FILLMORE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO 94123

567-1530



3639TaravaISt. •	 •	 •	 •	 SKIP
- $an Francisco, CA 94116	 • 661-O87fli

_1IESIUPPORT THE SFPOAI•

HASTINGS
COLLEGE OF
THE LAW

Ii

Two Decembers ago I
told you about the Sarge
- or Walter Kahles, if you
want to be formal, who
survived shot and shell in
World War I but was mug-
ged by a pair of Tenderloin
tootsies who figured a 92
year-old man trying to
cross the street in a metal
walker was a safe mark.

Two undercover cops ar-
rested the gals on the spot.
and Inspector Dave Toschi
worked the case. One
woman got state prison,
one got county jail, and
Toschi got a new friend in
the Sarge.

They nodded hello when
the detective was working
the street. They visited
over coffee. On holidays
Toschi took the old man
jelly or cheese or a shaving

But when Toschi showed
up at the Cadillac Hotel,
the desk clerk had bad
news. About a week
before, an ambulance had
taken the Sarge to Letter-
man-.

On Christmas afternoon
the cop drove out to the
hospital. "I'm sorry, " the
nurse said. "We did all we
could, but he died at one
o'clock this morning."

Toschi stood there for a
moment holding his
presents, and then asked
the nurse to give them to
someone who could use
them.

On the way out he took
the wrong exit and spent
several minutes wandering
around in the parking lot
before he found his car.
Dumb cop.

TAMONY'S
UNIFORMS

of San Francisco
DONNA MARIE PEROTTI

OWNER

333-9th STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
PHONE (415) 863-8119

SAN FRANCISCO
FOREIGN MOTORS

1355 PACIFIC
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

474-6722
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POLICE OFFICER OFTHE YEAR
Market Street Project

by S.F.P.D. Public Affairs

On March 24th at 9:30 a.m., Officer Richard Wallett, #1210, was recognized at the
Market Street Project's "Police Officer of the Year".

The Market Street Project Award is recognized as one of the most prestigious an-
nual ceremonies honoring our officers. The ceremony was enhanced this year as
Mayor Dianne Feinstein added an "Award of Merit" for outstanding public service to
the project's "Certificate of Honor" and sterling silver bowl.

The entire ceremony was a fitting tribute to a fine police officer. For this, we thank
the Market Street Project, especially Bernard Averbuch, Executive Director and
Sharon Dezordo, Associate Director.

Richard Wallett has always been recognized by his peers as a fine example of a
police officer. His appearance and the impression he made at the ceremony reflected
the highest of professional standards and left everyone present with a renewed pride
in the San Francisco Police Department.

Officer Richard Philip Wallet (#1210) was born September 17, 1949, in Mid-
dletown, Connecticut. His father was the shift foreman of a local factory and was of
French descent, his mother was of Irish ancestry and worked for the Connecticut
Department of Motor Vehicles.

Richard Wallett graduated from Xavier High School in Middletown in 1967. He
majored in psychology for three years at Wesleyan University,then joined the U.S.
Marine Reserve and was trained as an artillary fire direction controller.
• Officer Wallett joined the San Francisco Police Department March 1, 1971. His
first assignment was the "Vice Squad" where at the end of the first year he had made
over one thousand arrests.

In 1975, Officer Wallett transferred to the Ingleside Station where he worked both
in uniform and plainclothes in a robbery abatement unit.

In 1975, Officer Wallett was placed undercover by the Narcotics Unit where , he

officers to train in and subsequently perform "decoy" work in the. "Street Crime
Unit." During calendar year 1978, Officer Wallett aiid his partner made: 291 felony
arrests, and 122 misdemeanor arrests. They were responsible for taking 68 knives and
27 guns off of the strcets of San Francisco. Officer Wallett has received 33 Captain's
Commendations and one Police Commission Commendation for his efforts that year.
It was during this period in his Street Crime assignment that Officer Wallett and his
partner responded to a jewelery store robbery in which a clerk had been taken
hostage. Officer Wallett and his partner exposed themselves to hostile gunfire,

• distracted, and subsequently shot the robber as he held a gun to his victim's head.
That victim escaped uninjured due to the swift and unselfish decision made in a time
frame so narrow that it is measured in a heart beat. In 1979, Officer Wallett went to
the Police Range as a firearms instructor.

In 1980 he was given his present assignment as a solo motorcycle officer in the Traf-
fic Division. his alertness and diligence has ranked him consistently in the top of his
field for: citations, arrests, and accidents investigated. His experience and asser-
tiveness have led to the recovery of several stolen aUtos as well as the capture of a Mis-
sion District bank robber.

Officer Wallett holds two Silver Medals of Valor, as well as two Bronze Medals of
Valor for heroism.

From a supervisor's point of view, Officer Wallett is dedicated, seasoned and
possesses sound judgment.

From a police officer's point of view he is a friend, he is consistent, and he is always
• ready to help no matter how dangerous the situation.

From a citizen's point of view - we are grateful and fortunate to have a man of this
caliber in our police department. In his eleven years with our-department, Officer

•	 •	 Wallett has compiled a record• that most men would be proud to hold at the end of

From R to L: Dick Wallett, his finance Jane Wong (also an officer Of the SFPD), their career.

Mayor Dianne Feinstein, Chief CorneliusMurphy and President of the Police Corn- 	 On September 11, Officer Wallett will marry Jane Wong who is a police officer

mission, David Sanchez. 	 photo by curt cashen assigned to Taravel Station.
-	 .-. ' .	 Al . -
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Ch ig nell raises $32,582 for Assembly bid
Paul Chignell of San Anselmo, mittees paid him $9O00 to repay him

unopposed candidate for the Demo- for a personai'ioan to help cover his
cratic nomination in the 9th Assem- deficit from his 1980 re-election cam-
bly District, has raised more than paign.
$32,000 - the bulk of it from his Chignell's report showed he has
fellow officers in the San Francisco raised $19,404, or 60 percent of his
Police Department.	 total contributions to date, from

The Republican incumbent, Dr. police organizations and individual
officers. lIe raised much of hisBill Filante of Greenbrae, also unop- money before he announced his can-

posed for his party's nomination, didacy 
in February.

has raised about $9,000 so far. By far his largest contribution was
However, in the 1980 election, $10,000 from the San Francisco Po-

Filante ended up attracting major lice Officers Association, whose
contributions from political action members include many residents of
committees, especially from medi- Maria and Southern Sonoma. The
cal organizations. 	 Assembly district covers the same

The preliminary campaign figures area.
showed candidates' finances through His largest individual contribu-
March 17 and indicated that Chignell tions were $2,000 each from Morris
has raised $32,582 .and spent $3,422, Bernstein, San Francisco business-
while Filante raised $9,375 and spent man, and Stephen Solomon, a Marl-
$7,487.	 na del Ray attorney.

Filante's reports included a note 	 Other contributions from police
that one of his two campaign corn- were $3,500 from COPS of Long

Beach, a police organization, $5,079 a member of the San Francisco
from 124 San Francisco policemen Police Commission; and $25 each
- for an average of $41 - and $100 from San Francisco Supervisors
each from the Novato and Torrance Wendy Nelder, daughter of the
police officers associations.	 former chief, and San Francisco

The contributions from San Fran- Supervisor Lee Dolson.
ciseo policemen included $500 from Other contributions reported by
Robert Barry, president of the San Chignell included $1,200 from Jar-
Francisco Police Officers Associa- lath O'Connor of San Francisco;
tion; $400 from Reno Rapagnani of $500, Maria County Democratic Cen-
San Francisco, Chignell's campaign tral Committee; $200; Peanuts An-
treasurer; $250 from Michael Rebel swering of San Francisco; $125,
of San Francisco; $200 from George Susan DeTreville of Sacramento:
Bodrov of Novato; and 8100 from and $100 each from Joseph Nadel of
Duane Collins of Pacifica, Raymond Mill Valley and Gregg Geary and
Kilroy of Burlingame. and Daniel Jeremiah Hallisey, both of San
Linehan, Gregory Lynch, W.A. Ten- Francisco, and Signs Inc. of Fre-
nant and George Toy, all of San mont.
Francisco. Of the $9,375 in contributions do-

He also reported contributions of tailed by Filante, $5,825 were from
$100 from Richard Keaton of San 36 contributors who gave $100 or
Rafael, a Maria deputy sheriff; $25 more and averaged $162.
from former San Francisco Supervi- 	 Twenty-two of the 36 contributors
sor and Police Chief Al Nelder, now were doctors or medical organiza-

tions. and 73 percent of the 36 Other contributions to Filante
contributions came from outside the were $150 from Radiology Medical
Assembly district. - of Napa and $125 from the Sea Fund

The largest contributions this year Trust Account in Los Angeles.
reported by Filante, the only doctor
in the Legislature, were $600 from Contributions of $100 each to Fl-
Dr. Joel Renbaum of San Francisco, lante were received from Dr. Lud-
$500 from Dr. Byron W. Riegel of wg Breiling of Aptos, Dr. R. L.
Visalia, and $300 frOm Melvin Swig Saunders of Carmichael, Dr. Cully
of San Francisco. Cobb of Davis, Owens M.D. Inc. of

Filante reported $200 contributions Sacramento, Don Shaw of Sausalito,
from a Dr. Shapiro of Davis, Dr. Dr. Philip Levy of Sacramento, Dr.
William Ellis. of Lafayette, Cypress Paul Palmbaum of Walnut Creek,
Hill Memorial Park in Petaluma, Plato Grivas of Alamo, Dr. Randall
Dr. Paul Ryan Jr. of Stelacoon, Childers of Carmichael, Dr. Warren
Wash., Dr. R.A. Deutsche of Pied- Bostick of Newport, Dr. Jaiine Pol-
mont, and Robert Scott of Bountiful, lack of Sacramento, Dr. Winthrop
Idaho. Macy of Long Beach, Dr. Arthur

Contributions of 8175 to Filante Hemphill of Napa, Dr. Michael
were received from Carrs Asso- Franzblau of Greenbrae, Dr. Robert
ciates of Oakland, Walter Kutiner of Schweissinger of Sacramento,
Petaluma, Cotati Realty, Dr. Au- George Magid of Corte Madera.
brey Swartz of Greenbrae, David Sidney Levin of Larkspur, Dr. Gil-
Steckler of Kcntfiid. and Michael bert Cleasby of San Francisco, and
Rosen of Ruhicrt ;'ark. 	 Warren Lefort of Kentfield.

HIGHWAY SAFETY by Carl Decker, SFPD
Co. K, E&I Div., Solos

Highway safety is basically a spiritual problem and
we will never solve the problem until men have sur-
rendered their hearts and wills to God.

Yesterday I gave a pint of my blood so that someone
who needs it may live. You and I can do no more for the
heart or leukemia patient. We must do more for the
automobile victim - quit killing him.

When you get into your car, remember "Thou shalt
not kill".

When we handle a loaded gun, we realize normally
how dangerous it can be when carelessly used; but so
many of us are distracted when we drive, and forget
that an automobile, as a weapon, can do far more
damage than a gun. There is a moral obligation to
respect the rights of others on our streets and highways.

The driver of an automobile has the same respon-
sibility as a surgeon standing scapel in hand, about to
perform an operation. As law abiding citizens we
pledge to honor, uphold and sustain the law. With the
increasing hazards of the highway, it would be most
helpful if all of us would apply this principle to the use

WM. E.
HAY N ES ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

CERTIFIED SPECIALIST - TAXATION LAW
CALIFORNIA BOARD OF LEGAL SPECIALIZATION
201 CALIFORNIA STREET SUITE 1080

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111
(415)391-3900

RCA TELEX 278-301

of the automobile.
Traffic deaths and injuries can develop out of every

day traffic conditions when there is a lapse in attention
or a momentary forgetting of social responsibility. How
a driver will act in 'any common traffic situation is
determined by the control he exercises over his mental
attitude.

Control is a function of the conscience. The cons-
cience is the custodian of truth, justice and law. It is the
agency of mercy, love and compassion. It is the guide
for putting mor'aI responsibility into safe driving prac-
tice. Successful driving needs knowledge and wisdom.
Knowledge of the vehicle code and accepted traffic pat-
terns. Knowledge of how your car operates - what it
can do, what it cannot do. Knowledge which will serve
as a technical background for any driving situation.
Knowledge plus attitude will lead to the wisdom of safe,
moral driving.

Engineering is on the side of safe driving. Most city
streets and country highways have been built with safe-

WICKER IMPORT

RArFAN, CANE, BAMBOO
FURNITURE & BASKETS

406 BUSH STREET	 PATRICK TAM
SAN FRANCISCO 94108 	 .	 433-5708

ty factors in mind. Your automobile has been
engineered and constructed to take advantage of many
safety devices. If your car is .properly maintained and
prudently operated, it is a safe conveyance.

The four physical factors; vehicle code, traffic pat-
terns, highway engineering and the automobile plus the
knowledge of how to operate your car, are all working
in favor of safety. Putting these items together into a
successful driving technique is the operation of your
mind guided by a moral conscience.

Successful driving is more than knowledge of where
the brake and gas pedals are. It is more than knowing
the difference between red and green traffic lights.It is
tempering knowledge with conscience and moral
responsibility. You and I must use moral responsibility.
and our conscience when we drive a car to prevent
death and destruction on our highways. As it says in,
our Torah: (Hebrew Book of Laws)

I will put my laws into their hearts,
And in their minds will I write them.
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NEW LAWS AFFECTING LAW ENFORCEMENT
Several thousand California statues were amended, repealed, or added in the 1981

session of the legislature, most of them taking effect of January 1, 1982. Several hun-
dred of these affected crimninal law in some degree. This is a brief summary of some
of those laws which are likely to be of interest to law enforcement officers. Since this is
only a brief synopsis, officers should read the entire section in the 1982 codes for a
more complete explanation.

THEFT OF SHOPPING CARTS - 22435.3 B&P added
Makes it a misdemeanor to remove a shopping cart or laundry cart from the

premises of the business, i.e.: the parking lot. The cart must have a sign which pro-
hibits removal from the premises, states that removal is a crime, and a phone number
or address for returning the cart. Removal, possession of, abandoning, altering, etc.
would be a violation.

STUDENT HAZING A MISDEMEANOR - 32052 Education Code amended
Anyone who participates in a hazing which causes or is likely to cause physical

harni, disgrace, etc. is guilty of a misdemeanor, and gets cut off from any state funds.

DRUNK DRIVING A BOAT AND DRUNK WATER-SKIING - 668 Harbor &
Navigations Code amended

Includes boats, waterskiing, etc. and is similar to the Vehicle Code on driving
while intoxicated. If anyone is injured or killed by such driver of a boat, it is a felony.
This section is somewhat similar to the vehicular manslaughter section.

VANDALISM IN CEMETARJES - 8101 H&S amended	 -
Changes vandalism in cemetaries from a misdemeanor to a felony. Also makes it a

felony to interfere with a funeral service. Includes vandalizing any mortuary, grave,
etc.

POSSESSION OF METHAQUALONE NOW A FELONY - 11377 H&S amended
Upgrades punishment, does not change the elements of the crime.

PEACE OFFICERS AS SECURITY GUARDS— 1112 Labor Code added
Prohibits a public entity such as the police or sheriff from allowing peace officers to

work as security guards during a strike or other job action.

DEFENSE OF DIMINISHED CAPACITY DELETED— 21, 22, 26 P.C. amended;
28, 29P.C. added

Narrows the admissibility of voluntary intoxication as a defense and prohibits the
defense of "diminished capacity", a defense invented by the California Supreme
Court. The court may still rule these statutes unconstitutional.

ASSAULT AND BATTERY ON A PEACE OFFICER - 241 and 243 P.C. amended
The law provides for increased punishment where the victim of an assault or battery

is a peace officer. This amendment will include not only peace officers but E.M.T.'s,
paramedics, mobile intensive care nurses and doctors, etc. The victim must, as with.
peace officers, be on duty and the suspect must know it.

ASSAULT AND BAUERY ON SCHOOL GROUNDS - 243.5 P.C. added
Officers may now make an arrest for misdemeanor assault and battery, if commit-

ted on school grounds, on probable cause alone. The offense does not have to be com-
mitted in the officer's presence. "School", as defined here, means through grade
twelve.

RAPE BY THREATS - 261 P.C. amended
Where the rape is carried out by threatening the victim or any other person with

retaliation in the future, the rape is punishable. Prior to this year, it was not.
"Retaliation" means a threat to kidnap, inflict injury, etc.

CHILD ABUSE -. 266h and 266i PLC. amended, 266j P.C. added
Pimping and pandering a child Under 14, punishment increased. 266j makes it a

felony to offer, give, etc. a child under 14 for lewd of lascivious acts, or to encourage
such child to engage in such acts with a third person.

PORNOGRAPHY REGARDING CHILDREN - 311.3 P.C. added
Unlawful to knowingly develop, duplicate, print, or exchange any film, photo,

video tape, negative or slide in which a person under the age of 14 years is engaged in
an act of sexual conduct. First violation is a misdemeanor, second is a felony. "Sexual
conduct" is defined by this statute.
—311.4 P.C. amended

Makes it a felony to knowingly permit a minor under 14 to pose or model for a film,
photograph, or live performance involving sexual conduct by the minor for commer-
cial purposes.

KEYS FOR RESIDENCES - 466.8 P.C.
Requires a person who makes a key to open a residence by any method involving an

on-site inspection, to fill out a work order including the requesting person's signature,
name, address, driver's license, etc. Failure to do so is a misdemeanor.

SHOPLIFTING ARRESTS - 490.5 P.C.
This section previously permitted a private security guard or agent employed by a

retail store or library, to detain a person for a resonable length of time, if such guard
had probable cause to believe the person to be detained had unlawfully taken mer-
chandise or books. Prior to this, however, the guard could not search the suspect
unless the property was in plain view. This amendment would allow the guard to first
request that the suspect voluntarily surrender the item. Then, if they didn't, to make
a limited search for the concealed item. Only handbags, packages, and possessions
may be searched, but not clothing being worn by the suspect. Upon surrender or
discovery of the item, the suspect may be requested to provide adequate proof of iden-
tity. He may not, however, be required to provide identification. After all of this, the
suspect must be turned loose, since it was a misdemeanor not committed in the
guard's presence.

AEROSOL PAINT CONTAINERS— 594.1 P.C. added
It is a misdemeanor to sell an aerosol paint container to a person under 18 if the

contents weigh over 6 ounces. It is also a misdemeanor to buy it if the buyer is under
18. It is also unlawful for a person under 18 to carry any such container over 6 ounces
in plain view in a public facility, park, playground, etc., so long as the public facility
is posted.

VANDALISM TO CHURCHES - 594.3 P.C.
Makes it a felony to commit an act of vandalism to a church, synagogue, etc.

TRESPASS - 602(r) P.C. added
Misdemeanor to refuse to leave a hotel or motel, where a person has obtained ac-

comodations, upon request of the proprietor or manager.

SCHOOL DISRUPTION - 626-8 P,C. amended
Previously, it was a misdemeanor for any person to remain upon or re-enter,within

72 hours of being asked to leave, school grounds or adjacent areas without lawful
business if his presence disrupts any school activity. This law reinforces the old law by
making it a misdemeanor to establish a pattern of unauthorized entry, beyond the 72
hours time period. This section defines "pattern of unauthorized entry."

PUBLIC TRANSIT SYSTEMS - 640 P.C. added
Makes it an infraction to misuse transfers, play sound equipment, smoke, eat,

drink, spit, ordisturb others on a public transit system.

GIFTS - PRISONERS
Prohibits Sheriff's Deputies, police officers, or employees of, from receiving any

gift from a prisoner or arrestee, or giving such person a gift, or to have any barter or
dealings with a prisoner or arrestee. Violation of this statute would result in termina-
tion of employment.

CHILD ABUSE REPORTING STATUTES - 11164, 11166, 11167, 11169, 11170,.
11172, 11174P.C. amended

These sections, which discuss who must and who may report cases of child abuse,
have been changed significantly. Officers who deal in this area should read these new
statutes well. "Child" as used herestill applies to children under 18. Note that certain
people who deal with children as part of their job, must report child abuse, and
failure to do so may be a misdemeanor crime.

FLARE GUNS NOW ILLEGAL - 12002 P.C. amended
12002 P.C. defines what the word "firearm" means for purposes of enforcing 12025

P.C. (C.C.W.) and 12031 P.C. (loaded firearms). 12001(a) now reads "For the pur-
poses of sections 12025 and 12031 the term 'firearm' shall also include any rocket,
rocket propelled projectile launcher of similar device contatining any explosive or in-
cindiary material whether or not such device is designed for emergency or distress
purposes."

NOTE; 12025 and 12031 are not lesser included offenses; i.e., you can book for
12025 and 12031 if a person is carrying a loaded, concealed firearm.

MINORS CANNOT POSSESS LIVE AMMUNITION - 12021.5 amended
Existing law under this section makes it a misdemeanor for a minor (under 18) to

possess a concealable firearm without written permission of his or her parents. The
amendment makes it illegal for such minor to possess live ammunition unless written
permission is shown, unless the minor is enroute to an organized shooting or hunting

. event.
Note that technically, a minor could legally possess a rifle without permission from

his parents, but not ammunition for that rifle.

LOADED FIREARMS - 12031 P.C. amended
,- 12031(j) allows a person to carry a loaded firearm in a public place if they
reasonably believe they are in danger. This amendment tightens up the language and
makes the defense apply only to people who reasonably believe they are in "im-
mediate, grave danger". The section defines that term to mean the brief interval
before and after the local law enforcement agency has been notified. NOTE: Legaily,
a person may stillpossess a loaded firearm on the premises of his own business or his
home. (12031(h) and (1)

FLARE GUNS OKAY ABOARD BOAT, ETC. - 12031.1 P.C. added
Allows a flare gun or similar device as outlawed in 12001 to be carried for legitimate

reasons.

FALSE STATEMENT ON C.C.W. APPLICATION NOW A FELONY 	 - 12051
P.C. amended

It is still a misdemeanor to make a false statement on a C.C.W. permit, but if the
false statement concerns the denial or revocation of a criminal conviction, a finding of
not guilty by reason of insanity, the use of a controlled substance, a dishonorable
discharge, a committment to a mental institution, or a renunciation of United States
citizenship, the suspect is guilty of a felony.

PEACE OFFICERS BUYING CONCEALABLE FIREARMS - 12078 P.C. amended
States that all peace officers in P.C. 830.1 (Police, sheriff's deputies, etc.) and some

officers in 830.2 and 830.3 do not have to comply with the usual rules of buying con-
cealable firearms, such as the 15-day wait.

OFFICERS MAY CARRY TEAR GAS OFF-DUTY - 12403 P.C. amended
Officers may purchase, possess, and transport state-approved tear gas off-duty pro-

viding that they have previously completed a tear gas course approved by P.O.S.T.
The same rule applies to retired peace officers.

REWARDS FOR INFORMANTS - 4417 Public Resources Code amended
Provides for a $5,000 reward to any person whose information leads to the arrest

and conviction or commitment to a public facility of any person who willfully and
maliciously sets fire or attempts to set fire, to any property included in a state respon-
sibility area. Also provides for the informant's anonymity.

FIREARMS . TEAR GAS • POWERSOF ARREST
for Today'è PROFESSIONAL Security Personnel

FullyApproved and Certified by:
• Consumer Affairs • California Dept of Justice

Callfornla'Dept; of Education

NEW H/N GUN SAFETY COURSE
for PRIVATE CITIZENS complete with

indoorpistol range.

SECURITYTRAINING INSTITUTE.
(415) 431-1055	 325 9th Street



12 Propositions Certified for June Ballot
Proposition 1

Provides for the sale of general obligation
bonds in the amount of $495 million for the con-
struction, renovation, remodeling and deferred
maintenance of state correctional facilities.

Proposition 2
Would repeal the constitutional provision that

the Lieutenant Governor shall serve as President of
the Senate.

Proposition 3
Would redefine Proposition 1 3 of 1 978's def i-

nition of change in ownership" to not trigger a
revaluation of real property if the new owner is
replacing his or her home at a comparable value by
reason of having been displaced from their former
home due to eminent domain proceedings, by
acquisition by a public entity, or by governmental
action which has resulted in a judgment of inverse
-condemnation.

Proposition 4
Would provide exceptions to release on bail

for felony offenses involving acts of violence on
another person when the dourt finds that there is a
substantial likelihood that a person's release would
result in great bodily harm to others, and for felony
offenses when the court finds that the person has
threatened another with great bodily harm and that
there is a substantial likelihood that the person
would carry out the threat if released. The measure
would further provide that, in fixing the amount of
bail, the court shall take into consideration the
seriousness of the offense charged, the previous
criminal record of the defendant, and the probabil-
ity of his or her appearance at the trial or hearing.

Proposition 5
Repeals present statutes governing gift and

inheritance taxes for transfers made or completed
on or after date of enactment; prohibits future
imposition of such taxes by state orlocal govern-
ment; establishes a new tax to be imposed on
decedents' estates at the rate set by the schedule

of credits for state death taxes under federal tax
law.
Proposition 6

Repeals existing statutes governing gift and
inheritance taxes except with respect to transfers
made before January 1, 1 981 ; provides that no gift
or inheritance tax is to be imposed after January 1,
1981; establishes new tax to be imposed on dece-
dents' estates at rate set by schedule of credits for
state death taxes under federal tax law. (Both ini-
tiatives include the same basic provisions except
for effective date. If both measures are enacted,
the one receiving the higher vote total would
prevail.)

Proposition 7
Would provide for full indexing (adjusting the

personal income tax brackets to reflect changes in
the cost-of-living) of the income tax for the 1980
taxable year and years thereafter.

Proposition 8
Criminal Justice Initiative Constitutional

Amendment, would amend the constitution and
enact new statutes concerning the right to safe
schools; victims' rights to restitution from convicted
persons for financial losses resulting from criminal
acts; the right of victims to be notified of and appear
at sentencing and parole hearings; procedural
treatment, sentencing, and release for accused
and convicted persons, including the prohibition
against exclusions of relevant evidence and the
end to plea bargaining in serious felony or drunk
driving cases. (This may appear on the November
ballot instead of the June ballot.)

Proposition 9
Asks the voters to accept or reject a statute

whicñ adds several water facilities to the Central
Valley Project, including a Peripheral Canal.
Propositions 10-11-12

Congressional Reapportionment. Ask the
voters to accept or reject the statutes which
reapportion Congressional districts, State Senate
districts and State Assembly districts.
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The
Peripheral

Canal
The Peripheral Canal will be about the size

of the Suez Canal - 43 miles long, . 400 feet
wide, about 30 feet deep. Alone, it will cost
over $4 billion; with all associated dams, pum-
ping plants, and power plants, the total may
go as high as $23 billion. There has never been
a cost-benefit analysis conducted on it - but
it is clear who the real beneficiaries of this pro-
ject will be: a handful of giant Southern
California landowners.

Some people will stand by and watch. They
will watch as the hard-earned environmental
quality of the San Francisco Bay disappears.

They will watch as the Sacramento Delta is
destroyed, and with it a major Northern
California recreation area, and the center of
Northern California's sport and commercial
fishing industries.

They will sit on their hands while salt-water
intrusion damages or destroys the Delta's
precious freshwater wildlife habitats. And
these people will witness, but do nothing, as
some of our state's best farmland is en-
dangered.

Few Californians are familiar with the main
features of the Peripheral Canal, its cost, its
environmental impacts, or who will benefit
from it. Few understand how really un-
necessary it is for the health of this state.

Thanks to the support of thousands of
citizens, Friends of the Earth has been able to
chalk up an impressive record of environment
defense. We've fought successfully fO the
establishment of critical additions to
America's National Parks and wilderness
systems. We've successfully fought for marine
and wildlife habitats. We've fought off
assaults on the Clean Air Act, waterpollution
laws, Alaskan wilderness, and the laws protec-
ting endangered species.

I am confident that the $700 million
Peripheral Canal - one of the most senseless
and wasteful projects ever proposed for
California - call be stopped. The citizens of
this state are, in the main, sensitive and
sophisticated. We believe they will make the
right decision, given the real facts.

Please help us get out the facts on the
Peripheral Canal - please join Friends of the
Earth. In so doing, you will not just be joining
in against this one project: you will be joining
in on all of the battles we are engaged in to
protect the Earth.

Your donation of $100, $35 or even $25 will
make a big difference in all of our activities.
Your benefits will include the privileges of
membership in FOE, including a subscription
to NOT MAN APART. And you'll be kept in-
formed of major critical votes in Congress and
in Sacramento, where letters and phone calls
from our members have made big differences
in the outcome of environmental battles in the
past.

May I look forward to your membership?
Environmental progress to date has been
achieved by citizens choosing to stand
together; it will be all of us standing together
tomorrow and in the future that will make it
possible to defeat prokbarrel projects like the.
Peripheral Canal.

Sincerely,
Rafe Pomerance, President

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
124 Spear Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

Senate Local Government Committee Hearings Set
Just like many California families, cities and counties struggle with inflation; their

expenses are rising faster than their incomes.
As Chairman of the Senate Local Government Committee, I will be holding two

special hearings in Sacramento to explore the effects of the Governor's budget for
1 982-83 on local agencies.

After Proposition 13 cut property taxes in 1978, many local agencies needed state
money to pay for local services.After this state bail-out" ended, I authored legislation
enabling local governments to keep their budgets balanced. It is through these hearings
that I again hope we can accomplish this goal for next year. 	 by Senator Milton Marks

CARAVAN

LODGE
Heated Pool - Restaurant - Cocktails

Downtown Civic Center Location 	 3053 Fillmore Street
BOB HAWES	 601 EDDY AT LARKIN

	
San Francisco, CA 94234

General Manager	 San Francisco 94109
	

(415)922-9413
(415) 776-1380



WADDELL & REED CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO ATTEND
AN EXCLUSIVE, EXCITING

FREE
Money Management

& Tax Strategy Seminar
LEARN HOW THE 1981 TAX ACT WILL AFFECT YOU

THERE$ A WEALTH OF WISDOM FOR YOU AT THIS EVENT SPONSORED BY
FOREMOST FINANCIAL PLANNERS WADDELL 'S REED. LEARN HOW TO BUILD
YOUR OWN FINANCIAL SECURITY AT THIS EVENT. THIS WILL BE
QRKIN SEMINAR, COUPLES ARE ASKED TO ATTEND TOGETHER. IHERE IS
NU COSI FOR THIS SEMINAR.

TOPICS WILL INCLUDE

Fi, ',ciL pLanaog a an Oconcnc Oo
Ozctulg and oopog ilh the	 o ôita
Too	 and too ,00duct,'an	 aeg4'ao
CoOoWtv'3 joWL Z,OtatO o/t JoWL hw; a'oding needteoo

dooth tooc,O
P. c'ajtat on o /otj,Jt 'on	 nanO,U,t ptan
Eçctwe c'acLit -ar,znt
InvtOt_nO on cwt ,vt 'ovt)zot :'"L,tooeo,
SpzcLJ,c toota o't •alwztioig o,wctinent 'LCtWLn4

Lap.o ru yo	 con £nvnotn'ont p'toqnam
Idoi aeat,atc oWLu,oance WLcLo. itOduco,n9 cootO, and

on c.a.h
Iden6Jog niito.neiot neecLs and ptannLng 6uo hoa needo

DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 7:00 PM TO 10:00 PM

PLACE: ENTER HALL OF JUSTICE PARKING LOT AT
HARRIET & AHERN ALLEYS (NEAR 6TH ST.)
PARK NEAR THE "HIT & RUN INSPECTION"
SIGN.

PRE-REGISTRATION IS NECESSARY SO THAT A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF

'SEMINAR PACKETS CAN BE ASSEMBLED. PLEASE CALL ROSALIND ENGLADE

AT q08-2V-8200 BY APRIL 27, 1982. THANK YOU!
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MEDICAL TREATMENT INVESTIGATION
Police officer Stewart Ng was injured in the line of

duty on January 8, 1982' when he was involved in a
serious automobile accident. His injuries affected his
neck, left shoulder and lower back. As a result of this
injury, he was hospitalized at St. Francis Hospital from
January 8th to January 23, 1982 and then re-
hospitalized from February 18th through March 6,
1 982. The Police Officers' Association is presently in-
'estigating the medical treatment which was afforded
to him for this serious injury.

Impropriety

Medical treatment was provided by the City and
County of San Francisco since Officer Ng was injured
in the course of duty. He was referred to Dr. Bradford
DeLong, 'a neuro surgeon whose professional office is
located at 909 Hyde Street. When Stewart Ng was last
examined 'by Dr. DeLong on Wednesday, March 10,
1982, this physician informed Officer Ng that he, the
doctor, was going to return him to light duty on March
15, 1982 with restrictions - 5 lb. lifting in left hand, no
crouching 'over a table for extended periods. Dr.
DeLong, -when questioned by Officer Ng as to why he
was being returned to light duty when he was still ex-
perienc'ing significant and pronounced symp-
tomatology, stated that: "Dr. Steiner wants 'you back to
light duty and wants to see.you in a couple of weeks."
Office Ng immediately questioned Dr. DeLong as to the
involvement of Dr. Norman Steiner, police surgeon, in
this case. Dr. DeLong merely reiterated that Dr.
Steiner wanted Officer Ng to return to light duty.

Police Surgeon Uninvolved
When Officer Ng brought this to the attention of the

Police Assoicatjon and its Board of Directors, it was
quite unusual and unheard of that Dr. Steiner would
direct medical treatment as suggested by Dr. DeLong.

'This was most specially true since Dr. Steiner last ex-
amined- Officer Ng in January of 1978 for an entry ex-

amination and not for any injuries. Dr. Steiner has
never examined nor treated Officer Ng for any injuries.

The investigation revealed that Dr. Steiner in fact
had never discussed Officer Ng's case with Dr. Brad-
ford DeLong. Dr. Steiner had not directed Stewart Ng's
return to light duty nor had set up any examination for
him. This clearly is the case then, when a treating
physician making reference to the police surgeon, is not
honestly presenting his opinions to the patient. Dr.
Steiner's office, as police surgeon, was misused in this
case and any references made to him were made
without his knowledge or authorization.

Role of Police Surgeon
The Rules and Procedures of the Police Department

set forth the duties of . a police surgeon at Section 3.239
'through 3.257. These rules do not provide for treatment
of an industrially injured police officer under the care
of a retirement system's panel physician. These rules
merely provide for the examination of a police officer
only when this officer returns to work following disabili-
ty leave.

Dr. Steiner was not involved in Officer Ng's case.

Present Status
Officer Ng returned to duty on March 15, 1982. At

-0300 hours on that day, he left Central Station on his
meal period. At Broadway and Kearny Streets he was
hailed by the victims of a robbery. The victims related
the details of the robbery and pointed out the suspect
who was seen fleeing. Officer Ng pursued the suspect
and caught him at Columbus and Vallejo Streets. Upon

being captured, the suspect who was 6'3" and weigh
200 pounds, resisted arrest and had to be forcibly
restrained by Officer Ng with the assistance of two
other officers who arrived at the scene to help.

During this arrest Officer Ng reinjured his neck and
shoulder. When the arrest was made and after the
suspect was detained, Officer Ng's left arm was trembl-
ing uncontrollably. He was immediately transported to
the St. Francis Hospital and given emergency care. He
has been placed off duty on a disability status and refer-
red to an orthopaedic surgeon for treatment.

At the time he was returned to duty on March 15th,
he was experiencing left should and neck intermittent
severe pain and muscle spasms. He was undergoing
physical therapy 2 - 3 times a week. He was on pain
medication.

His untimely and improper return to light duty by
Dr. Bradford DeLong and his subsequent reinjury on
his first day back to work is presently under discussion
at the Police Association to determine if a medical
malpractice suit should be filed against Dr. Bradford
DeLong or if, in the alternative, this physician's activity
should be reported to the Medical Quality Assurances
Board.

Officers being returned to light duty by their treating
physicians, supplied by the Retirement System, should
be very suspicious when the treating physician informs
them that the return is being requested or directed by
the Police Surgeon. The Police Surgeon is not and does
not get involved'in the medical treatment at that level.
Any statements by treating physicians to that effect
should be immediately be reported to the Association so
that a proper investigation can be made.

HEALY INSURANCE
AGENCY, INCM

2131 &2145-l9th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116

(415) 566-2121 • 800-652-1618

AUTO
HOMEOWNERS

BOA TOWNERS'
LIFE

DISABILITY

REMEMBER - When you retire, contact the P.O.A. Insurance Depart-
ment and notify them. They will 'instruct you as what to do about your
Insurance Coverages.

QUALITY - PRICE - SELECTION - SERVICE
CHOOSE FROM A LARGE SELECTION OF THE BEST TIRES IN THE WORLD
Michelin, Pirelli, Bridgestone, B.F. Goodrich, Goodyear, Dunlop,
Phoenix, And Many More! Ultra High Performance Tires For The Most
Demanding Driver, Famous Name Brands At The Most Competitive
Prices, Fast-Professional Service, And Always Quality Without
Compromise.
At TIRES PLUS Its Simple, If After Having Bought From Us, You Learn
That You Could Have Bought The. Same Merchandise And Serviëe Else-
where For Less, TIRES PLUS Will Gladly Refund The Difference.

-v	 .

___ tires plus

Ji diaI-a4ire
1+1

(415) 552-0554
368-11th Street

San Francisco

AS LOW AS S34.25
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1982
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LETTERS
Police Morale Booster
	 One Market Plaza

DICK'S CAFE
290 Sanchez
Son Francisco

4aøg. 9e. 'Z'e.c

S.F. Examiner:
Nothing in the recent

rash or depressing news
has worried me quite as
much as the report (Bill
Mandel's column, Feb. 8)
that police morale is at al
all-time low.

Having personally been
a beneficiary of superb
police performance, Ilook
to them as being the final
bulwark against total
anarchy in a fast-decaying
society. The last vestiges
of our personal security,
the very ability to be able
to sleep without a shotgun
cradled in our laps,
depends squarely on the
existence of a dedicated

•and proud police force.
I owe much to them per-

sonally, as does every other
citizen who has not yet suc-
cumbed to the belief that
anarchy must prevail. It is
a paradox that the sectors
which generate the most
complaints about the
police are those where the
absence of effective police
action would be felt more
painfully.

I cannot believe that the
generalizations about
"police brutality" that are
bandied about so freely
have any merit. I do not
belive that police can be
made the scapegoats for
the failures of families or
schools, or of society itself.
The villain in this drama is
the loss of personal respon-
sibility for one's acts - the
idea that an imposed
discipline can ne.ver
substitute for self-
discãpline.

If our police are
demoralized and ultimate-
ly rendered ineffective, as
is reported, something else
certainly will arise to take
their place and we should
all stand in terror of that
catastrophe.

Let's get off the backs of
our police, , starting right
now! I'm for raising their
salaries, even for holding
monthly Police Apprecia-
tion Days, if that is what is
required to keep their
morale high.

•• •R•U•U•U•UI

Add to that a little back- Officer William Taylor
ing from our court system, Officer James Seim
and we can all walk the Officer John Sheveland
streets safedly again, with
a continued friendly wave Dear Officers:
from the neighborhood	 I want to take this op-
cop.

	

	 portunity to assure you of
Sanford A. Marcus my support of your actions

Daly City in the Contawe case.
I would like to compli-

ment you on your quick-

Chignell	
thicking and thank you for
putting your life on the line
for	 San	 Franciscans

Dear Insp. Chignell:	 generally and for all those
Judging by a small people in the One Market

sampling of what I read in Plaza Building on January
the "POLICEMAN", ap- 28 specifically. Your ac-
parently a few fellow of- tions represent the finest,

ficers resent a small por- most courageous response
-tion of our POA funds be- to duty the police depart-
ing donated to you. Frank- ment could hope for. Your
ly, I am surprised by their bravery and heroism
nievate! i hope that they reflect the standards of ex-
are a minority. How can cellence that people have
we expect any type of come to expect from San

favorable representation Francisco's Finest.
without our active support The magnitude of the
of a proper candidate. I tragedy was great, but you

am not saying this just no doubt prevented addi-
because you are a fellow tional injuries and deaths.

officer, but because we in Thank you from all of San
this department have had Francisco.
the' rare opportunity of	 My warmest personal

knowing the quality and regards, -
hard-working capabilities	 Wendy Nelder, Member

of a candidate prior to his	 San Francisco

being elected to office.	 Board of Supervisors

Back to the issue of Dear Editor:
money, if you even had Enclosed is a copy of a
been paid partially. for all letter sent to the Chief of
of the hours and hard work Police. I believe it would
that you have put in for us, be a good thing to also
I imagine our POA coffers have it published in the
would be empty. What I POLICEMAN paper.
am trying to say is that It is about time someone
there are quite a lot of us says "thank you" to the
"silent majority" who are police officers for what
in full support of what they are doing.
mOnies have been donated

	
Very truly your,

to your campaign. Fur- 	 Walter H. Kracke
thermore, I would like to	 Retired Inspector
thank you personally for
all the work you have done
for our department. Please
accept an additional con-
tribution and feel free to
contact me if you have any
need for my time and ser-
vices in your upcoming
campaign..

With many thanks,
Frank Donahue:

Dear Chief Murphy:
The owners of One

Market Plaza wish to ex-
press their appreciation to
you and to all of the police
personnel that responded
to the emergency here on
January 28, 1982. The pro-
mpt, efficient and
courageous response by
member of the San Fran-
cisco Police Department
was outstanding. The ad-
ditional support provided
during this tragic event by
the San Francisco Fire
Department and Am-
bulance and Paramedic
Squad was excellent.

In many instances it is
clear that the general
public does not unders-
tand the dangerous situa-
tions that police personnel
are called upon to handle.

As a result of this incident,
I am positive that we here
at One Market are much
more aware, and ap-
preciative, of the fine ef-
forts of your department in
the interest of public safe-
ty.

Please extend our
thanks to each member of
the police department that
handled this incident so
professionally..

Sincerely,
Richard B. Duffy

Assistant Vice President
The Equitable Life

Assurance
Society of the,

United States

MANAGE

MENT
Departed Officer

Wil!iam Pfister	 STRES S
Dear Friends:

It is very difficult to ex-
press, in these few words, District Health Center
my deep appreciation of #1 is holding a six-week
your participation in the stress management pro-
recent benefit raffle for gram. beginning May 25,
Bill Pfister.	 1982. All six sessions will

Bill was made aware of be held at the Center,
its taking .place a day or located at 3850-17th
two before he passed away. Street, on Tuesday even-
He was as overwhelmed as ings, 7:00 p.m. to 8:30
I by your thoughtfulness p.m. The last session will
and gceat generosity. 	 be June 29, 1982.

Thank you and God
bless you all.	 Session topics will in-

Jeanette Pfister dude recognition of
stressors, definition of the
stress response, deep mus-

No on a Gun Ban	 cle relaxation, meditation,
visualization, use of af-

Editor:	 firmations, communica-
The members of the San tion exercises, and discus-

Francisco Police Officers' sion of nutrition and ex-
Association evidently are edrcise.
much more in touch with
reality on the question of The fee for the six-
banning private ownership session program is $11.00,
of handguns than their which includes materials,
police chief and mayor. 	 and is payable by exact

These officers maintain change or by check at the
that the last thing we need end of the first session. For
in a democratic society is more information and/or
yet another law, "that is to register, please call 558-
impossible to enforce". 3905, Monday through
Laws, such as the one pro- Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
posed by Mayor Feinstein, p.m.
do nothing more than
make scofflaws of normal-	 District Health Center
ly law-abiding citizens.	 #1 is one of five city-county

But obviously the mayor centers of the San Fran-
has forgotten what took cisco ' Department of
place in the U.S. when Public Health. For in-
prohibition was enacted,	 formation ' concerning

D.H. Katz other health servicews,
San Francisco please call 558-3905 dur-

ing normal working hours.

TEL 2B5-0933

JESSIE'S SHOE REPAIR
fl \	 WE MAKE AND' REPAIR ALL KINDS OF SHOES

HACEMOS Y REPARAMOS TODA CLASE DE CALZADO

2872 24TH STREET	 PROPIETARIO
SAF4 FRANCISCO, CA 94110 	 JESUS ANDRADE

626•

EARTHLY
GOODS

Jewelry

'1981 UNION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94123

922-0606
MASON-i
—AUTO SUPPLY RAY CHU

771-9484

COMPLETE LINE OF AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
FOR DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CARS

* MACHINE SHOPSERVICE *

313 MASON STREET * SAN FRANCISCO * 941	

WINTERLAND

20% OFF WITH THIS AD

	 PRODUCTIONS	
NEW-YORK CITY

Espana
Ornamental 

'Iron Works

• BurglarProof Gates FREEESTIMATES
'Window Grills
• Hand & Stair Railings
• Folding Gates
• Rust Proof

1405 Egbert Ave. SF

822-9282

ROCK& ROLL	 I DELICATESSEN & RESTAURANT
2295 MARKET STREET

890 TENNESSEE
	

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114'
SAN FRANCISCO 94107

	 (415)431"8390
648-7700	 WE SUPPORT THE SFPOA

U



HO'S CUISINE RESTAURANT
45 Turk Street

San Frnacisco 94102
474-4331

THE COLUMBIA COMPANY
787 Brannan

San Francisco 94103
861-7505

BRAKE & WHEEL SERVICE CENTER
3260 - 26th Street

San Frncisco 94110
285-2439

ELM HOTEL
364 Eddy

San Francisco 94102
673-5636

WE SAL UTE NA TIONAL POLICE WEEK
TWENTIETH CENTURY MARKET 	 CHUCK'S GROCERY	 RUTH E. KREISS, M.D.

200 Fillmore	 3045-24th Street	 4141 Geary Blvd.
SanFrancisco94ll7	 San Francisco94ll0	 San Francisco94ll8

864-5320	 826-8064

CHELSEA PUB
524 Irving Street

• San Francisco 94122
681-3043

VETERAN'S DELUXE CLEANERS
3300 Sacramento

San Francisco 94118
567-6585

UNIVERSAL CAFE
826 Washington

San Francisco 94108
982-7855

CAFFEGRIFONE
1609 Powell

San Francisco 94133
397-8458

SAMPLE'S RESTAURANT
403 Eddy Street

San Francisco 94109
474-8751

U-SAVE FURNITURE
2137 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110

861-9750

LUCKY GRILL CAFE
91 - 6th Street

San Francisco 94103
974-5156

GOLDEN PAGODA RESTAURANT
960 Grant, 2nd Floor
San Francisco 94108

391-3036

HERMANN'SARCO
1299 San Mateo Avenue

San Bruno 94066
873-7932 • 873-7940

THE FOOD WORKS
471 Pine

San Francisco 94104
398-2342

JOE'S GROCERY
4533 Cabrillo

San Francisco 94118
751-9364

HELM NOBORI & PARRY INC.
311 California, Suite826

San Francisco 94104
781-0632

LAS GUITA RRAS
AUTHENTIC MEXICAN FOOD

BEER AND WINES

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

OPEN FROM 10 A.M. T0 II P.M. EVERY DAY

BCCEPT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY UNTIL MIDNIGHT
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY

3274-24TH ST., SAN FRANCISCO 94110,824-1027
1017 REICHERT AVE., NOVATO 94947, 892-3171

1005 THIRD ST., SAN RAFAEL

HUNT'S

QUALITY DONUTS
"BESTDONUTS IN TOWN"

2075 Chestnut
Open 24 hours Weekends

20th & Mission
24 hours

PHOENIX FLOWERS
1994 Union Street

San Francisco 94123 -
346-7187

BLACK FOX
5320 Geary Blvd.

San Francisco 94118
387-4828

PALO ALTO HOTEL
1685 Sacramento

San Francisco 94109
441-9361

LEWS CAFE
799 O'Farrell

San Francisco 94109
776-7944

THE SLOT
979 Folsom

San Francisco 94107
543-3276

LINCOLN SUPER MARKET
400 Clement Street

San Francisco 94118
751-7166

WORLD THEATER
644 Broadway

San Francisco 94133
982-6085

THE BRIG
1347 Folsom

San Francisco 94103
861-1790

ROSE'S COCKTAILS
3078 - 24th Street

San Francisco 94110
647-9970

PURITY DELICATESSEN & GROCERY
2609 - 24th Street

San Francisco 94110
282-6703

L 'ESCARGOT
RESTAURANT

1809 UNION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94123

567-0222
/L

The O'Brien Corporation
Special Attention to all

ófficers Dèpt. members!
full Line of Parnts&Supplies

899 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94103	 863-723E

JOYERIA LA 24
3156 - 24th Street

San Frnacisco 94110
285-1155

HERB'S HAMBURGER HOUSE
3991 - 24th Street

San Francisco 94114
648-9893

SCOTT MOVING & STORAGE
1655 Fillmore

San Francisco 94115
921 -7731

EL MAN ITO BARBER SHOP
3112-24th Street

San Francisco 94110
282-2270	 -

CALIFORNIA DIVORCE COUNCIL
2525 Van Ness Avenue

San Francisco 94109
441-5157

LA TRAVIATA
2854 Mission Street
San Francisco 94110

282-0500

ATLANTIS SEAFOOD GROTTO
360 West Portal Avenue

San Francisco 94127
665-7920

BELMES REST HOME
618 Randolph

San Francisco 94132
587-3338

PUNJAB RESTAURANT
2830 - 24th Street

San Francisco 94110
282-4011

O'LEARY'S HALLMARK
5214 Diamond Heights Blvd.

San Francisco 94131
282-8533

sooN LEE RESTAURANT
NICE, GOOD FOOD - PEKING STYLE

FAMILY STYLE - GOOD PARKING 	 V

1688 BRYANT STREET 	 • 1034 GEARY BLVD.
Near 16th Street)	 (Near Van Ness Ave.

San Francisco 94103 	 San Francisco 94109.
4324	 /	 V 474-2880
11 AMt09PM Closed Sundays 5PMto1OPM

ELM HOTEL

364 EDDY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94102

673-5636



MONDAY, May 10, 1982,
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
Civic Center Plaza

TUESDAY, May 11, 1982,
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.,
Embarcadero	 Center,
Vaillancourt Fountain

WEDNESDAY, May 12,
1982, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m.,	 Washington
Square

Archbishop John R. Quinn will preside at the 36th
Annual Police/Fire Memc,rial Mass scheduled for 9:00
a.m., Sunday, May 23rd, 1982, at St. Mary's
Cathedral.

As you know, the Memorial Mass is our way to
honoring all members who have been killed in the line
of duty and to remember all deceased members who
have served the citizens of San Francisco in the police
and fire departments. In addition, this is our op-
portunity to pause and reflect in memory of personal
friends and associates who have worked with us
through the years. This is also a special occasion to
remember Father James A. McGee, a long standing
friend and dedicated Police Champlain for over 35
years who died on January 7th 1982.

The police and fire department welcome and en-
courage participation from both sworn and civilian per-
sonnel.

Coffee and donuts will be provided in th lower
Cathedral Hall immediately after the services, com-
pliments of the combined Police Officers' and
Firefighters' Associations.

Please join me on this very special day and bring your
families.

CORNELIUS P. MURPHY
Chief of Police

Displays & Exhibits. U.S.
Navy Band Concert,
Mayor's Proclamation,
San Francisco Police Of-
ficer of the Year Award
by Chamber of Com-
merce,	 Department's
National Police Week
Poster Award.

Displays & Exhibits. San
Francisco Unified School
District Band Concert.

Displays &
United States
Concert.

"A Part of
America Died"

Somebody killed a policeman today and
A part of America died
A piece of our country he swore to protect
Will be buried with him at his side
The suspect who shot him will stand up In court,
With counsel demanding his rights
While a young widowed mother must work for

her kids, and spend many long, lonely nights
The beat that he walked was a battlefield too,
Just as If he'd gone off to war
Though the flag of our nation won't fly at half mast,
To his name they will add a gold star
Yep, somebody killed a Policeman today,
In your town or mine
While we slept in comfort behind our locked doors,
A cop put his life on the line
Now his ghost walks a beat on a dark city street,
And he stands at each new rookies side
He answered the call, of himself gave his all
And a part of America died.

FAMILY DAY
On October 1, 1962, President John F.

Kennedy signed a joint resolution of Con-
gress proclaiming May 15 of each year as
"Peace Officers' Memorial Day". The
resolution further proclaims the week in
which May 15 falls as National Police
Week.

During the week of May 10th to May
14th, the San Francisco Police, the
California Highway Patrol, the Airport
Police and the Federal Park Police will
have displays and equipment in various
locations throughout the city.

On Saturday, May 15th, our depart-
ment will host Family Day at the Range.
This is an event for the entire family. Bring
all of the kids, even a neighbor's kid and
enjoy a day in the sun.

The E.O.D. Unit will be there with
"Snoopy" the Robot. The Mounted Unit
will give a demonstration, as will the Dog
Unit. There will also be a shooting exhibit
by the Range Crew. The Highway Patrol
has requested that one of their "Special
Purpose Vehicles", a turbo-charged
Mustang, be made available for display
that day.

There will be plenty of free food and
refreshments, as well as an abundance of
toys, prizes, games and entertainment for
the kids.

Bring your camera and plenty of film.
The kids areS sure to want a picture sitting
on a solo, standing next to the bomb robot
or pitted against the chief in a sack race.

Let them share in a world they've only
heard about over dinner.

WHAT ARE
MADE OF?

Don't credit me with this mongrel prose; it has many
parents - at least 420,000 of them: Policemen.

A policeman is a composite of what all men are, a
mingling of saint and sinner, dust and deity.

GuIled statistics wave the fan over the stinkers,
underscore instances of dishonesty and brutality
because they are "new". What they really- mean is that
they are exceptional, unusual, not commonplace.

Buried under the froth is the fact: Less than one-half
of one percent of policemen misfit the uniform. That's
a better average than you'd find among clergymei!

What is he made of? He, of all men, is at once the
most needed and the most unwanted. He's a strangely
nameless creature who is "sir" to his face and "fuzz"
behind his back.

He must be such a diplomat that he can settle dif-
ferences between individuals so that each will think he
won.	 -

But...
If he hurries, he's careless; if he's deliberate, he's

lazy. He must be first to an accident and infallible with
a diagnosis. He must be able to start breathing, stop
bleeding, tie splints and, above all, be sure the victim
goes home without a limp. Or expect to be sued.

The police officer must know every gun, draw on the
run, and hit where it doesn't hurt. He must- be able to
whip two men twice his size and half his age without
damaging his uniform and without being "brutal". If
you hit him, he's a coward; if he hits you, he's a bully. -

A policeman must know everything - and not telL
He must know where all the sin is and not partake.

A policeman must, from a single strand of hair, be
able to describe the crime, the weapon and the criminal -
- and tell you where the criminal is hiding.

But...
If he catches the criminal, he's lucky; if he doesn't,

he's a dunce. If he gets promoted, he has "political
pull", if he doesn't, a dullard. The policeman must
chase a bum to a dead-end, stake out ten nights to tag
one witness who saw it happen - but refused to
remember.

A policeman must be a minister, a social worker, a
diplomat, a tough guy and a gentleman.

And of course, he'd have to be a genius...
For he'll have to feed a family on a policeman's

salary.
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ITINERARY

Exhibits.
Navy Band

THURSDAY, May 13, Displays & Exhibits.
1982, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 United States Army Band
p.m., Stonestown Mall	 Concert.

ANNUAL POLICE/FIRE

MEMORIAL MASS

Sunday, May 23rd, 1982
9:00 A.M.

St. Mary's Cathedral
Geary & Gough Streets

San Francisco

POLJCE J
by Paul Harvey
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NATIONAL POLICE WEEK POSTER - S.F.P.D.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS: This poster was designed by

-graphic artist Sandra Estevez. Sandra holds an A.A.
Degree from City College of San Francisco in Graphic

Design and Illustration. This work was prepared as a
semester project by Ms. Estever who has continued her
art education at City College. All of the artist's time in
preparing this work for production was donated.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS
March 4, 1982

Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance at 12:05 p.m.
Roll Call: Eighteen present (Swall, Schmidt, Parenti,
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright,
Collins, Ballentine, Casciato, Huegle, Bell, Hebel,
Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry); one absent (Dempsey);
and two excused (Linehan and Nevin).

SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS
Police Olympics	 S

Member Rene LaPrevotte who is the special event
coordinator for the Police Olympics Committee made a
request for financial assistance for the Pàlice Olympics
to be held this year in San Francisco. He requested
$10,200.00 for a dinner cruise to be held on July 8,
1982, a dinner dance to be held on July 9, 1982 and for
a hospitality room. He presented a one page proposal
explaining this request for monies. Motion by
Rapagnani S/Chignell that a:POA Committee deter-
mine how and to what extent this Board of Directors
should get involved in the Police Olympics. Voice vote -
approval. President Barry appointed the following to
this committee: Bruce, Mollo, Casciato and
LaPrevotte.
Retirement Checks

Member Dave Mayer made a presentation to the
Board concerning the untimelyness of retirement
checks. He indicated that it takes at least three months
once a member has retired, for service or disability, to
receive his first check. President Barry indicated that
Greg Lynch and Ted Schlink are working on this in
order to see what the procedure is for these checks and
to see if they could be expedited.
Handgun Ban

Member Tom Dickson made a presention to the
Board of Directors concerning the Mayor's proposal on
banning handgun possession in the City limit of San
Francisco. He has stated his opposition to this proposal
and requested the Board of Directors to take action on
it and preferably oppose it.
President's Report

President Barry spoke on the department's proposed
secondary employment order with the hold harmless
clause. He indicated that in his opinion this would
gravely jeopardize the ability of approximately 250
POA members to continue their secondary employment
which is of a security nature. He indicated that the
Chamber of Commerce and other large San Francisco
corporations are now getting involved and hopefully will
help to oppose it. He indicated that the Police Commis-
sion is nearing a vote on this matter and that it.is of the
utmost concern of POA members to become active on
this issue.

He indicated that the Ninth Circuit has yet to rule on
our appeal of Judge Peckham's order of Dec. 30, 1981.

President Barry indicated that the Firefighters by a
vote of 600 to 333 voted not to go with the collective
bargaining charter amendment for June. As a result of
their vote and withdrawal and support the Board of
Supervisors will not place this matter on the ballot and
consequently it will not be on the June ballot. There will
be no police or firefighter measure to appear on the
June ballot.

President Barry indicated that the City Employee
Dental Plan will appear on the June ballot and if passed
this will affect police officers and would provide for a
partial payment of a dental plan. He encouraged all
members to urge the support for this measure.
Grievance Committee:

Vice President Chignell reported on the Grievance
Committee and indicated that reprimands were the
prime issues. He indicated that notifications for lAB in-
terviews were becoming a problem in that members -
were not receiving proper advance notification.
Retirement Committee: 	

S

Welfare Officer Mike Hebel spoke on the following
matters: 1. The Ron Vernafi calendaring problem has
been resolved in that the Compensation Division has
administratively granted to Ron disability pay for the
days involved. 2. Hebel indicated that he investigated
the new Treatment Room and would document any
problems on it; he indicated that the results of his in-
vestigation would be published in the March issue of
the San Francisco POLICEMAN. M/Ballentine
S/Chignell that our attorney send a letter to the Retire-
ment Board requesting a meet and confer conference
on this change in view of the fact that this is a change in
working conditions under the government code. Passed
by a voice vote.
Insurance/Publications Committee:

Gale Wright made a report on the possible move of
our insurance to the California Life Insurance Com-
pany. He indicated that there are 700 retired members
and 1700 active members in the POA's Insurance Pro-
gram. Any movement therefore could be costly in view
of the large percentage of retired members in the in-

surance program. Were the insurance program to con-
cern only active members, the cost would be lower.
Computer Acquisition Committee:

Duane Collins reported on the possible acquisition of
a Wang Word Processor.

President Barry reported that the Publications Corn-
mittee met with Mr. Dave Sneed who publishes the
California Organization of Police and Sheriffs'
newspaper. Mr. Sneed generated $64,000.00 in revenue
for this organizatiàn. He will submit a written proposal
and contract to the Board of Directors at the regular
March meeting. He would propose a 85%/15% split of
revenues with the POA. The Police Officers' Associa-
tion would control the content of the paper, Sneed pro-
posed to control advertising.

OLD BUSINESS
Jack Ballentine reported on the MIlitary Buy-Out

and stated he was obtaining the Charter language from
Los Angeles on their buy-out along with the state enabl-
Ing legislation. In his opinion this would save the City
money but would cost the retirement system money.

NEW BUSINESS
Jack Ballentine spoke on a libel suit against F. Lee

Bailey for public comments; a letter would be sent by
President Barry to Attorney Steve Solomon on this to
see if it would be worth filing a suit against Bailey for
his public comments.

Paul Chignell brought up the issue of General
Order P-i (Personnel Transfer) and the duel rank
system in the Investigator Bureau; 'he discussed possi-
ble changes in this order to allow for four requests in-
stead of two requests for transfer to members of this
Bureau. Member Ed Erdelatz ' addressed the Board
about his survey in the Investigations Bureau; the
Bureau did not want P-i because they feel it is not the
best selection advice available. Ed and George Huegle
will come back to the Board with an amendment pro-
posal after canvassing th Investigative Bureau
members in order to get a consensus as to their desires.

A discussion was then held concerning Mayor Feins-
tein's gun possession proposal written by the Public
Defender with P0k excluded from any input on it.
M/Casciato S/Huegle that the mayor's proposal as
written is unenforceable. This motion was withdrawn.
M/Casciato S/Maloney that a special committee be
formed to draft a POA proposition on Mayor Feins-
tein's gun proposal. This committee will report back to
the Board at its March 16, 1982 meeting. Motion pass-
ed 17 yes (Swall, Schmidt, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant,
Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright, Collins, Casciato,
Huegle, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry).
President Barry appointed the following members to
serve on this committee: Tom Dickson, PeTe Maloney,
Al Casciato, Bob Huegle, Bob Swall, Gerry Schmidt,
and Woody Tennant.

M/Chignell S/Tennant that this Association provide
$600.00 for District Attorney Arlo Smith's Friends
Committee Cocktail Party to be held April 22, 1982 at
Maxwell Plum's Restaurant. Motion failed on a vote of
9 yes (Swall, Parenti, Grant, Collins, Ballentine,
Huegle, Hebel, Chignell, Barry) and 9 no (Schmidt,
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Casciato,
Bell, Rapagnani).

M/Ballentine S/Schmidt that we table any discus-
sion regarding the political contribution to the can-
didacy of Mike Nevin. Motion defeated by a vote of 6
yes (Schmidt, Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Ballentine,
Casciato); 10 no (Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Grant, Col-
lins, Huégle, Hebel, Rapagnani;' Chignell, Barry); 2
abstain (Swall, Bell).

M/Chignell S/Collins that the Board of Directors ex-
pend $1,500.00 for the candidacy of Mike Nevin who is
running for the Daly City Council. Motion 'passed by a
vote of 11 yes (Swall, Parenti, Maloney, Grant, Collins,
Ballentine, Huegle, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell,
Barry); 7 no (Schmidt, Bruce, Tennant, Doherty,
Wright, Casciato, Bell).

M/Hebel S/Rapagnani that this 'Association give
$500.00 to Charles Prandi for Marin County Sheriff.
Motion by Balletine to table this issue. The tabling
passed by a vote of 10 yes (Schmidt, Parenti, Maloney,
Grant, Doherty, Collins, Ballentine, Casciato, Bell,
Rapagnani); 7 no (Swall, Bruce, Tennant, Wright, Col-
lins, Hebel, Barry) and 1 abstain (Chignell).

M/Chignell S/Rapagnani that Mr. Ernest Zanino
receive a miing list of our members who live in Mann

'County. He is presently a District Attorney there and is
running for judge. Motion was withdrawn.

Secretary Hebel read a letter request from Gerald
Shauganessy, a 'retired member, who seeks PAO en-
dorsement for his candidacy for sheriff in Napa County.
No motion was made.

M/Bruce S/Schmidt that this Association contribute
$500.00 to a reward fund in Concord for the arrest and
conviction of the abductors of Tara Bruke. Motion fail-

ed by a vote of 5 yes (Swall, Bruce, Grant, Bell, Barry)
and 11 no (Schmidt, Parenti, Maloney, Doherty,
Wright, Collins, Ballentine, Casciato, Hebel,
Rapagnani and Chignell).

M/Collins S/Bell that this Association expend
$500.00 to be made payable to the U.S. Fencing
Association on behalf of police officer and member
Connie Louie. Motion passed on a vote of 9 yes (Paren-
ti, Maloney, Grant, Collins, Casciato, Bell, Rapagnani,
Chignell, Barry) and 7 no (Swall, Schmidt, Bruce,
Doherty, Wright, Ballentine, Hebel).

M/Wright S/Chignell that when the Board of Direc-
tors votes on any motion that the vote be rotated on
each succeeding motion by dropping one name down.
Motion passed by a vote of 14 yes (Schmidt, Parenti,
Bruce, Maloney, Grant, Doherty, Wright, Collins,
Ballentine, Cascioato, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani, Barry)
and 1 no (Swall) and 1 abstain (Chignell).

M/Hebel 5/Chignell that this Association expend
$300.00 to the Arlo Smith's Friends Committee for the
April banquet. Chignell withdrew his second after ob-
jection' made by Jack Ballentine that many Board
members had left.

Meeting adjourned at 3:02 p .m.	 Submitted by:
Michael S. Hebel, Secretary

March 16, 1982
Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance at 5:20 p.m.

with Vice President Paul Chignell presiding. Roll Call:
Eighteen present (Linehan, Schmidt, Dempsey, Paren-
ti, Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Col-
lins, Bell, Casciato, Ballentine, Huegle, Nevin, Hebel,
Rapagnani, Chignell) and three exucsed (Swall, Grant,
Barry).
Vice-President's Report:

Vice President Chignell reported on the Bell v. Duffy
case in which the California Appellate Court held that
the Peace Officers' Procedural Bill of Rights found in
government code section 3300 through 331 1 is constitu-
tional and does apply to charter county.
Secretary's Report:

Secretary Hebel indicated that the minutes of the
Board's meeting of February 18, 1982 was printed in
the March issue of the San Francisco POLICEMAN
which had been distributed just prior to the meeting.
By voice vote the minutes were adopted and approved.
Community Services Committee:

Chairman of the Community Services Committee
Henry Friendlander gave a report concerning the cur-
rent status of this committee. He indicated that he
would like all Police Officers' Association members to
get involved since the requirement is only $12.00 a year
and this is a tax deductible donation. He indicated that
his committee has given indoncations over $55,000 in
the last two years. He indicated that he would like to get
further funds for this committee and possibly a share of
the monies which the Association receives from the two
annual Dick George Production events.
Federal Litigation Committee:

Attorney Steve Solomon reported that he met with
Judge Peckham on March 16, 1982. The judge will con-
sider the staying of his order of December 30, 1981 on
March 25, 1982, pending appeal to the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals. This matter had been originally filed
with the 9th Ci,rcuit but they, rather than making a rul-
ing, sent it back to Judge Peckham for him to decide
the stay issue.
Welfare Officers' Report:

Welfare Officer Hebel reported on the following
issues: 1. Officer Stewart Ng's case - An investigation
is presently underway regarding the medical care which
this officer received regarding an occupational injury he
sustained in January of 1982. His medical treatment is
now being taken care of by' Dr. Jensen and is being
taken away from Dr. DeLong. There is a questionable
involvement of the police surgeon, Dr. Norman Steiner
in this case. The Association, depending upon the in-
vestigation of this matter, may file a medical malprac-
tice case against Dr. DeLong. Also being considered is
a formal complaint to the State Medical Quality
Assurance Board, which regulates and investigates
complaints against physicians.

2. Hebel explained the change of physicians provi-
sion found in Labor Code Section 4600. Essentially any
police officer or for that matter any injured employee
can request a change of physician designating his
choice 30 days after he has notified his enmployer of an
occupational injury.

3. Hebel further reported on the new treatment facili-
ty at the St. Francis Hospital and indicated that his
preliminary investigations found on page 1 of the
March issue of the San Francisco POLICEMAN. He
urged all members who had comments or complaints
about the new facility to forward them to him since the
file is being maintained.
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Grievance Committee: Paul Chignell reported. on
several grievances including the Mike Chan grievance.
Member Chan is attempting to-become a member of
the Solo Motorcycles since his name was reached for
that position well over a year ago. His transfer is being
denied by Dr. Norman Steiner on the basis of control
blood pressure condition. This grievance is two years
old and a favorable outcome is expected.
Yearbook Committee:

Gerry Schmidt reported that 30 people have yet to
receive their photo package and this is what is holding
up the publication of this.
Publications Committee:

It was announced that Mr. Sneed was not able to ad-
dress the Board at this meeting concerning his pro-
posals to take over advertising and publication of the
San Francisco POLICEMAN. A new date for his ap-
pearance before the Board has yet to be established.
Insurance Committee:

Gale Wright repoited that the Pacific Union term
decreasing life insurance presently has 384 active
members and 441 retired members or a total of 825

• members. In 1981 premiums were paid into this fund in
the amount of $83,129 while claims were paid out in the
sum of $84,500. The Pacific Union $2,500 life in-
surance policy which is available, as a• matter of
courtesy, to all Association active members was paid
$8,800 in premiums in 1981 and paid out $5,000 in
claims. Pacific Union no longer wants to service us. The
Insurance Committee, after interviewing over 15 addi-
tional insurance firms recommends that we change our
policies, with rates remaming the same and that no ad-
ditionál cost form the POA to the California Life In-
surance Co. California Life ,wil guarantee its rates for
five years. M/Wright S/Schmidt that this Association
moves its group insurance policies from Pacific Union
Assurance Co. to California Life Insurance Co. under
the auspices of the Healy Insurance firm, the POA's
agent of record.

M/Dempsey S/Casciato that the issue Qf change of
insurance companies be-tabled. Motion passed on a
vote of 14 yes (Linehan, Schmidt, Dempsey, Parenti,
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Collins, Casciato,
Nevin, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell) and 3 no (Wright,
Bell, Ballentine).

M/Hebel S/Bell that we rescind the tabling of the
previous motion regarding the insurance policy change.
Motion passed on a vote of 13 yes (Schmidt, Bruce,
Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Coffins, Ballen-
tine, Casciato, Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani) and 2
no (Dempsey, Chignell).

MiWright S/Schmidt that this Association moves its
group msurance policies from Pacific Umon Lifve to
California Life Insurance under the auspices of Healy
Insurance firm, the, POA's agent of record. Motion
passed by a vote of 18 yes (Linehan, Schmidt, Demp-
sey, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty,
Wright, Coffins, Ballentine, Casciato, Huegle, Hevin,
Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani, Chignell).

The above motion was amended by Rapagnani
S/Parenti that this acceptance of change be provisional
pending a review by Attorney Bley and for a right for
remedy under the insurance contract. This amendment
passed by a vote of 17 yes (Linehan, Schmidt, Demp-
sey, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Col-
lins, Ballentine, Casciato, Huegle, Nevin, Bell, Hebel,
Rapagnani, Chignell) and one no (Wright).

At 6:05 p.m. Paul Chignell was excused from the
meeting and the Chair was assumed by Secretary
Hebel.
Dental Plan:

Gale Wright reported on various dental plans which
he is exploring and attempting to get bids from these
various companies. This follows a recent vote of the
Board to divert its former monies paid to the IUPA into
a fund to be established for a dental plan for members
and their dependents.
Police Olympics Committee:

Rene LaPrevotte again reported on this request
regarding social events to be scheduled for the upcom-
ing Police Olympics to be held in San Francisoc. He
detailed the boat cruise, the dinner dance and the
hospitality room. He requested that under the specific
sponsorship of this Association, that a total of $12,685
be expended by this Association to help the Special
Events Committee of the Police Olympics.

M/Casciato S/Maloney that this Association expend
$12,685 for the Special Events Committee of the Police
Olympics, with the understanding that the Police
Association was to get full and distinctive credit for this
donation. Motion passed on a vote of 13 yes (Linehan,
Schmidt, Dempsey, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant,
Maloney, Doherty, Collins, Casciato, Huegle, Nevin,
Rap agnani) and 4 no (Wright, Ballentine, Bell, Hebel).
Treasurer's Report:

Treasurer Rapagnani presented the monthly finan-
cial statement for February of 1982 which showed an
ending balance of $302,590.70. This report was approv-
ed by voice vote.

Special Committee on Proposed Handgun Ban
Legislation:

This committee composed of Tennant, Casciato and
Maloney distributed a five page document on the Pro-
posed Handgun Ban and then discussed its contents.
Attorney Solomon made statements pertaining to our
proposal. M/Wright S/Bell that the Board of Directors
adopt the Committee report and recommendations with
the exception that all references to the legality and con-
stitutionality be deleted from the report and recommen-
dations. Motionpassed by a vote of 16 yes (Linehan,
Schmidt, Dempsey, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant,
Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Collins, Ballentine,
Casciato, Huegle, Nevin, Bell, Rapagnani) and 1 abs-
tam (Hebel).

M/Tennant 5/Ballentine that this Special Commit-
tee on the Proposed Handgun Ban and any interested
others meet to determine how to release this report and
recommendations and to so release it in the most time
and soon as possible. Motion passed by a vote of 15 yes
(Schmidt, Dempsey, Parenti, Bruce, Tennant,
Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Collins, Ballentine,
Casciato, Huegle, Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani) and
1 no (Linehan).

M/Huegle S/Collins that this Association expend
$750 for Police Week. The monies to be used at the
Range Picnic and for visual displays. Motion passed by
a vote of 13 yes (Linehan, Schmidt, Parenti, Dempsey,
Bruce, Tennant, Maloney, Doherty, Wright, Collins,
Casciato, Huegle, Hebel) and 1 no (Ballentine) and 1
abstain (Bell).

M/Collins S/Bell that this Association expend
$300.00 to incumbent District Attorney Arlo $mith for
the Friends Committee Parties to be held at Maxwell
Plums. Motion passed with a vote of 9 yes (Linehan,
Parenti, Tennant, Maloney, Collins, Huegle, Nevin,
Hebel, Rapagnani), 7 no (Schmidt, Bruce, Doherty,
Wright, Ballentine, CasciatO, Bell) and 1 abstain
(Dempsey).	 -

After much discussion concerning the November
General Election and the opportunity this Association
will have to place charter amendments on the ballot for
the electorate to vote, the Legislative Committee was
directed to publicize and hold meetings concerning the
November charter amendment proposals and report
back with recommendations to the Board of Directors
at this April meeting.
General Membership Meeting:

It was noted th .at there were only four additional
members present for the General Membership Meeting
which was scheduled at 7:00 p.m. Due to the apparent
failure of a quorum this meeting could not be held. It
was noted that the special item to have been discussed
was the Constitution and By-Laws Amendment regar-
ding voting rights of retired members. This amendment
had been published in the San Francisco POLICEMAN
and was a result of a petition subscribed by over a 150
members which called for a general election on this
matter and also for a Special General Membership
Meeting in order to pass it on to the general members.
Chairman Hebel, in concurrence of the Board, set a
Special General Membership Meeting for Wednesday,
March 24, 1982 at noon on the sole issue of the Con-
stitution and By-Laws Amendment regarding the
voting rights of retired members.

Meeting adjourned at 7:20 p.m. 	 Submitted,
Michael S. Hebel, Secretary

Meeting commenced at 12:15 p.m., with the Pledge
of Allegiance. A quorum was present.

Motion was made and seconded to approve the pro-
posed constitutional amendment to Article III Section 2
which appeared on the agenda and also in the February
issue of the San Francisco POLICEMAN. 	 -

Motion was made and seconded to amend this pro-
posal by inserting the word "vested" on the fourth line-
of the underlined language between the words any and
retirement. This amendment was withdrawn by the
maker.	 -	 -	 -

Further amendment was made and seconded that the
following language be attached to this constitutional
amendment: "Under no ciréumstances shall the Tier I
Retirement System e reduced without the vote of the -
active and retired members." This amendment failed
by a show of hands. 	 -

A motion was made and seconded that the word
"vested" appear in the fourth line of the underlined
part of the proposal by inserting the word "vested" bet-
ween the words "any" and "retirement". This amend-
ment to the motion passed by a show of hands.

SPECIAL BOARD.
OF DIRECTORS

MEETING
March 24, 1982

Opened with the Pledge of Allegiance at 10:45 a.m.
Roll Call: Seventeen present (Swall, Linehan, Schmidt,
Parenti, Tennant, Maloney, Grant, Wright, Ballen-
tine, Casciato, Huegle, Nevin, Bell, Hebel, Rapagnani,
Chignell, Barry) four absent (Dempsey, Bruce, -Doher-
ty, Collins).

PRESIDENT'S REPORT: President Barrymade in-
itial comments regarding the wage suit or fiscal year
1978-79 in which this Association was seeking five mon-
ths of additional pay, plus 7% interest for police of-
ficers who were denied this as a result of an emergency
declaration of Mayor Moscone. The Superior Court has
already ruled that the City illegally declared a state of
emergency and that any waivers signed by members -was
not valid in that police officers were entitled to the addi-
tional five months rate of pay. -The City has-appealed
this to the Court of Appeals. The amount of money in-
vovied for police officers amounts to approximately
$980 per member. 	 -

Dan Linehan reported on a March 18, 1982meeting
in the mayor's office with other city employee labor
unions. The major proposed that with regard to the
1978 wage suit that the City would drop the original
lawsuit if City employees would accept certain condi-
tions; the condition for police officers would be that we
would limit our cost-of-living increases provided under
the Charter to 1.2% per year. Dan Linehan further ex-
plained that this 1.2% limitation lies only to the per-
missive cost-of-living and does not apply whatsoever to
the survey taken to determine the basic way.

President Barry reported that the lawsuit is presently
being handled by the law firm of Davis, Cowell & Bowe;
the Police Officers' Association is an intervenor with
the S.F. Firefighters' Union being made plaintiff.

M/Hebel 5/Linehan that the Board of Directors
adopt the following policy with regard to the mayor's
proposal that if the city and county will settle the 77-78
and 78-79 fiscal year wage suits and pay police officers
all : monies due, plus interest, within three months of the
settlement, the POA will cooperate with the City inits
efforts to retain the $20 million bond money in the
General Fund. And that the Board reject the major's
proposal regarding a cap on the cost-of-living increase.

M/Casciato 5/Chignell that the prior motion be tabl-
ed. This tabled motion passed by a vote of 16 yes
(Swall, Linehan, Schmidt, Parenti, Tennant, Maloney,
Grant, Wright, Ballentine, Casciato, Huegle, Nevin,
Bell, Rapagnani, Chignell, Barry) and 1 no (Hebel).

There were further discussions taken on the matters
of: 1. light duty policy of the police department; 2.
press conference held by Pete Maloney and Woody
Tennant on the POA's handgun proposal. The
members felt that this press conference was well handl-
ed by these two members.	 - -

	

Meeting adjourned at 1:35 a.m. 	 Submitted by:
Michael S. Hebel, Secretary

The proposed constitutional amendment as amended
was then approved by a show of hands by the member-
ship. President Barry announced that the general
membership would vote on this issue by a mail ballot
during the week of April 19th through 23rd.

Meeting adjoured at 1:15 p.m.	 Submitted by:
Michael S. Hebel, Secretary

- SPECIAL -
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

March 24, 1982
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Criminal's Justice

NEVER DISCLOSE THE IDENTITY
OF YOUR INFORMANT

"What's the name of your informant?"
"Your honor, I refuse to answer based on the privilege af-

forded by Section 1040 of the Eivdence Code."
"But your honor, if the officer doesn't tell me who the in-

formant was in this case I'm not going to get a chance to ask
him what his involvement, was. How do I know the informant
or the officer didn't plant the narcotics that were found in my
client's home? How do I know he didn't set this whole thing
up because of some promise that was made to the informant?
I don't even know what kind of pressure was put on the infor-
mant to get him to tell the police what he told them. In fact,
all we have to believe that there is an informant involved in
this case is what this officer has told us.All I am asking for is
an opportunity to confront and cross-examine the alleged in-
formant in this case, a right that's guaranteed to me by the
California and United States Constitutions!"

"It appears that the informant is a material witness as to
the guilt or innocence of the defendant," the judge states, "I
• order that you disclose his identity."

"I'm sorry your honor. I can't do that," responds the of-
ficer. "I gave my promise."

"Charges against the defendant are dismissed."
The above scenario is not uncommon in courtrooms where

a confidential informant has been used in a case against a
defendant. Quite often, informants will not disclose informa-
tion if they believe that their identity will be made known to
the defendant. The reasons are obvious. At avery early age
they develop the habit of breathing.

So what's the use of using confidential informants if you
have to disclose their identity or else the case is dismissed?
Why should a defense lawyer's speculation about what an in-
formant might say be enough for a court to rule that the infor-
mant is a material witness on the defendant's guilt or in-
nocence? We rkever heard anything from the D.A. Where was
he? Was there something that he could have done?

The problem begins with the right to confront and cross-
examine witnesses by a defendant. The whole idea behind this
constitutional right is to determine whether the witness is ly

-ing. Obviously, if a lawyer can determine that a witness is un-
truthful it can be very important in a trial. However, some
witnesses are more important than others. A witness who is
'material to the guilt or innocence of the defendant, i.e., what
he has to say could either convict or exonerate a defendant,
should be available for cross-examination. But when we're
dealing with an informant, a confidential informant, the
benefit that the informant gives to the community thay be
more important than the benefit he may give to a defendant.

In 1958, the California Supreme Court ruled in the case of
People v. McShann, that if the informant could not testify to
anything that would prove the guilt or innocence of the defen-
dant than his identity didn't have to be disclosed. Specifically,
his identity had to be disclosed if he was a participant or an
eyewitness to the crime that was charged. On the other hand,
if he "merely pointed the finger of suspicion," then his identi-
ty did not have to be disclosed.

This rule lasted up until 1967, when the california
Supreme Court changed the rule to require the identity of the
informant be disclosed if the lawyer could merely speculate
that the informant might testify to something that would pro-
ve the guilt or innocence of the defendant. In the case of
People v. Garcia, the defense lawyer told the court that if the
informant was present the informant might testify that he
planted the dope in the defendant's house and this would ex-
onerate the defendant. The California Supreme Court re-
quired disclosure of the informant's identity because the
defense counsel had indicated he was a "material" witness.

by Elliott E. Aihadeff
Editor, Law Enforcement Legal Reporter

L.A. County Deputy District Attorney

The legislature responded by passing Evidence Code Sec-
tion 1042(d) which. requires a hearing out of the presence of
the defendant or his lawyer to determine if the informant real-
ly is material to the defendant's guilt or innocence. This is
called an In Camera Hearing and it usually takes place in the
judge's chambers with only the investigating officer, the
D.A. , the informant, the judge and the court reporter. The
date, time and place of the proceedings are kept secret from
the defense. At a later time he merely gets a chance to hear
the results of whether or not the court finds that the infor-
mant was material on the issue of the defendant's guilt or in-
nocence. If the court finds that the informant is material
then, of coure, his identity must be disclosed.

What do you think happens when we get the informant into
the judge's chambers? I have conducted several of thse In
Camera proceedings and funny thing, none of the informants
said they planted the dope on the defendant, none of them
said that they were tortured by the police to become in-
formants, and none of them indicated they were made any
outrageous promises. When they were asked if they would
give any information that would assist the defendant in pro-
ving his innocence, the universal reply was "No," and that it
would be a very big mistake of the defendant if the informant
were placed on the witness stand. Consequently, in every case
where there has been an In Camera Hearing, and the judge
has had an opportunity to talk to the informant, the coiclu-
sion has always been that if the defendant had the informant
in court, the informant would assist in his conviction rather
than assisting the defendant in proving his innocence.

Unless your informant has lied to you, and you know that
he has lied to you, and the informant is willing to tell the court
that he has lied, it should never be necessary to disclose the
identity of an informant.

The big problem today is that many D.A.'s are willing to•
rely on the findings of a trial court . that it is not necessary to
disclose the identity of an informant without an In Camera
Hearing. As a result, if the defense lawyer has speculated that
the informant may be material, and therehas been no In
Camera Hearing to prove that the informant is not a material
witness, than the trial cOurt's finding that the informant is not
material and therefore, does not hve to be disclosed will pro-
bably be reversed on appeal. This means that the court of ap-
peal will send the case back in order to have an In Camera
Hearing. But, by this time, the informant, who is usually only
one step removed from the defendant in terms of his criminal
behavior, is probably long gone. As a result, even if we do get
a second chance to have an In Camera Hearing, since our in-
formant is no longer with us, we may not be able to prove that
the informant is not material, and so we may have to end up
dismissing the charges anyway. 	 •	 -

Evidence Code Section 9 15(b) permits us to have an In
Camera Hearing without the informant, but judges don't like
to determine the materiality of an informant, without the in-
formant being present. This doesn't mean that you can't have
the in Camera Hearing, it just means that without the infor-
mant, it's going to be more difficult to convince the judge that
the informant is not material to the defendant's guilt or in-
nocence.

The lesson is that you should have an In Camera Hearing at
the earliest possible opportunity. For example, after you have
filed the charges involving a confidential informant, the D.A.
should call up a judge and arrange for an In Camera Hearing

about ten days after the arraignment. The defense lawyer at
the time of arraignment should be told that an In Camera
Hearing is going to take place and the defense lawyer should
be given an opportunity to submit questions that the judge
might ask the informant at the In Camera Hearing. Whether
or not the defense lawyer takes advantage of the opportunity
to submit questions, the In Camera Hearing should proceed.
Unless the informant tells the judge that he's a liar, and he
planted the dope on the defendant, and the defendant is real-
ly innocent, and the informant was tortured by the police to
become an informant, etc., etc., etc., it is not likely that the
judge will find the informant will assist the defendant, and
therefore, the identify of the informant will not have to be
disclosed.

Since you now have a record that the informant is not
material, he never will have to be disclosed, not at the
preliminary hearing, not at the pretrial motions nor at the
defendant's trial in the Superior Court. The issue has been
resolved. It is on the record, and if any judge wants to know
the reasons, all he has to do is read the In Camera transcript,
which is sealed and not available to the defense.

Some of the obvious benefits of having you informant ruled
not material and therefore, his identity need not be disclosed,
at early stages of the proceeding, are that you don't have to
ever keep track of the informant, from then on. You don't
have to wait until a judge in the Superior Court or maybe
some judges in the Court of Appeals have determined that he
is not material before you decide to release him or stop keep-
ing tabs on him. But the best benefit of all is that you can
maintain your promise to informants not to disclose their
identity and still win your cases. In this day and age, where in-
formants- are playing an increasing role in the detection of
criminal conduct, the importance of maintaining, their con-
fidentiality becomes imperative.
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A 'PROPOSED" HANDGUN BAN -

MAYOR FEINSTEIN'S "MEDFLY" CAMPAIGN!
Recently, Governor Brown gambled the welfare and economy of the state against a seat in

the United States Senate. He could have gained votes by attempting to boost the welfare and
economy of the state with an enlightening and meaningful campaign. A campaign for advanced
-space age desalting plants. A campaign in direct opposition to that monstrosity dreamed up by
those with bankrupt imaginations - the peripheral canal - a plan to rob Peter in order to pay
Paul. This would have given him the status of being in the "Big Leagues". A position he has
early sought with all his talk of space age technology. Instead, he chose the spraying/non-
spraying "medfly" farce. A more emotional issue for the poor uniformed and misinformed
voter.

Presently, Mayor Feinstein is seeking votes via an emotional issue with a campaign that
should be confined within the fantasies of "Alice in Wonderland". No doubt, the mayor can get
any type of legal opinion from the city attorney that suits her fancy. Replacing substance with
imagination can worwonders.

Still, to champion a cause whose defeat is not only predictable, but a foregone conclusion, is
not only a fraud but a waste of the taxpayer's money as well. Even if there were the slightest
possibility of this "ban" withstanding a epurt challenge, it would be unenforceable and
therefore a bad law. Prohibition proved that, as it gave birth to organized crime as we know it
today.

Then, how does all this hocus-pocus stack up alongside the cold logic? For instance, there
are several laws on the books that were intended tO control handguns as well as other firearms
pertaining to the criminal element. Just how successful they have been may best be summed up
by the recent case in Oakland where a convicted and freed cop-killer pulled a gun on yet
another cop. If the criminal element is that fearless in the face of uniformed police, what
chance does the unarmed citizenry have?

Criminals will always have handguns, as well as other weapons, even if they must break into
military stoãkpiles in order to obtain them. Something that they have already done on
numerous occasions. So why should law abiding citizens be stripped of any kind of defense that
is available to them? Especially, in the face of ever increasing residential break-ins and the in-
ability of politicans to prevent them.

The politicians are ever anxious to tell us how we should run our lives as they enact legislation
to protect themselves for their failure to protect the rest of us. A case in point, is the legislation
created to protect them frOm lawsuits for paroling killers and repeat sex offenders who continue
to do "their thing". Many of these creeps, who get more attention, service and care than their
victims, were suppose to be doing life. But then, what else is new!

If the mayor gives up her facsimile of the instrument responsible for her elevation to the posi-
tion she now holds it will be a symbolic gesture only After all she has all the police protection
that she desires - and deservedly so - of course

Senator Kennedy who has been sucking up certain votes over the years due to his stand on
gun control is not wanting for protection either Why then should other citizens be without
protection?

I think most of us are aware that the Polish citizenry is without handguns. The post-war
citizenry of Hungary and Czechoslovakia were also without handguns, as are the present
citizenry of Russia

The police usually arrive after the dirty deed has been done In case of a riot or other large
scale emergency, you cannot depen-d on the police responding at all. So why should the
citizenry be at the mercy of those who show no mercy? Unless, of course, you wish to drive the
criminal element into sheer ecstasy!

The Oakland case that I mentioned is only one example of how laws that were intended to
control criminals in relation to guns are really enforced. Even though this "loser" had a han-
dgun On his person, and another one in the glove box of his revhicle, he was OR'd (own
recognizance) by a judge. The mere fact that he was trying to shoot another cop didn't even
count!

If the mayor is truly interested in the welfare of our citizens as well as their votes, a campaign
for strict enforcement of the gun laws already on the books would be a good place to start.
While the criminal element does not obey them, they could be put away for awhile when caught
violating them. This would be worthy endeavor. An endeavor untainted by the fraud of disarm-
ing the decent citizens and leaving them defenseless against those who thrive outside the law.
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Any gun control that relates to handguns only, is without merit. Perhaps the mayor never
saw a cut down rifle to shotgun that fits neatly in one's waistband. Most-assuredly, she does not
realize how many of her innocent neighbors may be killed if we start using rifles for home
defense.	 -

Of course, thereare people besides criminals who should not possess guns. Those that are ir-
rational, or psychologically unable to handle a gun under stress, should never touch one. Then,
there are unthinking and careless people who are not responsible enough to have a gun in their
home, or any place else. These are the types who let their kids skateboard in the street and
never know of their whereabouts at any given time.

A sensible and worthwhile campaign would try and weed out those not suited to the posses-
sion of guns instead of taking them from those who are law abiding, responsible, and ever ready
to come to the aid of all decent people.

If the mayor would devisea test that all gun owners and gun applicants must pass in regards
to safety-and responsibility; a meaningful test, designed to insure the safety and well-being of
-all except the criminal element, she would have a real vote getter. If she does it on a national
scale, she may yet get to Washington.

However, she would have to get hold of some real talent for this worthy (even noble)
endeavor. The talent of those on hand, while all-encompassing, is largely self-assumed.
Whether that talent lies in the movement of naval munitions, or the running of the United Na-
tions. (You may as well start at the top if you don't mind working your way downward - I
guess!)	 -

The mayor's -statements do not fall into the realm of logic. Therefore, it is difficult to follow
her train of thought. However, if she is motivated by "carnage' ' , per se, she should check into
the rate of vehicular- manslaughter/murder. That is where the real carnage is taking place, but
then, there is no un mystique involved and perhaps not glamorous enough for politicians.
After all, it was not politicians who spearheaded the move to enact tougher penalities for drunk
drivers; it was an "angry mother" who put the heat on those who cost the taxpayers more each
year than our space program. - Vehicle accidents, whether they are unavoidable, or caused by
(drunk drivers - suicidal drivers - inept drivers - inconsiderate or uncaring drivers) are responsi-
ble for the loss of more liveds each year than we lost during the entire "VietnamWar". These
people are a constant menace to evóryone, twenty-four hours a day. Even the mayor stands a
better chance of succumbing to a vehicle than a handgun. Surely, a commitment to reduce this
"real carnage" would be a great vote getter. 	 -

Yet, the mayor has not created headlines by trying to "ban" vehicles from the hands of
everyone. Could it be that the City would go broke without all the revenue created by said
vehicles? The revenue created by tickets for illegal parking only (in a campaign considered by
many to be nothing less than parking entrapment) is staggering.

On the other hand, if curbing crime appeals to the major in relation to the gun mystique, she
could have made her "favorite role as San Francisco's Chief Crimestopper" more believable if
she had taken the necessary steps to correct the two biggest crime-fighting deficiencies faced by
the police department.

Those deficiencies are as follows: the police department does not have a computerized finger-
print system. Lacking this moder technology that has been available for years; we are not even
in the arena when it comes to fighting crime. We may as well be playing football against the
Forty-Niners. 	 -

The police communications system has been antiquated for twenty-five years regardless of
so-called improvements and shows signs of further deterioration. The gross disregard of this,
the most vital operation of any police department, is nothing short of scandalous!

These deficiencies were pointed out to all who should have been concerned by this writer in
May of 1979. However, with the exception of Supervisor Wendy Nelder, they have gained little
worthwhile interest from those in charge of running the city. Indeed, the correction of these
deficiencies met political resistance until very recently when certain politicians felt there was
political mileage to be gained by that correction.

Efforts to correct these insurmountable problems were left to Sergeant Ken Moses of the
Crime Lab. And those in the private sector of the community. Those who show more concern
for their community than their fleeting position in it.

Thje cOrrection of these two glaring and unpardonable deficiencies would give us an op-
portunity, at least, to assume the posture of a professional police department - maybe - even
a progressive one! Perhaps, after a time,we could even be placed in the same league as the
Forty-Ninèrs.	 -

What a shame that such forward and effective action does not have the attention-getting-
appeal of the gun mystique.

Of course, if, in the end, creative confusion fails and logic should prevail, gun owners could
be charged a licensing fee; as the politicians add to their ever-hungry-Coffers.
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KEVIN STARR The readers respond S.F. Examiner

treatment many citizens suffered at the hand of the to his naked stomach until he fainted.
SFPD 49cr night is the sort of treatment the SF gay On the other hand, arriving by freight train in Bil-
community has experienced for decades. If it's just the ings, Mont., he was so weak from his Tucson prison
'faggots' and their getting their 'just deserts' for treatment and from not eating from four to five days
misbehaving, it's no big deal. If it's the 'regular guys' that he wobbled as he walked down the street. A kindly
suffering the same treatment while in macho ecstacy, policeman bought him a meal. Police are people. Lip
then 'Mr. and Mrs. Average San Franciscan' are shock- ton concludes, like the rest of us, they sometimes
ed."	 misbehave - and they are also often brave beyond the

Nicholas points with pride to the fact that the 49cr call of duty.
celebrations in the Castro did not get out of hand. Gay
volunteer monitors, he says, encouraged everyone to
keep cool. "Look at the facts," Nicholas asserts, "talk
to gay San Franciscans and you'll find that gay gather- 	 .
ings are uniquely trouble-free."

As I expected, my two recent colums on police
misbehavior - and the provocation by punks of such
misbehavior - during the 49ers celebration-riots has
provoked an articulate and impassioned response.

Opinions range from violently pro to violently con
regarding my assertion that while many punks
misbehaved, so also did a' number of póilce officers ac-
ting out contempt for the entire citizenry of San Fran-
cisco.

"Do you suppose allowing police, firemen -and other
city employees to live out of town," writes William
Lockhart of San Francisco"has anything to do with our
problems? Most likely you do not. Your columns
seem to reveal a dim and tenuous view of real life in the
city. You remind me of the French aristocracy who
mounted the scaffold, not understanding what had
happened.

On the other hand, San Francisco attorney J.
Joseph McGovern believes that I have correctly iden-
tified the problem. "The issue is," McGovern writes,
"how do we regain control of San Francisco from street
punks if we wish to continue to reside in the city in
which we have spent our lives?"

A faithful reader, Reed Vernon of San Francisco,
tells me that on that Monday evening he received phone
calls from as far away as Chicago and Pocatello, Idaho,
from friends asking him what in thunderation was go-
ing on in San Francisco. Watching television, Vernon's
friends were seeing images of San Francisco police
beating senseless a citizen already restrained, the
policeman's club rising and faffing across the camera as
if the policeman had gone into berserk rage.

On the other hand, Vernon writes, he was walking
home from shopping at 7 p.m. a few Wednesdays ago
when three young thugs popped out of a hiding place in
a nearby alley, knocked him down, and ripped off his
wallet. A gentleman of some years, he suffered a
broken rib and a severely dislocated right shoulder. The
feeling has not yet returned to two fingers of his left
hand.

"So many persons I've encountered," Vernon writes,
"have suffered similar experience, some far worse than
mine, especially those who were knifed. One of my
friends was robbed and beaten up on Washington
Street. by.. four youths. He went into such a state, of
psychological shock that he refused to leave his apart-
ment for over three weeks. Other tenants in the
building had to do his hoping for him." 	 -

James Andres Nicholas of San Francisco has some
pertinent comments regarding the whole question of
public celebrations, the police and misbehavior as they
relate to the gay community.

"I am amazed, to abserve the 'average San Fran-
ciscan' suddenly awakening to the presence of 'licensed
thugs' on the SFPD," Nicholas writes. "The sort of
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From Barbara Northrop of San Francisco I received
a brillantly written, single-spaced four-page letter that
is in and of itself testimony to the intellectually high-
level citizei*y of San Francisco. After making a series
of excellent recommendations regarding riot training
for police and how to behave when caught in a riot,
Northrop comes boldly to the defense of the Police
Department. "We have to start dealing with the 'pro-
blem that the criminals, nuts and kooks are getting the
upper hand," Northrop writes, "because the justice
system is in shambles and because the lawabiding
citizenry passively or actively aids and abets criminals
because it does not actively and aggressively support the
police in maintaining law and order."	 -

There are some bad police, writes San Franciscan
Dean Lipton, but there are also a lot of good ones and
they are in the majority. "I have been ambivalent about
cops most of my life," Lipton writes. "Unlike you, I
have been arrested many times and jugged more than a
few. This was easy to achieve if you werc on the road at
14 during the Great Depression, young, vulnerable and
without a thin dime in your pocket when the laws of
most states made you guilty of vagrancy unless you had
$2."

Picked up in Tucson at the age of 15, Lipton was
beaten up in prison after he protested the mistreatment
of an older prisoner. For several days he was worked
over. At one point, a lighted cigarette lighter was held
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DA of the Month byDon Jacobson
Chief Assistant District Attorney

In addition to this assignement, Candy also prepared
specially assigned cases for preliminary hearing and trial. She
is presently working on a very difficult multiple victim case in-
volving a defendant who always drugged his victims before
robbing them. The defendant preyed principally on gay vic-
tims he picked up in bars, a pattern he employed in many
cities throughout the country. "This is a case of nationwide
interest. If I were the defendant, I would be alarmed simply
knowing that it was Miss Heisler who would be prosecuting,"
observed Inspector Sam Hamilton of the Burglary Detail.

Candy is also putting thc finishing touches on a complex
multi-county and multi-defendant case involving a city
employee who, with certain confederates, was engaged in the
theft of vehicles, tools, police radios (including that from the
mayor's limousine) and other equipment from the City Shop,
as well as the fencing of that and other stolen property.

Candy has also held many Other positions in the office rang-
ing from the Burglary Team to Juvenile Court. Candy has
been involved in many major cases in the district attorney's
office. She prosecuted Jack Llewellyn and John lezaru, local
locksmiths who would later burglarize their customers. Both
were convicted and sentenced to State Prison. She was recent-
ly the prosecutor in People v. William Sturdivant, a case in-
volving a $40,000 nighttime burglary at the Fairmont Hotel.

The victim, a building contractor, and his family were atten-
ding a convention of sash workers. After they had retired for
the evening, the defendant - a cat burglar - entered their
room and made off with their jewelry. Sharp police work dur-
ing a routine traffic stop in the Tenderloin disclosed the stolen
property. The case is also noteworthy because Candy succeed-
ed in convicting Sturdivant of the far more difficult burglary
(1st Degree) rather than on receiving stolen property theory.

Candy also prosecuted Geraldine Curley, a nurse at
Children's Hospital, who over a course of several years had
drugged many patients and then stolen their jewelry.

Candy is known among the staff for her logal acumen and
particularly as a search warrant expert. Other attorneys
regularly seek her advice on complex issues, and often these
questions involve warrants. Inspectors and officers at the sta-
tions have come to depend on Candy not only for her expertise
in this field, but also her willingness to help them out on cases
regardless of the hour.

"Candy is a terrific D.A. She is willing to write a warrant
any time you need the hlep," observed Sgt. Arthur Gerrans of
the Vice Crimes Unit.

Rich Leon of the Burglary Detail adds, "Candy is the best
prepared district attorney that I have ever worked with. Even
when she was incapacitated with injuries, she was always
available to write search warrants or assist in any other mat-
ters."

"Candy is outstanding in her ability and willingness to
share her expertise with all the members of the staff. She is
particularly adept in communicating that knowledge to
others," notes District Attorney Smith.

"Candy lives in San Francisco and likes to spend her spare
time in the kitchen or in her garden. In addition, she is a
devoted fan' of the San Francisco Opera. Candy is also a
baseball fan and roots for the Dodgers!
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Candace J. Heisler has been selected by team leaders and
department heads in the district attorney's office as April's
"D.A. of the Month". Candy's selection recognizes her many
significant contributions to the public safety of San Francisco
and the important role she has played in working with her
police counterparts in numerous successful prosecutions.

Candy came to the district attorney's office in April. l'3.
She is a graduate of Hastings College of Law and a Phi l3eia
Kappa graduate of UCLA. Before becoming a San Franciseo
assistant district attorney, Candy was a research assistant for
the National Labor Relations Board Division of Trial Ex-
aminer, a law clerk for the San Francisco Superior Court, and
an assistant court commissioner for the San Francisco
Superior Court. She has devoted almost all of her professional
career to criminal prosecution. She is a member of the Case
Digest Board, California District Attorneys Association;
Alumni Association Board of Governors, Hastings College of
Law; Jyidge, Hastings College Moot . Court Program; Board of
Directors, Queen's Bench Rape Foundation and a member of
the 1980 Curriculum Committee, National College of District
Attorneys. Candy has also lectured before various community
groups on crime prevention and taught at the police academy.

Candy is very active in the National College of District At-
torneys and most recently served as a faculty advisor for the
Experienced Prosecutor Course given in Pacific Gro

California March 28 to April 1 She also assisted at the rn
Advocacy for Prosecutors Seminar held in San Francisco diir-	 ' -

ing February.

Candy is presently assigned to the new Felony Intake Unit
of the district attorney's Office. This unit was established by
District Attorney Arlo Smith at the end of last year to
facilitate rebookings by enabling the office to improuc effi-
ciency and consistency in charging procedures. Candy and the
three other senicfr district attorneys in the unit are available
fulitime on a daily basis for rebookings, questions, search
warrants and any other problems which come up during the
investigation and charging of felony cases.
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The same thing happen-
ed to an L.A. motorcycle
officer in July, 1973; to
another policeman in
August 1979, and to the
point that 20 LAPD of-
ficers have been killed in
the line of duty in the past
18 years.

In 1980, Meyer pointed
out, assaults with firearms
on LAPD officers increas-
ed 53.8 percent. That's
outrageous!

But law enforcement of-
ficers aren't the only
targets out there, perhaps
only more visible than the
rest of us.

We ask these people to
form what has been term-
ed a "thin blue line" bet-
ween law-abiding citizens
and the criminals. The line
is thinner than ever today,
because of budget cuts in
the wrong places.

No, we don't think law
enforcement officers
display paranoia when
they have to - protect
themselves against
"citizens" who would do
them harm. When a police
officer has been killed or
wounded, all Of us have
suffered grave damage.
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Police Officer Paranoia TGward L.A. Citizens L.A. Times, March 10, 1982

Re your article (Feb.
25). "Paranoia in Police
Training Films Seen," in
which researchers cirticize
some police training films
as resulting in officer
paranoia toward citizens.
The study was nationwide,
and the local angle was not
well developed. Perhaps
your readers should be
aware of some local
perspective on the subject.

In March, 1963, Los
Angeles Police Depart-
ment officers Ian Camp-
bell and Karl Hettinger

In April, 1970, four
California Highway Patrol
officers on the Ridge
Route failed to exercise an
appropriate degree of this
"paranoia" when stopping
a car containing two more
"citizens". All four of-
ficers were shot to death in
the ensuing 90 seconds,
setting a modern
American record. (One of
the suspects later told

police that the reason the
suspects started shooting
is because the officers were
nOt pointing guns at
them.)

In July, 1973, an LAPD
motorcycle officer, work-
ing alone in the (then)
mostly middle-class San
Fernando Valley, failed to
exercise an approprite
degree of "paranoia" while
stopping a "citizen" for a
traffic violation. The
"citizen", armed with a
stolen weapon in a stolen
car. shot and killed the of-
ficer.

saw standing by the safe.
They were the last people
he ever saw.

In August, 1979, an
LAPD officer failed to ex-
ercise an appropriate
degree of "paranoia" when
stopping a "citizen" in a
vehicle for reckless driv-
ing. The "citizen" was an
armed robber. The officer
is dead.

Paranoia? During the
past 18 years, 20 LAPD of-
ficers have been murdered
in the line of duty. In 1980,
assaults with firearms in
LAPD officers increased a
staggering 53.8% over
1979; 160 assaults with
firearms were committed,
more than any year in
recorded LAPD history.
(More than the year of the
Watts Riots, more than
any of the years of the "off-
the-pig" activities of the
Black Panthers and
Weather Underground).

The highest increase in
the number of assaults
with deadly weapons
against LAPD officers oc-
curred in the middle to up-
per class West Los Angeles
are, which had a 680% in-
crease (from five incidents
in 1979, to 34 in 1980).
The crime-ridden SoUth
Los Angeles divisions did
not experience such
dramatic percentage in-
creases; however, they're
already at the top of the
scale, accounting for 174
such assaults in 1980.

The reporting of the
researchers' conclusions in
your story suggests a lack
of restraint on the part of
police officers in
dangerous situations. If
that were true, LAPD of-

fostering in un-
sophisticated people the
idea that they somehow
have a "right" to resist the
directions of law enforce-
ment officers in the street.
Example: Eulia Love and
several other less
celebrated knife-wielding
people would be alive and
well today if only they had
put down their knives
when first ordered to do
so. Anyone who mouths off
or runs or otherwise resists
when an officer orders
them to stop, is a fool. It is
questionable that anyone
who exhibits such a total
disrespect for duly con-
stituted law enforcement
authority could be "train-
ed" in how to act when
confronted.

helpful suggestion for As for the training films
some cities, but your story mentioned in the article,

should have mentioned any police agency that fails
that LAPD has both those to aggressively teach of-
programs, in addition to ficer safety tactics is asking
removing an officer from for a lot of fancy funerals,
streei duties for some time complete with flag-draped
after a shooting.	 coffins,	 "taps",	 and

As for the researchers' several hundred thousand
idea that citizens need dollars of tax money going
training to know how to to the survivors of each
act when stopped by dead cop.
police, you can thank the
American Civil Liberties This ivory-tower
Union and other such research group's Monday
organizations, including morning quarterb acking
much 'of the media, for will probably be applaud-

ed by someone, sometime
(namely people who are
looking for "evidence" to
confirm their beliefs that
cops are a bunch of loonies
out there with guns and
badges). Well, if resear-
chers out there in Never-
Never Land ever start
meeting violent death at
the same rate as to cops,
firefighters, liquor store
owners, and old ladies car-
rying $4 in their purses,
maybe wel'll see some real
world conclusions in these
silly, federally funded
reports your newspaper
frequently publishes.

If the surviving
reseachers write a report
on the collective death of
their	 colleagues,	 I
guarantee they wouldn't
apply the term
"paranoia". They would
call their feelings and self-
protective actions "ag-
gressive survival instincts,
tempered with healthy
doses of caution, in the
face of obviously increas-
ing danger."

Greg Meyer
Los Angeles

Meyer is an Officer with
the Los Angeles Police
Department's tactical
planning section.

I.

ficers would have shot 528
people in 1980, instead of
three or four dozen,
because 528 people attack-
ed LAPD officers with
deadly weapons (including
the 160 guns mentioned
earlier) that year. There is,
in fact, an assault with a
deadly weapon against an
LAPD officer each and
every 17 hours, round the
clock,; but officers in this
city return fire and- wound
or kill their assailants only
once every nine days.
(Figures are for 1980.)

The researchers suggest
that police develop
psychiatric help and peer
counseling programs for
officers	 involved	 in
shootings. That may be a

ianeo to exercise an ap-
propriate degree of what 	 In February, 1976, an
the researchers call LAPD officer failed to cx-
paranoia when they ap- ercise an appropriate

proached a suspicious degree of "paranoia" as he
vehicle in Hollywood walked into a McDonald's
without drawing their restaurant robbery with his
guns. We buried Camp- gun 	 safely	 pointed
bell,

	

	 downward instead of
pointed at the people he

Police officers' self-defense actions.at e rrn ed 'pa rä 110 ia	 by Fred W. Kline CapitolNews Service
San Francisco BANNER

Law enforcement of- As it has turned out,it is
ficers have been under extremely rare that corn-
almost constant bombard- plaints against police ac-
ment by the public and the tivity lead to any kind of
press in recent years over prosecutable	 civ.
actions they must take to cumstance
protect society and guard	 But it doesn't keep the
against losing their own few loudmouths and cer-
lives,	 tam	 anti-police special

interest groups from crying
It's almost as though "foul" every time an of-

certain members of the ficer is forced - to take
media, and even some pro- decisive action, whether
secutors, have been lying there was a "foul" or not.
in wait for that rare situa-	 So we read with great in-
tion where a citizen is shot terest a recent long, ar-
or	 otherwise	 injured ticulate letter in the "Los
because of some map- Angeles Times", writen by
propriate police activity,	 a police officer in response

THE LITTLE
SHAMROCK

807 LINCOLN WAY
SAN PRANCISCO

661-0060

to a report in which resear- shot to death in an onion
chers criticize some police field near Bakersfield and
training films as resulting Hettinger had to leave the
in officer paranoia toward force because of resulting
citizens.	 problems, although , he

The	 officer,	 Greg escaped with his life.
Meyer, is with LAPD's.tac-
tical planning section, and	 In April 1970, four
he made some excellent California Highway Patrol
points,	 officers failed to exercise

For instance, perhaps if enough "paranoia" when
officers. Ian Campbell and stopping a car containing
Karl Hettinger had exer- two"citizens" .and all four
cised a greater degree of' were shot to death in the
what is now called next 90 seconds. A suspect
"paranoia" in March, later said the shooting
1963, Campbell might be started because the officers
alive to talk about it today. weren't pointing guns at
Instead, Campbell was them.
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Guy Wright/Nightmares every spring
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Treating Rape Victims	 a

self from the flames and called for about a criminal justice system that

	

-	 -	 .
raped the horrified woman. Then in order to refresh the memory of
he set out to beat her to death, the parole board

________	

breaking her jaw, shoulder, arms.

	

_______	

He slashed her wrists and tightened	 The board refuses to let her

\	

a telephone cord around her neck. appear in person (Paul Gann's

	

_____	

*	 Leaving her for dead, he emptied a crime initiative would change that)
can of paint thinner and set the • but each year she writes a letter
house on fire.	 relating the horror of that night.

Miraculously she dragged her-	 There is something grotesque

help as her house burned. Pavageau reqUiLS this woman to make an
was caught, convicted and sen- annual plunge into psychlogical
tenced to death. But when the state pain as the price for keeping her
Supreme Court abolishea the death tormentor from returning to her

Because the monster of her penalty, he was among the dozens world.
of condemned killers who automati- While her case is dramatic.nightmares is now eligible for catty became ordinary lifers, eligi	 dozens of people share her dilemmaparole, once each year Annette ble for parole.

Carlson must relive the night of 	 as a result of the state Supreme
horror when Angelo. Pavageau 	 With his altered status he has Court decision that turned con-
wrecked her life and left her for 	 been - allowed to attend college, demned killers into potential paro.
dead in a flaming house. 	 marry and father a child, all while lees.

in San Quentin.If she kept silent, she fears the 	 Since the court was deter-
parole board might turn him loose.	 Annette Carison hasn't fared so mined to find an excuse to end
"And I live in fear of that," she said.	 well. "I still sleep with the lights capital punishment, it .had a duty to

on," she said. "I still have night- deal ith this consequence, most
One April night in 1973 Pava- mares. When I brush my hair i can't logically by changing death sen-

geau broke into a Victorian housethat Annette and her young' hus- help seeing the scars on my face tences to life without parole.
and scalp. I can't get away from it. 	 Parole board members say pri-band /were renovating on PorerO

Hill. Brandishing a knife, he de-

	

	 'She would be better of f if she vately that they shouldn't hold a
manded money; They gave him all could, forget. But if she forgot, who parole hearing each year for these

killers.they had. He demanded a hammer would remember? The tables are
They gave him one. now turned. On the parole board	 That leaves the Legislature,

He tied them in chairs and	 scorecard, the bestiality of Pava- where, as Willie BrOwn Ethserve,
began beating the husband, first 	 geau's crime counts less and less. money is the best catalyst. People
with the hammer until it broke,	 His good behavior in prison counts like Annette seldom have enough
then with a chopping block, a vase, more and more.

	

	 cash to whet the appetite of our
elected hucksters.

a penny jar. Frank Marion Carison's
head literally disintegrated before 	 And so each spring when his 	 So we are stuck with a rotten
the eyes of his wife,

	

	 annual parole hearing comes U, criminal justice system and an
Annette feels obligated to reepen Officialdom content to feed on the

Next the blood-smeared killer the painful wounds' in her memory rot.
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As professionals engag- the rape victim.
ed in the identification,
apprehension and prosecu- . Inspectors of the Sex
tion of rapists, as well as Crimes Detail of the police
treatment of their victims, department are among the
we are concerned about
the portrayal of treatment most respected andqualified members of the
and experiences of sexual Bureau of Inspectors.
assault victims in recent Specially trained, concern-
movies made for television. ed and experienced, they
"Cry Rape", "A Case of understand the special

Rape", and "Victims" are needcs of the rape victim -
the latest of this genre. 	 and see that she receives

the support necessary to
While these productions ensure successful prosecu-

serve to educate the public tion of the rapist.
about the tranma ex-
perienced by victims of • The San Francisco
sexual assault, they do a District Attorney's Office
grave disservice by mac- has a separate unit of at-
curately depicting the torneys -specializing in the
police and related person- prosecution of rapists,
nell as insensitive and They deal with the victim
callous,	 on a one-to-one basis and

follow the case from its in-
While in the past one itial filing through trial.

could argue that the ex-
perience of reporting a No longer will pro-
rape and following it secuting attorneys or
through the judicial pro- police officers make the
cess was tantamount to yet victim feel that she is
another assault upon the responsible for what hap-
victim, times have chang- pened.
ed, at least in San Fran-
cisco. Point of fact:	 The combined efforts of

Sexual Trauma Services,
• The Sexual Trauma the police department and

Service, part of Central the district attorney's of-
Emergency Hospital, pro- fice have led to the suc-
vides free 24-hour medical cessful prosecution of
and psychological crisis in- rapists in San Francisco.
tervention and treatment Victims are treated with
to victims of sexual deference and respect by
assault. It's staffed by ex- members of all three agen-
perienced and sensitive cies. We are working
professionals who provide together to reach the corn-
follow-up services and will bined goals of protecting
accompany victims to the interests of individual
court.	 victims through sensitive,	 ,,..

considerate treatment.
• The San Francisco

Police Department has 	 Willliam Louis Fazio
recognized the special Assistant District Attorney•

-c	 ..	 San Francisco
IIVVU UI VILI1iL UI	 IUI

assaults Police recruits
receive training in in-
vestigative techniques and
evidence collection and
presentation. They also
receive education in
special interviewing
techniques and sensitivity
training for dealing with
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From	 To
PLAN I
Member	 $11.10	 $ 12.81
Member + 1 $58.70 $ 68.84
Family	 $93.80 $110.56

PLAN II
Member	 -0- 	 -0-
Member + 1 $45.48
	

$50.50
Family	 $86.46
	

$95.92

PLAN III
Member-	 $ 4.84
	

$ 5.88
Member + 1 $54.29 $ 62.85
Family	 $88.69 $102.63

PLAN IV
Member	 -	 -0.	 .0-
Member + 1 $46.69 $54.28
Family	 $84.82 $98.23

PLANV	 -
Member	 $ 5.14 $ 4.79
Member + 1 $60.17 $59.81
Family	 $89.54 $99.29

Variance

+ $ 1.71
+ $10.14
+ $16.76

-0-
+ $5.02
+ $9.46

+$ 1.04
+ $ 8.56
+ $13.94

-0.
+ $ 7.59
+ $13.41

(-$ .35)
(- $ .36)
+ $9.78

REMEMBER
1. Read your comparison sheet.
2. The month of May is the only time you can change
plans.	 -
3. New location for the HSS, 1212 Market Street.
4. Pass the ballot amendments in June.

- SIERRA POINT

- -LUMBERand -

PLYWOOD CO1

601 TUNNEL AVENUE
BRISBANE 94005

-	 468-5620 -
Sierra Point Lumber and Plywood Co. is

your local supplier of a complete line of
lumber, building supplies, builder's hard-
ware and tools.	 -

Doug Galten has long been considered
by many to be the leading dealer in lumber
and building materials in the area.

Sierra Point Lumber offers a complete
1 'One Stop Building Supply Service". You'll
find here most anything you could need for
remodeling, additions, or new construction.
Their policy has always been to supply the
highest grades of lumber and building
materials, at reasonable prices. Contrac-
tors, and the public in general, have learn-
ed that whatever they need in the way of -
lumber, building supplies and accessories
can be obtained here. -

All City employees are extended a per-
sonal invitation to stop here when lumber,
building supplies, etc. are needed.

HENRY HOTEL.

I
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

861-0889

ANGLO HOTEL
241 - 6th Street

1

HEALTH SERVICE COSTS HIT BY INFLATION ALSO
by Hariy Paretchan, Member

Health Service Board

New rates have just been established by the Health 	 Benefit increases or changes for the other plans will
Service System and it should not come as a surprise that be shown on the comparison sheet. The comparison
increases are facing us.	 sheets will be available to all departments prior to the

Health care costs have exploded - soaring 12.5 
per- May sign-up. Remember, this is the only period that

cent in 1981 on top of an astounding 15.2 
percent• members can change from one plan to another or add

1980, an all time record. Hospital room rates are up 19 new dependents. Because of this, I strongly urge you to
- percent in the city.	

look over the comparison sheet and see which plan best
suits your needs.

No other segment of our economy has gone through The Health Service offices will be moved out of their
so sharp a rise in recent years as health care.	 present location to new quarters at 1212 Market Street.

The Health Service Board has done everything possi- This move is suppose to take place the beginning of
ble to keep rate increases to a minimum for the April. Notices will be sent to all departments so keep
members of Plan I, which they administer, by subsidiz- this in mind for the May sign-up period.
ing the plan by $1,200,000, taken from reserves. For
example, without this a family member would be facing The Health Service Board has introduced two charter
a $46.76 a month increase instead of a $16.67 increase, amendments on the June ballot. They are a dental plan,

for employees only, and the city's contribution (sub-
It should be noted that each group, i.e., member, .sidy) to be carried over to the surviving spouse of a

member plus one, family, etc., is actuarily surveyed member in the system. As it stands now, when the
separately. This means that the group increase is based employee dies, the city's contribution dies with him.
on the usage for that group only. Rates for the other Thus adding an additional burden to his survivor to pay
plans, II, III, IV, and V are set by those plans and the the full contract rate for health coverage. And this after
Health Service Board has no control over them: The a decrease in pension benefits. These are two very im-
Health Service System is merely a collection agency for portant benefits for all of us to make sure get passed. In
those plans on your behalf. 	 conclusion, the following are the new monthly rates for

Along with the rate increases will also be benefit in- each plan.
creases for Plan I. Basically they will be

Under Basic Benefits

Initial office visit from $20 to $25 per visit
Extended office visit from $18 to $22 per visit
Initial hospital visit from $20 to $30 per visit
Hospital room & board from $140 to $150 per visit

Under Major Medical Benefits

Covered Psychiatric charges from $30 to $50 per con-
sultation.

Maximum hospital room & board set at $300 per day.
Major Medical co-payment for catastrophic problems

set at 100 percent after $20,000 of covered charges.
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A hard Iook/ When cops crack up
•By Scott Winokur

Examiner staff iter
Therewasacopinatreewithagmlmbishandanda

mind to kill himself. A psychologist talked him out of the
roost and into a hospital. He was a good cop. His marriage

•	 was falling apart and he just snapped.
This happened in Los Angeles, but it could have been San

Francisco or Oaldand or San Jose - any city in the nation.
.Y	 And it happened recently, but police officers have had

strange episodes before and they'll have them again.
- The difference tödäy is that lavñ entinsiders are

increasingly willing to talk about th problem of police
mt'ntal health, and outsiders - mainly psychologists - are
willing to see what canbe done about It

I	 Why cops crack up and what may be done to avert the
/	 toll in human anguish, public safety and tax dollars spent on

disability pensions will be the subjects of an unusual

\	
gathering of law-enforcement officers and mental-health
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Psychologists
learning more

abOUt police

burnout
—From Page Al

practitioners in San Francisco Friday
and Saturday.

"Psychotherapy and Law Enforce-
ment," sponsored by the University of
California at San Francisco's Depart-
ment of Psychiatry, is expeeted to
bring together police officers and
psychologists from throughout the
state in a mutual effort to set aside
longstanding biases each group has
toward the other and to lay the
groundwork for increased cooperation
in the future.

"AS police departments become
more aware and accepting of mental-
health problems- in the ranks and as
they seek help, we find that damn few
people in the mental-health profession
are aware of the cultural issues
involved," said UCSF psychologist A.
Michael Rossi, a former police officer.

"if you're treating a black patient or
an Asian, you should know something
about their subcultures. Police are
definitely a subculture, too. Its mem-

• bers aren't supposed to show any kind
of softness or weakness. It's based on a
very strong buddy system like any
paramilitary group where your life
may depend on your buddy. Its a
rather closed system. And it's macho."

Added Fresno County Sheriff's De-
partment ychologist Richard Blak:

"We've been evolving over the last
decade and California has been the
pioneer. The attitude is changing from,

• 'If it's too hot, get out of the kitchen,' to
'It's normal for a human being in a
stressful occupation to have some
problems.'"

As a group, police officers are in
better shape psychologically than the
general population, because most of
the bad apples are screened out during
the recruitment process. But they're
made of flesh and blood and some-
times they break down under the
inordinate pressures of their extremely
demanding jobs.

"Their suicide rates are about 65
times the normal rate, their divorce
rates are higher than normal, and
they're more likely to have alcohol and
substance-abuse problems," Rossi said.

"The job is damaging. Cops often
have to be society's garbagemen,
clearing the streets of undesirables for

- politicians and businessmen, dealing
with pee-soaked winos instead of
capturing arch-criminals," said Sgt.
Alan Benner, the San Francisco Police
Department's personnel-retention su-
pervisor.

"You can't interact with society's
failures for years and not be depressed
and have a sense of futility. Cops
change their uniforms in the locker
room, but the self-controlling portion
inside goes home with them and over a
period of time it can cause them to lose
contact with their feelings.

'Then if some life trauma occurs -
the death of a loved one, the breakup
of a marriage - all of a sudden that
myth of total control is exploded and
you read about it in the newspaper."

According to Blak, the individual
cop may also be a walldng compen-
diüm of stress-related physical disor-
ders.

"A guy with 10 to 12 years on the
job begins breaking down physically.
Out of 100 cops, at least one third will
have some significant physical prob-
lem after 10 years that could result in
their going off duty," he said. 'The
average cop in the average department
has serious problems he may not even
be aware of."

Trained to present a dispassionattr
front to the public, the cop typically
suppresses his feelings on the ,job,
making them unconscious as a matter
of habit. The feelings don't obligingly
go away, however.

"They are held in the body in a
physical sense," Blak explained. "Cops
get pumped up, but they're not good at
coming down again. You get a situa-
tion where the body is being continual-
ly excited and it becomes chronically
tense.

"This leads to elevated blood prcs-
sure, migraine headaches, arthritic
problems, lower-back problems. colitis,
diarrhea, excess gas, ulcers, aching
jaws and misaligned teeth from grind-
ing. I just saw an officer who had
$3,000 • worth of orthodontic - work
done."

Mostly, they drop dead 'The biggie
is cardiovascular diseain," Blak said.
"More officers across the country die
from heart attacks and heart disease
than assaults or vehicular accidents in
the line of duty. From 1971 to 1974 in
California almost 70 percent of all job--
related police deaths had cardiovascu-
lar causes."

A reasonable presumption would be
that police science and .behaioral
science are natural allies with respect
to the problems of law-enforcement
personnel. That hasnt been the case.

'The shrink thinks the cop's a
sadist," said Oakland psychologist Paul
Berg, a consultant to several Bay Area
police departments, who added that
the cop thinks the shrink is less than a
he-than. 'They both have power asso

• dated with their roles and when they
come together there's a tremendous
struggle."

Berg will argue at the symposium
• that it's up to mental-health pract" -
ers to change firSt.

"Cops are not what psychologists
tend to see as attractive patients," he
said. "They aren't very verbal or open
-, and they usually aren't women.
Shrinks are much more comfortable
treating women because women are
more willing to ask for ti1p and more

willing to assume positions of depen.
dence, and because theyre nicer to
look at"

Therapists must understand and
learn to respect - perhaps by experi-
encing it directly - the hard-nosed
world of the street inhabited by the
cop. Berg said.

According to Berg, up to 10 hours of
one-on-one meetings with distressed
cops are necessary for a complete
evaluation of emotional problems, fol-
lowed by therapy that may last from a
few weeks to severalyears.

Benner of the San Francisco Police
Department agreed that the mountain
must come to Mohammed - therapists
have to take the first step.

"A lot of police doubt the veracity,
competence and motivation of mental-
health professionals. They see how
shrinks interact with the criminal-
justice system. And they see them as
entrepreneurs," he ex-
plained. "Cops have said for
a long time that mental-
health folks arent aware of
down-and-dirty, punch-you-
in-the-face reality."

Los Angeles and Fresno
have devised programs de--
signed to identify problems
in their early stages and
provide avenues of relief,
including peer counseling,
professional counseling and
physical-fitness counseling.

UCSF psychologist Rich-
ard Delman is developing
plans for a 100-officer peer-
counseling group in the San
Francisco Police Depart-
ment Under the program, a
disturbed officer woul4 be
able to go to a quiet place
with a trained police counse

br and talk in private for up to 45
minutes with a guarantee of confiden-
tiality.

In Los Angeles. some 700 police
supervisors have been trained to recog-
nize the so-called four stages of disinte-
gration, described by staff psychologist
Bebe Jacobson:

• Common nerousness and anxie--
ty caused by routine life problems,
such as a cliilds sickness or a letter
from the Internal Revenue Service.

• Increased teinion caused by os-
tensibly serious problems - for exam-
pIe, financial difficulties or the death
of a loved one.

• Self-imposed isolation, intoxica-
tion and possible displays of profound
disturbance. it is at this stage, Jacobson
said, that a Los Angeles police officer is
"pulled off the street"
• • Suicidal or homicidal acting-out -

Several times a month, according to

Jacobson, Los Angeles cops will tell
their supervisors something to the
effect of, "I'm so angry, I'm afraid I'll
hurt someone. I don't think I should be
on the street." But instances of fourth-
stage disintegration on duty - tree-
climbing, for example - occur only
rarely. Jacobson said.

Female police officers have all the
stress-related problems of male cops -
plus a few others, noted Los Angeles

• psychologist Susan Saxe,
"People see them in a man's job.

They have to find a v.ay to still be
feminine," she said. "Thevre more lilw•
'v to cry as a defense mechanism, but
hey can't do that in front of a suspect.

• they have to find new ways of
coping. They drink more, but not as
much as the men because they're not
invited along."

Male cops ho view their female
Partners as officers requiring protec-
tion do a great deal of harm, Jacobson
said, "The most important weapon an
ot'fi&-er has is his or her self-confidence
If your partner doesn't feel you can
handle a call successfully, that gets to
you after a v hile'
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S NI .0 \/V '1 R I P by Walt Scott & Tim Foley

Do you remember the first time you saw the snow?
With eyes opened wide you gazed out at the soft white
blanket of snow that covered the country side, and your
mind was filled with the wondrous, beauty of a crisp,
clean winter paradise. Such was the splendor of our
latest trip as we took 12 Asian and Latino youths on a
trip to the snow at Pinecrest. Officers Nick Sepich, Al
Wong and Bruce Powell accompanied these youth dur-
ing their three day/two night stay. This trip was a joint
venture with the Recreation Center for the Handicap-
ped whose staff and 8 disabled youthful participants
shared in the experience.

The first day was spent mostly driving, enjoying the
scenery in the Central Valley and the beautiful Sierra
mountains. Once the young people spotted the first
patch of snow, their enthusiasm peaked and never
came down. After settling in at the Pinecrest Lodge,
there was just enough time to have free play in the
snow, an exciting new experience for all the youth, as
this was their first trip to the snow. Officer Sepich said
"it was interesting to see their reaction and en-
thusiasm."

MI MAZATLAN
RESTAU RANT

Fine Mexican Food

826-9860
2401 Harrison

San Francisco 94110

Carmelo & Mercedes
Quintana

The evening meal was prepared by Al Wong with the
help of several of the youngsters. We ate a delicious
meal of giant garlic sausages and homemade chili
beans. After dinner everyone talked, played games, and
sang some songs.

After a good night's sleep, the second day was a full
day of cross-country skiing, sledding and tubing down
nearby hills, and building snowmen. The day's ac-
tivities were delayed slightly by snow flurries. This was
another first, as most had never seen falling snow.
Before too long the snow fall stopped and the fresh
snow and activities were enjoyed by all.

Officer Nick Sepich got started on his day's activities
a little late as he tried in vain to put chains on the two
vans, only to find one set too small and the other was
missing parts. He still had plenty of time to enjoy the
day and came home laughing about the experience.
That evening Nick,. Bruce and some of our guests
prepared homemade minestrone soup while Jim, a
member of the Recreation Center staff, and others bak-
ed homemade bread. "The dinner was a tremendous
success, a real cooperative event," Al said.

Following dinner the entire group gathered to talk
and play interaction games.- Possibly the hightlight of
the evening was the guitar playing of Florence, a lovely
lady from the Recreation Center for the Handicapped.
Officer Powell noted how well the young people par-
ticipated in the games and songs, some of which were
silly. Bruce said, "The kids really started to loosen up
that last night. They were having a lot of fun and
weren't afraid to join in."	 -

REASONABLE PRICED IMPORTS
REPAIR - BUY - SELL

BUDAPEST MOTORS,

Inc LASZLO
I	 OWNER

819 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

776-8742
4T4-3738

The last day provided its own brand of excitement.
The total snowfall during the stay was in .excess of three
feet. The roads were still covered with snow and the
van's chains were unuseablé. Luckily a snow plow
began clearing the road and the crew of concerned
travelers hurriedly packed to go home. As the tension
raised, time was taken for a few last pictures. The
young people, obviously feeling better about getting
out, conspired together to bomb the officers with
snowballs as they posed for a picture.

After the long trip home, the officers had a chance to
reflect on the past three days. Officers Wong and
Sepich were particularly impressed with the way the
young people helped the disabled people, aiding them
upstairs, escorting a blind participant through the
snow-covered woods and carrying a wheelchair-bound
participant Out through the snow so she could enjoy the
snow too. Officer Powell liked the easy way he got to
know the young people and the youth were able to see
that police officers are nice people. Officer Powell said,
"This trip really made me feel good!".
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MC ATEER HIGHSCHOOL STUDENTSAND TEACHERS
TESTIFY BEFORETHE POLICE COMMISSION

by Walt Scott & Tim Foley

In a moving presentation, a group of McAteer High
School students and teachers spoke to the Police Com-
mission meeting of March 31 about the positive effects
of their involvement with the San Francisco Police
Department Youth Program. Vice Prinicipal Luisa Es-
querro stated, "In twenty years as a teacher, I have
never seen such direct positive results from any pro-
gram as I have seen from the San Francisco Police
Department Youth Program."

She told of dramatic turnarounds in the young
peoples' educational and social performance after be-
ing involved in the program; of students who were cut-
ting and failing classes who are now regularly attending
classes and achieving passing grades; and of students
who have gained much more positive feelings fro the

society they live in and for the.humanity of their police
department.

The students stated that they learned trust and self-
confidence from the experiences provided by the SFPD
Youth Program, and they expressed their heartfelt
thanks to the San Francisco Police Department for pro-
viding this program for them. Mrs. Chuk and Mrs.
Martinez, two teachers in the English as a Second
Language Program at McAteer, gave moving presenta-
tions of their experiences with the program.

The entire Police Commission was deeply touched by
the presentation given by the students and teachers.
Commissioner Daly stated that it brought tears to her
eyes, and that She was very pleased to hear about such a

positive program for the youth of San Francisco and
their police officers.

We wish to thank Officers Art Tapia and Luis
Duran,whosehard work and dedication in teaching a
weekly class to these students introduced the youth pro-
gram to these students; Officers Susan Meyer, Ron Ar-
tale, and Luis Duran who took part in the ropes course,
rock climbing and rappelling and backpacking-with the
students; the students themselves and their teachers for
the kind and encouraging words before the Commis-
sion; and finally Vice Principal Luisa Esquerro who
-had the courage and the foresight to try something new
and unique to help her students and for her sincere,
kind and moving presentation to the Police Commis-
sion.	 -

San Francisco Police Department Youth Program
rnv PANC()7

YOUTH ENDING HUNGER FOR SENIORS
The San FranciscoProgram, and San Fran- young people and five The young people will

Police Department Youth cisco police officers -are police officers form our direct and run this pro-
Program is beginning an spearheading this pro- p r e v i o u S 0 u t i n g S gram. They will fill key

exciting new program gram.	 volunteered their time to positions in this project as

called Youth Ending	 This will become an begin this worthwhile pro- a part of the community

Hunger -for Seniors,	 integral part of the post- ject. 	
service aspect of the SFPD

wilderness experience for 	
Youth Program. In this

The project is one Youth Program par-	 They joined with six way, the good feelings that

of making food available ticipants. 	
volunteer coordinators the young people have

	

,1-.,-.	 '"	 their
to senior citizens who don't 	 uum L'1

get enough to eat. In- 	 The first planning form four committees wilderness experience can
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	 terested citizens, young meeting took place on which are already hard at bebrought back to the city
people who have been in- April 4th at the China work on the different through a valuable corn-
volved in the SFPD Youth Basin Yacht Club, as 40 aspects of the project. 	 munity service.
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Officers Manny Aquino (left) and Bob Souza of the
Oakland Police Activities League posed in mock dejec-
tion as they delivered to the San Francisco PAL the
PAL BAY CUP trophy after the San Francisco Giants
swept their two exhibition games against the Oakland
A's recently. That means that the trophy will be in the
custody of Chief Con Murphy's office for a year. The
proceeds of a fund drive will be divided between the two
PALs.

The PAL San Francisco Bay Cup Trophy was recently
unveiled at Treasure Island. In attendance were Mr.
Pat Gallagher, Vice-President in charge of Promotions,
San Francisco Giants, Chief Con Murphy, and two
PAL Pee Wee Baseball players in S.F. Giants Uniforms
Tory McDonald (left) 9 years old, and Pau1Qtenbreit,
In

PAL SOCCER
The 1982 PAL Soccer season kicks off on Saturday,

April 17, 1982 with 72 teams participating in 6 age divi
sions: Under 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and Under 19. PAL Soc-
cer Director Guy Milano will be assisted by Con
Keighran, Referee Coordinator Chris McGarrigan
(Beach Chalet), and Sean McNulty, Balboa Park Field
Coordinator. The PAL is grateful to these individuals
for their time and effort on behalf of the youngsters of
San Francisco.

PAL SAILING
If you've ever thought about sailing on a boat, but

don't knowhow or who to contact, the PAL Sailing Pro-
gram for beginners will again be offered at Lake Merced
in June. All youths between the ages of 13 through 18
interested are to call PAL Headquarters the first week
in May for signups. Hurry, there are only a limited
number of spaces available.

PAL BOXING
PAL Boxing is in full swing. The workouts are

scheduled Mondays through Thursdays from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. They are held at the old National Guard Armory
located at 14th and Mission Streets. Call PAL Head-
quarters (567-3215) for signups. Workout rooms,
coaches, and equipment provided at no charge.

PAL BASEBALL
PAL Baseball for youths 15 through 18 will begin in

June. For signups, call PAL Headquarters (567-3215)
for signups the first week in May.

PAL GAL SOFTBALL
PAL Girls Softball Season is almost upon us. All girls

between the ages of 12 through 14 interested in playing
softball are to call PAL Headquarters (567-3215) the
first week in May for signups.

Rugby Te;m from North Yorkshire, England.in his of -
fice. Flanking the Chief is Off. Bill McFarland, Co. D,
Coach of the PAL Outcasts, and Off. Dale Allen, PAL
Rugby Commissioner.

Members of the Giggleswick School Rugby Team from
England are shown with members of the San Francisco
PAL Outcasts Rugby Team after a recent hard fought
game in which the team from England won 28 to 4.
Also shown are PAL Rugby Commissioner Officer Dale
Allen (Dog Unit) (right), and Rugby Coach Officer Bill
McFarland (Co. D, 2nd from left). Photos by Herb Lee.

MISSION
L ROGK

RESORI	 Track Team is about to unlease a mighty heave of his
shotput is none other than Deputy Chief Jim Shannon.
Chief Shannon volunteers his services with the PAL
Track and Field Events yearly. (photo by Herb Lee)

817 China Basin
San Francisco, CA 94107

821 -553

ROBERT & NORMA WAHL, OWNERS

You will find great food at realistic prices at the
Mission Rock Resort. Visit the new top of the rock
restaurant open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Robert
& Norma Wahi, the owners, invite you to drop by for
some of the fine cooked foods in which they specialize.
Enjoy a wonderful meal in this beautiful decorated
restaurant or dine on their deck overlooking the Bay and
enjoy generous food and delicious dyinks.

PAL TRACK AND FIELD
The PAL Track and Field season kicked off with the

AAA WCAL High School Relays held in March. The
next event will be the Junior Olympics and All Comers
scheduled for June. All interested youths between the
ages of 8 and 18 are to call PAL Headquarters (567-
3215) the first week in May for signups.

PAL LAW ENFORCEMENT CADETS•
The PAL Law Enforcement Cadet Program is win-

ding down after a long semester beginning in October
1981. On the agenda in May and June are the Ride-
along Program plans for graduation, graduation din-
ner/dance. In addition, the Cadets stand ready to par-
ticipate in the celebration of National Police Week and
the Chief's Picnic plus numerous other police related
events. Anyone in the 10th, 11th, or 12th grades in-
terested are to call PAL Headquarters (567-3215) for
signups.

High School Rugby at its finest. The Giggleswick
School Rugby Team has not lost a game in six years as
they played the PAL Outcasts.

7gjjE
SAN FRANCISCO DOWNTOWN

790 ELLIS STREET
(415) 775-7612

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS DIAL (800) 255-3050
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Chief Murphy is shown hosting the Coach of the Giggleswick School Rugby Team An-
dy Majslik. The coach and his team are playing a series of games in the- United States
and the Bay Area. Also in the photo are (left) Officer Bill McFarland, Co. D, PAL
Rugby Coach, and PAL Rugby Commissioner Dale Allen, Dog Unit. (Photo by Curt
Cashen)

Flanking Mayor Dianne Feinstein are (left) Kevin Mack and Sabrina Allen, the PAL
Boy and Girl of the Year. Also in the picture are (left) Jim Wheary, Chief Murphy,
Jack Immendorf and Sgt. Herb Lee. (Photo by Curt Cashen)

PAL BOY AND GIRL OF THE YEAR
• (Reprint from S.F. Progress) Kevin Mack, a 16-year
old student at St. Ignatius College Prep, and Sabrina
Allen, a 13-year old student at Potrero Hill Middle
School are this year's Police Activities League (PAL)
Boy and Girl of the Year.

The two, who were selected from among approx-
imately 5,000 youngsters, were honored recently at a
press conference in Mayor Feinstein's office. A dinner
was held in their honor at the Italian American Social
Club on March 25, 1982.

Their athletic prowess and their academic ex
celleuce demonstrate clearly that San Francisco s
future leadership is being developed skillfully", said
Mayor Feinstein in paying tribute to both.

"I m most grateful to the Police Activities League for
providing such marvelous opportunities for our City's
youth over the past 21 years".

Sabrina Allen was selected for her excellence in
sports, academics and service to hen community. She is
a member of the honor society at Potrero Hill and
serves as treasurer for the eighth grade.

In addition to excelling in school, she serves as a
member of the Potrero Hill Neighborhood Youth Pro-
gram and works at the Potrero Hill Recreation Center
during the summer assisting with the lunch program
and field trips.

She also assists younger children with crafts, music,
cooking classes and keeps the scorebook for the Potrero
Hill Recreation Center basketball league. She loves
music and was awarded the Bayview/Hunters Point
musical award in piano.

Kevin Mack was nominated and uinanimously ap
proved by the PAL Awards Committee as the PAL Boy
of the Year.

Mack is a very active person in school, having served
as class vice-président in his freshman year. He was
recently named to SI's prestigious Hugh O'Brien Youth
Foundation. In addition he assists with the school's
stage crew, does volunteer work with the Service Club.
When Kevin is not in school, he is a very involved per-
son in sports and community work.

UISt & raszker
1812 Noriega St.. San Francisco, 94122
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In sports he excels in baseball, basketball, soccer,
track, and volleyball. When Mack is not playing, he is
either coaching, umpiring, or refereeing games. In
community work he serves with the Christian Life Com-
munity organization as well as with the Pro-Life Coali-
tion.

PAL AAA-WCAL RELAYS
The annual PAL AAA-WCAL HIGH SCHOOL

RELAYS held recently at McAteer High Field, produc-
ed some top notch times and records. (Reprint from the
S.F. Progress). Galileo's James McClanahan stole the
thunder from Mission's Ken Frazier and Balboa's
Maurice Crumby at the 10th annual San Francisco
PAL High School Relays. McClanahan, a senior, -was
voted the Outstanding Athlete of the meet after leading
Galileo to the boys varsity team title. Galileo also won
the girls team title while Riordan edged the Lions, 50-
48, for the boys froshsoph team title. Frazier turned in
an impressive leap of 50 feet, 4 inches in the triple jump
and 23 feet, 8/2 inches in the long jump. Crumby, a
junior at Balboa, cleared 7'1/2" in the long jump.

Maurice ('rum by of Balboa enroute to a new AAA-
WCAL TrackRecord of 7'V2 " in the high jump. Crum-
by is setting his sights for the 1982 U.S. Olympics.

But, McClanahan had an even more impressive day.
He had a 14' pole vault, a 6'3" high jump, ran an 8.5
leg for 70 yards in the 440 meter high hurdle shuttle
relay, and had a 52.0 clocking in his quarter mile leg of
the mile relay. Galileo won all the events in which Mc-
Clanahan participated. Teammate Angelo McNeil also
had an impressive day. He ran a swift 48.8 leg on the
mile relay, an outstanding time for this early in the
season. He also ran a 50 flat in the sprint medley and
anchored the 400 and 800 meter relays. Galileo's
strongest team effort came in the triple jump. Although
Frazier had the best indIvidual mark, Galileo won the
event by taking the next three places. Justin Brown
turned in a 44-2, Lane Hawkins a 43-8 and Ken White
a 43-7, all impressive marks at the high school level.
The biggest individual standout in the girls competition

was Elyse Duckett, who had the top marks in the long
and triple jumps and the shot and discus. Her efforts,
however, weren't enough to help Lowell overcome
Galileo in the girls team competition.

Participating in the recent Chinese New Year's Run
were (left) Sgt/Insp. Morgan Peterson (Juvenile), and
Inspector Eddie Preston, Retired. PAL Cadets assisted
in crowd control.

Another runner was Off. Nelson Lum, Co. A.

Mayor Dianne Féinstein is shown reading a commenda-
tion for Kevin Mack and Sabrina Allen, the PAL 1981
Boy and Girl of the Year as Chi ef Murphy looks on.
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RESTAURANT

14
MIXED DRINKS

je l'i

1431 STOCKTON ST.
SAN FRANCISCO

COCKTAILS

Vie
PH. 391-7633

FAMILY FEUD June 28th on Channel 3 (Sac.)

L to R: Claudia, David (at Co. E), Cynthis (at Co. H), Bob (Retired SFPD Inspector),
and Dorree (Airport Police).
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Restaurants 8' Cafes
TACHIBANA RESTAURANT

628 SACRAMENTO
SAN FRANCISCO 94111

397-6088

RICKY CHIQUI'S

3033-24th Street
San Francisco 94110

648-1181

THE PIMIENTO RESTAURANT

139-8TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94103

621-4318

THE SOUTHERN SANDWICH
AND LOAF HOUSE

BAR-B-QUE - LOUISIANA FISH
SUPER HAMBURGERS

PHONE: 567-0498
2606 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

TIC TOCK

DRIVE IN

Open 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

ORIGINAL SAPPORO-YA
1-IOME MADE RAM EN • GYOZA

TEPPAN-YAKI • JAPANESE FOOD
Japan Center
1581 Webster St., No.202
San Francisco 94115

FUKUSUKE

Japanese Restaurant

KATSURA GARDEN
1581 WEBSTER

SAN FRANCISCO 94115
931-6209

563-7400

•	 - Japanese
Restaurant

• Y! JINOK4WA
347 Grant .Ave San FrancIsco 941O o 956-6085

LA TERRAZA

3472 MISSION
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

285-1236

RELOJES

2859- A MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

824-1102

SUNSHINE COFFEE SHOP

2833- 24TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

826-5530

.4

GLAUCOMA
Glaucoma is one of the

leading casues of blindness
among adults in the
United States. Because it
often strikes without
noticeable sysmptoms, it is
called the "Sneak Thief of
Sight". Sight destroyed by
glaucoma cannot be
restored. However, early
detection and treatment
can check its progress. The
best defense against
glaucoma is an eye ex-
amination at least once
every two years

If you are near or past
thirty-five, you have a
direct interest in being
screened for this blinding
disease. District Health
Center #1, located at 3850
- 17th Street, is holding a
Saturday morning
glaucoma screening clinic
on May 22, 1982. The fee
is$1.O0 For an appoint-
ment, call 558-3905, Mon-
day through Friday, 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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J & J GROCERY & LIQUOR

3751 - 24TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94114

285-5825

I ACCOUNTING	 I
HOOD & STRONG, CPA's

555 CALIFORNIA, #3280
SAN FRANCISCO 94104

781-0793

- MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
SERVICE CORPORATION

Air Conditioning .Heating
Refrigeration • Controls	 -

1954 LOMBARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94123	 929-1400

OLYMPIC FARMERS MARKET

2936 - 24TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94110

282-8262

KWONG SHING MARKET

855 CLEMENT
SAN FRANCISCO 94118

221-1252

GIN EMATTE, INC.

363 BRAN NAN ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107

(415) 546-7460

RUSSIAN LIFE DAILY

2458 SUTTER
SAN FRANCISCO 94115

921-5380

U
SCHUDEL PAPER CO.

2000 OAKDALE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 94124

285-0960

Will you do usa favor?	 ________________________________________PHARMACY	 - I
CIVIC CENTER PHARMACY -

1198 Market St.
-	 San Francisco 94102
-	 626-8080U

Z. L. GOOSBY, D.D.S., INC.

2409 SACRAMENTO ST.
SAN FRANCISCO 94115

587-2233

HOTELS	 I

I MARKETS

MIRALOMA MARKET

755 PORTOLA
SAN FRANCISCO 94129

681-2474

ESSEX HOTEL

684 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

775-9101

HILLSDALE HOTEL

Permanent and Transient

-51 -6TH STREET -
SAN FRANCISCO 94103	 495-9115

COLLEGE MARKET
Groceries --Meats - Vegetables

Liquors - Delicatessen

995 ELLIS STREET	 -
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

BERTI PRODUCE

1960 JERROLD AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 94124

824-4182

1

L

STANFORD HOTEL

250 KEARNY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94108

956-9757

BERCUT BROS. QUALITY MEATS

2324 CHESTNUT
SAN FRANCISCO 94123

346-1313
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w.rtLsLnq-
I ATTORNEY	 ______________________________________

i-----	 - -

FAMILY MARKET

I -	 I	 U#I1T

-	 __A	
SAN FRANCISCO 94121

BENNETT AUTOMOTIVE
Foreign and Domestic Cars

411 Valencia
San Francisco, CA 94103 	 863-1769

BAYVIEW USED CARS &
AUTO DISMANTLERS

1200 VAN DYKE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO 94124 	 822-4454

PAPER

• ATTENTION!
ALL YOU BEAUTIFUL
S.F. POLICEMAN READERS 	 _______________

When you patronize any
display advertiser -

MENTION
THAT YOU SAW THEIR AD IN THE

S.F. POLICEMAN
—WE WOULD APPRFCIATE IT! 	 -

Sales - Trades - Rentals - MI_S - Notarq

MA1X REAL ESTATE
1099 IRVING STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94122

SOS. 664-6760	 -	 RES. 68t-440

RNS

ajax auto dismantlers Inc.

We Buy Junk Cars

2895-3RD STREET
SAN FRANC%SCO 94107
	 821-3103 1

BAYVIEW GARAGE

3220 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94115

563-1505

EMERALD CITY AUTO BODY
Classic Auto Restoration

Sports & Imports
Insurance Work - Rust Removal
250 NAPOLEON ST., UNIT G

SAN FRANCISCO 94124
282-4220

FOGHORN

- 1592 MARKET 662-6070SAN FRANCISCO

GIRAFFE LOUNGE

1131 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

	

474-1702	 -

THE BOULEVARD

4000 GEARY BLVD.
SAN FRANCISCO

-	 221-1810	 -

Ii,uIii1I	 -	 -

CROWN LIFE INSURANCE CO. 	 CHINATOWN MEDICAL LABORATORY, INC. 	 OLYMPIC TROPHY & AWARDS CO.

100 PINE, #2300 	 1239 STOCKTON STREET	 Mon.-Sat. 8:3Oam-6:3Opm 	 1375 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94111	 SAN FRANCISCO 94133	 956-5481	 -	 SAN FRANCISCO 94103

421-4711	 431-3034
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S. F. CENTURIONS
DINNER SET
FOR APRIL 29

The San Francisco Centurions, fresh from
their season-ending victory over the LAPD
football team, will hold their annual awards
dinner on Thursday, April 29, 1982, at the S.F.
Police Athletic Club at Hunter's Point.

The roast beef dinner will also include
salad, french bread, vegetable, baked
potato, coffee and dessert for the very
reasonable price of $10.00 per person. Drink
tickets will be on sale for $1 each, or 6 for $5,
beginning at 5:30 p.m.

The evening will also Include the presenta-
tion of áards as voted by the team members
themselves, and a combined auction/raffle
of complimentary dinnners and sporting
goods items to benefit the "Wounded
Ankle" Fund.

Reservations may be made by contacting
Sgt. Don Carison, at 641-8827 between 9:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m., any weekday prior to April
26th.

Golf Club NewS
With the arrival of spring, it appears the threat of

wet weather has diminished enough to bring out thefair
weather golfers.

On Wednesday, March 24, 1982 the San Francisco
Police Golf Club held our monthly tournament at
Skywest Golf Course in Hayward. We had ninety-one
players show up to play golf. Under fair but windyskies
the'go1f 'course was once again vicorious. Only three
players broke ninety, with two guests leading the way.
Larry Sylvestri had a seventy-eight and Bill Lee had a
seventy-nine.

Dave Minner ended a fairly long absence by taking
low gross honors with a seventy-nine. The low net win-
ner was Nick Eterovich Jr. who had a net sixty-seven
(85-18) and won the playoff with two others (Larry
Minasian and Ronny Rhodes)who also had sixty-sevens.

The flight winners were: first, Joe Buckley, Paul
McGoran, George Gamble and Jerry Cassidy; second,
Larry Minasian, Ronny Rhodes, Nick Eterovich Sr. and
Bill O'Connor; third, Jim Kerr, Ed Castiglioni, Jack
Southern and Joe Allegro Jr.; fourth, Al Sonoda, Buzz
Jones, Dick Sanden and Jack Daly.

The guest flight winners were: Joe Rosset, Joel
DuBose, Art Kissel, Jack Gibson, Larry Sylvestri and
Bob Lall.

The hole-in-one winners were Bill Lee at the second
hole with a nearly perfect shot 2"4" from the hole and
Paul McGoran at the twelfth hole when he put one 8'9"
away.

Many things are in the planning stages right now.
The San Frnacisco Police Golf Club is having a

weekend golf trip to Reno the weekend of June 18, 19,
20, 1982. Any S.F. policeman who is interested, get in
touch with me for details. Most of our members are br-
inging their wives and it really looks like a good time.

Also in the planning stages at this time are the Six-
teenth California Police Olympics to be hosted by our
department this year. Any S.F. policeman who is in-
terested must let the know by May 1st, 1982. This year's
Olympics will cost the golf participant $106. Please
don't sign up if this is too much for you as, if we have
too many players, we will have to have tryouts and not
much time to have these tryouts.

We also have the PAL Golf Tournament coming up
July 16, 1982 and our annual barbeque tournament
against the Oakland Police on July26, 1982.

Any S.F. policeman, either active to retired, in-
terested in belonging to the Golf Club, give me a call
and I will give you further information.

Jerry Cassidy, Secretary
San Francisco Police Golf Club

Co. KSolo's, Rm. 150, Hall of Justice
850 Bryant St.,S.F.(553-1245) or

237 San Mann Dr., Novato 94947(897-0226)

The SFPOA is sponsoring this year's Dan Nilan Ten-
nis Tournament to be held May 19-21, 1982. This tour-
nament will be open to all S.F. police officers, S.F.
sheriffs, S.F. district attorneys, Highway Patrolmen
and the local F. B. I. office for singles, doubles and a
special mixed doubles event that will be open to con-

Monica Fields, who led the All Stars to a triple overtime
victory, shoots the first of two free throws in the 1st
quarter, as Leslie Chong, Willa Brown and Vicki
Quinn look on.

A Piglet finds herself "penned in a corner" by Pat
Jackson and Vicki Quinn; defensive play like this keyed
the victory for the All-Stars.

AUTHORIZED DEALER
Universal Geneve, Seiko, Citizen, Bulove

4ee	 & eftui -

UNG Y. LEE
rt Repair	 607 Broadway

	

g Quartz, Electronic	 San Francisco, Ca.
rnatic, Mechanical Watches (415) 982.5187

	

21?lCt) VA	 SS AVE..

'21 PRIVATE STUDIOS
'WiTH INDIVIDUAL

HOT TUBS
& SAUNAS.

oPEN 7 DAYS,

SA IFIACISCC SUN. -THURS.

441-TUBS	 FRIDAY - SAT.
11AM-2AM

BILL WRENS SHELL
24 HourEmergency

Road Service	 SHELL

1200-19th Avenue'
San Francisco 94122

661-1169

testants and their spouses.
Top police finishers in this tournament will be invited

to compose a police olympic team to compete in the
California PoliceOlympics, July 6-10, 1982. Any of-
ficers interested should contact Jeff Barker, 553-1243 at
the Police Gym.

The SFPD All-Stars, S.F. Rec. & Park "C" League
Champs. (Kneeling, L to R) Leslie Chong, Jeanne
York, Vicki Quinn, Pat Jackson. (Standing, L to R)
Coach Don Carison, Monica Fields, Willa Brown, Dol-
ly Casazza. Not Present: Chris Lee, Marlene Willhoite.

Deadline for articles to be
submitted is the first Wednes-
day of each month. No excep-
tions.

SEARCHLIGHT
MARKET

1964 HYDE
SAN FRANCISCO 94109

673-1010

'KAY HEUNG
RESTAU RANT

Mandarin & Cantonese Cuisine
"Special Hong Kong Style"

294-8th Avenue
San Francisco 94118

386-0233

HARRISON PARKER,

D.O.S.

OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

6301 THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94124

467-1403

DAN NILAN
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

WOMENS' BASKETBALL TEAM PHOTOS



FINEST FACILITIES

GYM
&

SWIM

11
BARDELLI'S

RESTAURANT

243 O'FARRELL
SAN FRANCISCO 94102

982-0243

At Bert's, you'll find a spacious, newly remodeled gymnasium . . . the new-

est gym equipment...a full-sized swimming pool...steam baths...Finnish

Sauna...hot room...massage and hydro-therapy available.

Private or individual guidance is available.

Separate facilities for men and women . . . open daily till 9:00 PM...
physical therapy is available on your physicians recommendation.

Phone TUxedo 5-2918 for full information and our moderate rates.
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SFPOA BASKETBALL
WOMAN CAGERS WIN 1ST TITLE
	

Team Captures Pair of
by Don Carison
	 Third Place Trophies

When I first thought about writing this piece, I
couldn't decide whether to write it strictly as a "news"
article ("On Thursday, March 25, the 'All-Stars', the
SFPD's Women's basketball team, defeated the
'Piglets', 30-27, to capture the San Francisco Rec. and
Park 'C' League title."), or whether to write in a con-
versational, first person style. I decided upon the latter
for various reasons, but primarily because I've coached
the team during,its two years of existence.

Additionally, I was too involved in that Thursday
night game to objectively step back and do a totally
balanced article. Ask anyone who was there: it was an
emotional game to say the least, and one of four or five
athletic "experiences" which I've looked back at and
felt privileged to have taken part.

Attention all runners, joggers and walkers:

The SFPD Youth Pro- Dempsey (Co. D) are tak-
gram will hold the First ing an active part in
Annual "SFPD Run for organizing the run, as is a
Youth" on Saturday, June large group of citizen
12 at 5 p.m. This will be a volunteers. With all this
twilight run around Lake first quality experience we
Merced.	 know the "SFPD Run for

Spearheading the Youth" will be a first class
run organizing committee event. We expect this to be
are three of the nation's the first of many spr-
best run organizers - Ron ingtime runs. If you would
Markillie, Len Wallach like to help plan and/or
and Tom Benjamin, who help oii race day for the
organize the - Bay to June 12 run, please call us
Breakers as well as many at Extension 1348.
other major runs. Sergeant The run registration
Dennis Gustafson (Senior forms will be coming out
Escort) and Officer Mike soon. The run is open to all

team, continually frustrated the Piglets by getting the
ball up court with minimal trouble.

As is always the case with our team, everyone con-
tributed. Defensively, Pat "PG" Jackson and Jeanne
York shut off the Piglets' best guard; Willa Brown, in
addition to scoring a key basket in the first OT, had a
super rebounding night; and Dolly Casazza played well
while allowing our other guards to get the rest they real-
ly needed during the game.

But Monica Fields was the key to the win. Monica is
the type of player every coach looks for: talented,
dependable, unselfish, and observant on the court.
Time and again, especi?lly in the overtimes, Monica
took charge, scoring baskets with two or three
defenders literally hanging on her!

I've found this to be a unique coaching experience.
All double-entendres aside (my wife did mention
something about me watching ten women in short
pants, running around, getting hot, in a large poorly lit
room!), I'd never been involved in women's sports. I
found these players to be very "coachable", both in
wanting direction and having the ability to execute
what I asked them to do.

To the All-Stars: Thank you, and stay in shape -'
I'm already looking forward to next season when we
should be even better! Now if we can just convince
Mob to get women's basketball into the Police Olym-
pics	 'Photos on opposite page.

with the proceeds going to
support the SFPD Youth
Program. Even if you are
not a runner, register as a
supporter and be eligible
for the giant drawing
which will feature many
prizes such as dinners or
two at many of San Fran-
cisco's finest restaurants
nd gift certificates for

running equipment. All
runners will also be eligible
for all prizes as well as
receiving a sourvenir T-
shirt. Registration fee is
$5.00 with $7.00 on race
day.

by Bob Puts

During the first week of March, the SFPOA Cagers
brought home two third place trophies. The first was in
the seventh annual L.A.P.D. Basketball Tournament,
which was held at the Los Angeles Police Academy.
Because of football and family commitments, the San
Francisco team sent a small but talented seven basket-
ball players to represent our department.

Led by "All-Tournament" players Steve "Sky"
Venters and Charley Mahoney, the SFPOA team
defeated the L.A. Jailers, 84 to 72 in the tournament
opener. The POA Cagers returned to the gym that
night,and behind Jeff Barker's 17 points, turned back
the L.A.S.O. 70 to 67.

After a night of celebration, the team returned the
following morning to the gym, only to be put down 99 to
80 by a tall and talented Orange County D.A. Team.
The following morning was just as disastrous as the
SFPOA's front line of Venters, Colonico, and Puts were
outrebounded by the Riverside Probation Deptment's
six-foot-six front line. Despite playing against 'two
former all-American collegians, Jim Deignan, Jeff
Barker and Dave Ambrose played deliberate and pa-
tient in a hard fought loss, 104 to 89.

The second third place trophy came a week later in
the finals of the Eureka Valley Basketball League. In
this league, we saw the fine teamwork of years of prac-
tice, which combines the ball handling of Jim Deignan,
Curt Bruneman, and Charley Mahoney with the inside
play of Jerry Langford and the always reliable Gerry
Calgaro. Stçve Venters (Mr. All-Tournament) and Ed
Rodriguez supplied the outside shooting, while T
Rodriguez, Leon Sorrhondo, Andy O'Mahoney, and
Bob Puts supplied the needed bench strength. After
finishing with an impressive 9 win, 2 loss record, the
POA Cagers were defeated 98 to 85 by Devo, a team
they earlier beat.

Over 100 fans (a big turn-out for this type of game)
• cheered steadily throughout the game, and saw a brief

fight break outwhich caused the two players involved to
be thrown oUt of the game. It finally ended after three
overtimes, almost two hours after it began!

During our 6-0- season, we had beaten the Piglets,
who represent Co. K's metermaids, 21-20, a game
which I had to miss. In that game, the Piglets pressed
full-court and scored a lot from our turnovers. For the
two practices prior to the title game, the All-Stars work-
ed on breaking the press in a very structured way. Our
hard work paid off: Leslie Chong, Vicki Quinn, and
Monica Fields, the three most consistent players on the

-	 SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT

RUN FOR YOUTH
by Walt Scott & Tim Foley

We expect many sports The SFPOA Basketball Team, along with Dale Allen
celebrities to be on hand, and Ed Chow's P.O.A. II Team, will now prepare
including Fred Biletnikoff themselves for the annual San Francisco Police-Fire
(Oakland Raiders) and Basketball Tournament, which will be held at Kezar
Bruce Gossett (49ers). • Pavillion on May 7th, 8th and 9th:
Supervisor Wendy Nelder
will be there also to par- 	 L.A.P.D. TOURNAMENT STATISTICS
ticipate in race day
festivities. So mark your	 Name	 G	 Pts. Avg.
calendars and plan to par- 	 C. Mahoney *	 4	 59	 14.7
ticipate and bring your 	 S. Venters*	 4	 58	 14.5
friends. As far as we know,'	 I. Barker	 4	 53	 13.2 -
this is the first ever SFPD	 R. Puts	 4	 51	 12.7
sponsored run for the	 J. COlonico	 4	 38	 9.2
general public. If' you have 	 I. Deignan	 4	 32	 8
any information on this	 D. Ambrose	 4	 24	 6
matter, please let us know.
See you there!	 * Selected to the LAPD All-Tournament Team

Learn to swim your way to better health

BERT'S
CONDITIONING CLINIC & SWIM SCHOOL

609 SUTTER STREET—SAN FRANCISCO

HARRINGTON'S
245 FRONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO
• ..392-7595...



Taxpayers For California
HOMEOWNERS & RENTERS BENEFIT

THE SPLIT ROLL PROPERTY TAX INITIATIVE: couples, giving renters over $200 million in tax relif.
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EMPLOYMENT Continued

In two California Supreme Court cases, Cervantez v.
J.C. Penney and People v. Cory, the court held that
while privately employed in the area of security work,
the officers do not have the same powers as sworn on-
duty peace officers, and that such powers are limited to
that of private citizens. Additionally, assault commit-
ted against such officers, even though the off-duty of-
ficers may be in full uniform, are not subject to the pro-
tections of Penal Code Section 243.

Having these cases in mind, as well as the legislative
intent enumerated in Government Code Section 1127,
it is quite clear that the administration is embarking in-
to an area of over-regulating off-duty employmnent ac-
tivity that the California Supreme Court has clearly
stated is that of a "private citizen" and not that of
peace Officers as previously defined.

This secondary employment proposal is "overkill"
and will do nothing but prohibit employment, cause
great ecOnomic hardship for a vast number of police of-
ficers, generate an incredible amount of calls for service
for on-duty personnel that would otherwise be handled
by the off-duty officer, and it will, without a doubt, in-
stifl,t'rernendous dissension amongst our ranks.

No other jurisdictions impose such wide ranging
restrictions on off-duty employment, and there is no
sound, valid reason why our administration should re-
quest or adopt this proposal.

Although there have been numerous postponements
on this issue at the Police Commission during the last
year (all at the request of the POA), I fully expect that
the issue will be heard by the full commission on April
28th at 5:00 p.m.

During the last three years, I believe that the Police
Commission has been quite fair in the manner in which
they deal with POA issues and disciplinary matter, and
I would fervently hope that the commission employs
that same fairness and reason on this issue and rejects
it.	 -

I strongly urge all members so employedin
secondary employment to make it your
business to attend this hearing, as I do not

ieve that any other single issue could be of
such importance to our membership.

GUN CONTROL Continued
dangerous or violent way.

• Conducting a voluntary turn-in of handguns deter-
mined to be defective or undesirable by their owners.

• Enactment of a local policy to require prospective
handgun purchasers to attend a weapons safety course
covering the legal responsibilities, safety and proper
storage, prior to obtaining the handgun.

Off. Pete Maloney concluded, "This official position
of the SFPOA has received substantial support from
members of the Board of Supervisors since its adoption.
The SFPOA stands ready to assist in each and every
stage of implementation to insure that our San Fran-
cisco becomes a safer place for each of us."

Off. Pete Maloney	 Off. Woody Tennant
SFPOA Director	 SFPOA Director

Insp. Tom Dickson	 Sgt. Al Casciato
Bureau of Inspectors, SFPD SFPOA Director

When in Jail and You Need BAIL

Phone

- AL c.	 t) MArket
GRAF	 1-7901

The Bondsman with a Heart
- 859 Bryant Street, San Francisco -
ALRAF BAIL BOND . FORMERLY KEN TILL S

______ SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC CENTER

655 ELLIS STREET,	 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109
(415) 771-3000	 TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS DIAL (800) 255-3050

WHAT IT DOES

The Split Roll Initiative extends Proposition 13's pro-
tection to renters and to homeowners who have moved
since 1975 while limiting the amount of Proposition 13
relief given to big business.

The Split Roll does so by taxing all commercial/in-
dustrial property differently than residential and
agricultural property. Residential and agricultural pro-
perty will continue to receive the full benefits of Pro-
position 13. The benefits to renters and homeowners
moving since 1975 will be increased. The amount of
Proposition 13 relief given to commerical and industrial
property would be reduced.

Specifically, Split Roll will:
- Cut property tax assessment increases in

half for all homeowners moving since 1975 or in
the future.

- Continue Proposition 13's tax rate limit of
1% and assessment protections for all homes,
apartments and agricultural property.

- Increase the renter's credit to $100 for
single people and $200 for couples.

- Reassess commercial/industrial property
to full value.

- Increase the commercial/industrial pro-
perty tax rate fo 1.33%.

- Raise 1.6 billion dollars for police, fire pro-
tection, schools and other public services.

SPLIT ROLL MAKES PROPOSITION 13 WORK
FOR ALL OF US

THE FACTS ABOUT SPLIT ROLL

FACT: Proposition 13 protects homeowners who
haven't moved, but when homeowners move, their
taxes often double or triple in asingle year.
SOLUTION: The Split Roll Initiitive cuts the tax in-
crease due on homeowners who have moved in half (by
exempting 50% of the assessment increase from taxa-
tion).

FACT: Renters got no property tax relief from Proposi-
tionl3.	 -
SOLUTION: The Split Roll Initiative increases the
renter's credit to $100 for single people and $200 for

New Yellow Cab

6262345
DEPENDABILITY

£1 3mperial

.iQestaurani & fear
_____________ ESPECIALIDAD BIRRIA V MENUDO

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY - 6:00 A.M. TO 10:00 P.M.
FRIDAY THRU SATURDAY -e:oo A.M. TO ii:oo P.M.

Joz & CLAUDINA BA p AJA	 800 SOUTH VAN N ESS
TEL. 641-0990	 SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94110

FACT: Proposition 13 was supposed to be for homes
but big business got almost two-thirds of all the relief.
SOLUTION: The Split Roll Initiative decreases the
amount of relief given to big business by reassessing
commercial/industrial property to market value and in-
creasing the maximum tax rate on these properties
from 1% to 1.33% Commercial/industrial properties
would still pay less than half of the tax rate they paid
before Proposition 13 passed.

FACT: Local governments throughout California are
cutting police protection, closing firehouses, shutting
down shcools, dropping health programs, etc. because
now the state surplus is gone so there is no money to pay
for these services.
SOLUTION: The Split Roll Initiative raises $1.6 billion
to fund fire and police protection, schools and other im-
portant public services.

FACT: The increasing use of user fees and service
charges on new homes has added up to $10,000 to the
cost of a new house when the price of housing for
everyone, especially young people, is already almost
prohibitive.
SOLUTION: The Split Roll would reduce the necessity
for those fees and charges on new homes, therefore -
reducing the price.

PROPOSITION 13 WORKS FOR SOME BUT NOT
ALL.

LET'S MAKE PROPOSITION 13 WORK FOR ALL
OFUS

Doris'
SHEAR MAGIC

Beauty Salon

For Men and Women

4615 Geary Blvd. (between 10th & 11th Ave.)
San Francisco, CA 94118	 (415) 387-6363

EXCELSIOR
SUPER SHELL

TOWING & ROAD SERVICE

TUNE UP • AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
BATTERIES • BRAKES • TIRES

RAY M. KARDOSH	 PHONE
i 1820 SAN JOSE AT SANTA ROSA	 334-8866
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94112	 333-2261

ALBERT RAMIREZ
Bail Bonds

• Bail Bonds	 626-7290
• Federal onds	 855-Bryant •	S.
• Immigration Bonds	 -
• Nation Wide Service

24 hour service - Ask for Hector or Jim
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